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CHAPTER I. STUDY ON IIDN AND. ~ I.NilJSTRI AND REPORT t)N l-i'E:E~TD'!G OF 
EX1'3RI'S SPONSORED BY TilE :gCONOMtC CC~"i-r:SSIO~~ Hm '.i.J TIN 
JJIJERICt~ AND TI;CHNIC:f>·L :AS~,J:.S"TANC!<: A 1}1!INIS'rRt\'i'I01~ 

INTROIJJCTION 

The first industry systeniaticv.llY ·stnC.ied by the E\:ooonJ.c • Commission 

for Latin America, htls been iron ·and ~+ .. eelrnttkil".g,!f 

The follo-wing considerati?ns have infl·uenced this pr.eferenc~: 

n) The importAnce of iron nnd _s~.eJ..rn...,king for the econoniic 

development of the countri.~s; 

b) The interest in the i~<1st:cy show!l_by severnl Letin Am~:rican 

governments, which ~.s resg.::...ted in.the fonnulation of sever;:-.J. 

projects during the last-. h")lr' ~en·::.ury, and 

c) The frequency of discussions without uniform criteriA, reg::~rding 
a •. • ~ 

the Adv<mt~ ge or disl')dvapt.9ge of :ins_t?:P..~~ such on industry in 
• ~ l • • . . . . 

specific countries. 

,In order not to unduly e~end _the scope of this survey, the nn<1lysis . . . ~ .. : . ~ . . : . . ~ .. 

has been restrict·~d to se•ren countries of. the. re_gion, in which either an . . 

integra.ted steelmn.king industry exists or whi~h P,Of?Sess, a c.c:Jr~ir..g to a 
~ .. l • . .• ., __ 

preliminl'lry investigr-tion, the best possibill~i,es. f~r t~ ~ ~s::_.,_tllishment of 
• "' • t ' I • ~ 

such an industry. These countrieS" are J,rgen~i,nn, Brazil, Ch_i:l.e,. Colombia, 
• .'! , ~) 

Mexico, Peru and Venezuelc::t, 

The investigetion h[ls been directed tolmrP,s. five. main obje.ctives: 
• • •• .1 ' • • • ,-..·! ~ •. 

a) Amlysis of the evolution o.f cons-:.:.mRJ:iiqn ~m4 _supnly of. iron. am 

steel products;Y 

b) Study of the hypothetical costs of. at eel prqduction in selected 

Latin AmericAn count.:'i~s. Th~se would t::e compared ~th 
• · . .' :_i -

hypothetic~l prGduct.io.n costs in indust:~:iallzed countries and 
' · .. ~ :: "r--, < 

wit.h prices of ir.tportec! steel as deli ve.:·ed to !..1'ri:.in American 

markets; 

lJ The stuctY on producti•~ity n~ l0bour in the .textii''e ·fri4tlst~ of five 
c.,untries of Lrtin J..nc:dr;.'l, unde':'tl'lken in 1?:5J., -~~~efs o~ ·~ sane 
speainl asnectE of t.extile indust.·7. · · .. · 
Fv~ the ourposfl of this paper, ~nd nll cocumer~·S relrted to the 
Meeting in Bogotn, tne expression "steel products" refers to products 
of the rolling mill arrl the ?rimAry transfonning industries. It 
excludes, therefore, the steel contnined in manufactured goods, 
equipnent, etc. 

/c) Approximations of 
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c) Jlpprorlm.,tiona of the investments necessary for estnblishing 

integ:t""Ateci steel plant.3, ApprcprlPte to the si~e of the respective 

markets, in the lom1tiona mentioned in p?r<igraph b); !/ 
d) TechnicP-.1 problans hindering the development of the steelmaking 

industry in the region; nnd 

e) Str-J.cture of the existing metallurgical ind1.:stcy; and its 

rel<iti0n -;~c me.~.1ufncturing activi'ty in gene_·•nl, 

Preliminr-r;v Results of ~he Survey 

For the annlysis of the P<>ints covered by parag::·Aphs 2) and e), of'ficil'll 

statistics of the different countries hnve been used. Fer studies on 

questions relnting to P<'lragra-chs b), c) and d), it. became L2::iessary to 

investigAte the relative impc-:;..,.·-.an~e of' v~~ous l')CAl facto:;.•::: reserves or 

raw Jllflterinls, their grades a~~d locations, wage rates, sizes of markets, 

etc. 

The prelimim.ry investigntion indicPted thnt sane problans faced t:~ll 

seven countries; other problems npnlied only to several of t:!e~; and 

finally thAt there were certain difficulties al)plying exclusively to the 

irrlustry or some soecific country. 

Desuite the fact tmt several probletp.s uncovered by the an'llysis are 

of' a definite economic character (for eXEmple, production costs AM 

investments in steel plants) all of' th(,m ~re rel:,~ted to technical matt.ers, 

since the steelmaking process n!fects the. structure of' costs. The choice 

of the process is detennined by severc:l rv.ctors of which the most important 

are, on one hand, the available r~w ma teri.als, And on the other, the m.a rket, 

the type of' products, their sizes the re~'OElctive total amounts, and the 

em use which will be given to them by the customers • 

It is evident that similarities in m~rket structure are much greAter 

between the seven LAtin American count.rie;:;, than between the IllP.rkets of' 

an,y one or them ~.rd those of an industriP~ized country. Concerning rP..w 

!/A steel_plant. which produces nt .. least n pRrt. of' the necessAry raw 
· mBtetial~, ani manuf11ctures· pig iron, steel ingots and steel.products, 
· is· Ca.lled "integt'ated11 • 

/materiAle, there 



mnterials, there Are mMlY' speei<U. problEIIls in the region, a few 

applyi~' exclusively :0 Lntin America while .. <?;t~ers. are also frequently., 

found in other countries. The variety of cases is so large ths.t, in 
,, ' ' 

order -to encomp."lss thEIR all, i~ is, nece_~flarf .tp I'f}SOrt to the knowledge .. 

and eXperience accumulated in those ~o~~ri~.e: ~1$ .tw-ve a well-devel.~pecl . 
' . . ~ . . . . ~ ' 

steel industry. 

The main conclusions of the study can be summarized as fellows: - . ' ' .· . ~ 

1. Analysis of consumotiort in Argentinl'l., Brazil, Colombia, Cuba, Chile 
, r . . ~~-

8~ Mexico, shOw.s tmt during most of the ·~·st~wert.y-five years, ahoat' all 
. . . ~. ,.... . .. ' .. ·,, 

of them have been uria.ble to obtain the ·ste~l produ(:ts which they ne~. 

Instead, they secured only such amounts as· their capacity to' .impOrt would -

pennit them to bt1y abroad~ .supplemented by'ex1.s11riftg locAl steel prOduction. . ' . 
T.he majority of the countries whoee._merkets hA.w•been investigated shaw .· 
deficits in their suwly of steel nrodue~s~ 

2. The size of the plant is the single 'most lmPortAnt bearing 

It the scRl.e Qf operation is smnll, the ousts ani the· imeStmentr :-oer unit 
of production are.- high ~ oroduptivi'liy. i-e low. 

• . •. .. • : ~. • ... !• • • •  .

3. The consumption retes of even thOse Latin American countries using . 

the largest· amount of sieel; a're too:: ~il ··t.o justify the inst~ll~t'ion·. o~ 
modern speci~lized plant·a e·a-ok'bie-'.ol';-taid.ng adve1ntage of all the 

improvements which inerease 'produb""tii.tty~ 
-. #' •·• . . .. 

4. Regarding cos~s J -~ detl'iled A-nalysis or the influence or the most 

imPortant fa~tors Affee~ing: Latin American st~el industry, :hf\" been 

preoared. For thA.t ouroose, plants hAve been hypot.heticR~Y: assumed,; q~

sizes appropriate to the resoective rm rkets. in diffe_rent Lati~ American 

countries, and their costs compA.red with plants of the same sizes but 
.·. 

locAted in SoaJTows Point, United States. In this ~ri_SQn,~ result• 

have generaiiy been favourabl~ tor Latin America. · ·. -~ 

In reality, the steel.mak:i.hg :'plants in the irrlustrialized cOuntries, 
' ' . ' . . . 

and especially .. in the Uni.ted S~F~t.e.s,. ~re much larger· am their costs,~ 

therefore, are an<U.ler thnrt those wbj:'~h· hPV~. ~en ealculate<l fQr .the 

Latin Americ<"n pl~ts. Nevertbel~~~' wfth the ~~e~tion ·of Pera -aid 

Venezuela, these differences ar~ c~pensated.by the higher trane~port 
cost of steel from the· indust.rializ.ed countries to the Latin American 

/markEits. 



h;ypt;t.hb·; ::.;'.;:,,_::;. ,.uL~> 1.>f ~50 ~nd 300 thousan1 tents l'CUpe(~i;i.vely of anl'lUBl 

c<Jpa;.:;d.t,J'', ':~Lc;gea ot these eount.l•les i'j<:n pxob<Jbly be eliminated 

and t.he ,j, cont. l~adu,.;ed :l..f) Hi':i an :1lteru;-1ttve, p:t'<lduction of pig iron 

6~ Ln <'ll:i. ·,'•;';HJS nD·II"e been nn .. "llyaed, ev'<':'l'l :L:1 t.h·:;;;.::e which would .. 

result h~.gn c:,> sts. lo~al pi'oducti.on of steel ln ·r..r. Lin America, would 

st:mtlnl S<cP.rlng of foreign ex(;;)wnge ner· ~:nit of steel 

7. St.eeJJnaking b a hervy ind:J.stcy and t•eqt.d.rE:oA ~:'lrge irr:o:-::t.nents. The 
. ' 

capitHl intensity is such tm·i:. four or five turl..'~~ of inveatmt:H.t al'e required 

to obtRin one unit of productic,n.Y This relation generally: p:reVa!is whether 

the plant mines its own raw mat.erials, or purchases them. 

8., As ls well known, since iron and steelnmking is a basie ::.Ddustry, it 
-

\•eq11irea a. high hwestment pe~ nr<>duct or~ ia other words, hns a relatively 

tow orod'lCt.. per unit of capital. Objectipns agAinst establishing such 

~ndustd.!":a in l..atin .America have generally been based on this fact. However, 

j,i. must :t~emembered thElt iron and etee:ljnaking are activities which are 

uas:i.c t,('J aiany ot,her transforming industries, in which the product Del" unit 

of ln1restment is much higher. It is, therefore, nece~s11ry to aooraise the 

joint problem. Horeover, the establishment of the steel.maldng industry 

in Latin America htls generally been the result of the need to substitute 
if 

7 :nrporl.e by local production, in order to',;pennit a faster increase of the. 

nn~.i.onal income than the caoRcity to im~rt would pennit. Consequently, tt has. 

1/ The scarc:tty of steel, whicil has be~ a consequence of developnents 
after July 1950, has resulted in a considerable increase in steel 
p:d.ces.., •-thich hAs not been followed, in the same degree, by a rise 
in capitAl good nrices. Therefore, if these price relations are 
calculated for flny period After 1950, the investment coefficient 
will show lower figures than those presented here. It is possible 
that oree the new steelmaking facilities, which are being constructed 
in many countries, start opere.tion, the rel11tive oosition of the prices 
of steel products and of capital goods will come beck to the position 
of 1948. The data of this paper have, therefore, not been altered 
but :i.t should be emphasized that they seem to depict the most 
unfavourable situation which 'cfln arise from the capitalization of 
the steel industry. 

/to be admitted 



to be admitted twt in order to se~tJi:'',~ 

investments may htwe to be made, ';.dth a 1·,/\4f:!i• }Jl'Oduct, 

than tha average of the investments pre~\l'tdUng in thE> 

1. Fuel Problents 

a) In most I,atin American countl"leb, vrlth orohably ·C.h<-> b' l '~ e:j{r.;.:;~thiD 

of ColombiA, 1<1'10',/n coal J.'eserv-es a:.."a scarce; 

b) Few of the known deposits corrttJiin eckti1g ~;oAl::J; 

c) Several of the good coldng cocll'e of l,Htin Ame:rlM are difficult. 

to WPsh, becAuse the f!shes thet. contHin A:t'e finely dissemin~ted. 

This means an increase in the ,cX,st of washing, or, alternatively, 
< I 

of high trflnaport:'ltion costa: ef, ,the co:U, and operPtion costs of 

the bl1'1et furnace. 

d) The raw materials which exia·t in Lr1tin /l:.merice and can be used 

for blending to improve the coking property of coals, or as 

. substitutes tor coke IM.king, are little known in gere::'<'ll. ~ "l'heh· 

properties nnd possible aoollcfltions have not been sufficientl.y 

investigc:ted. 

e) The dist<mces bet.ween coal mines fl nd steel· pltmt,s s· are generelly 

excessive and produce ~n increase il'l the cost of pig :'.ron, although 

the .influence of this loss varies as between ·the d:i.ffcrent 

countries. 

f'). Quality limitations, in the coke which cnn be manufactured with 

. local raw mRterials without increasing fuel cost e:xcessi'vely, 

in several of the countries ot the region, has resulted in some 

inat~nces in the limitations of the he:i,ght of the blast furnaces, 

which in turn, reduces. their productivity. 

g) Some of the coAls, blerding lllBteril'lls or substitutes .. for. coal 
<. 

known in Latin, AMerice> f have such a high su.1.phur. content., that 
• < ( ~ 

either the possibility ot. their utilizati.on. has been excluded 

altogether, or the operr.rting c~sts of the bla.st furnac!3 have 

been substantially increased. . .. 
2. Technical Problems· Cau5ed by the Composition of th!t Iron Ores 

Problems .posed by the quillty or ava:J.lAbilit·y of iron ores, Are 

·considerably less importatrt. ·thtm'those resulting -from ~fuels. I.atin 

/America in 
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America in general, is rich in high-grade ore, and i.e at present one of 

the most important exporters. Nevertheless, the following difficulties 

can be menti~ned, which originate from the comp;:,sition of some ores. 

a) In at least four countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile arrl Mexico) 

steel plants ha,ve to use iron ores with phosphorus content 

which do not correspond exactly to the limits customary in the 
' 

steel refinil'l..g prt'lcesses of more ihdustrialized co".lntries. The 

phosph~rous content is too high for the basic cpen-hearth or6eess, 

which is used for the production of 95 per cent of the steel of 

the United States, am too low for the basic c:orrverter process 

(Thomas), widely used in the European continent. In such cases 

it then becomes necessary to incur addi :,:t.cnal eJ!pel•Ses, be they 

for eliminating the excessive phosphor::;us content, or recovering 

it for agric:ultural fertilizers. 

b) In two or the countries rather unusual percentages of certain 

impurities appear: arsenic in Mexico and titanium i.'" Chile. 

c) Since each of t.h~J integrated plants has few al.te::.--r..a~ tve sources 

of iron ore supp.1.1.es, the possibility is eliminated of blending 

various ores, as ~.!3 frequently practised in imustrialized 

countries. This c0mplice.tes the design anci operP-t:lon of Latin 

American steel plants, which in any event have to produce a 

wider assortment of different steel qualities, in order to 

cover as substantial a part as possible of the country's steel 

necessities. 

3. Transportation Problems 

The productitJn of one ton of pigJron requires fGur to six tons of 

raw materials, depending on the grade e>f the latter. Transportation or 
raw materials therefore becomes an ;me~rtant part of total production 

costs, am jointly with the transporti~ion of the finished products to 

the markets, detetmines the location tiA the plant. In some of the 

countries especially in Brazil, Colombf~ and Mexico, distaroes are large, 

transportation difficult, and steel co~umpti~n is relatively scattered. 

This explains why Brazil and Mexico have built more than one steel plant, .. 
in spite of the fact that the resulting :reductien in scale of operations 

/increases costs. 
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increases costs. As has been stat·ed, not even their.tot~l· market_ would. · 

be sufficient to justify lnrge-s~ale modern plants which alocl<:: ensu.re ... th~ 

maximum productivity fourxl in industrialized countries .. 

A special technical. pzvJblem seems to exist, thereto~, in Latin 

America, which consists in .fin:iing iron arrl steelmaking processes, which 

could attain a higher productirtty with small scale operation'3. Such 

processes would find sui table application in isolated regiens in some o.f 

the aforementioned countries. In addition they would permit the 

establishment of small steelmaking industries in other countries of the 

region, which have not been included in this survey since the small .size 

of their markets would result in excessive cost of steel produced under 

-classical p~cesses. 

A. Technical Problems J\rising from the Uses of Steel 

In countries where the steel trnnsfcnning industries have not been 

developed, the largest proportion of the metal is used in the building 

industry. In such a case,. the main quality requirements which steel has 

to satisfy are resistance and ductility. Chemical composition becomes 

of almost m importance. The requests made by some consumers th'nt such 

building materials should confo:nn to narrow variations of chemical 

compositions, unnecessarily increase production costs, and re~Qlt in 

a higher cost of steel :tot" all conSum.ers. It may also induce uilnecessarily 

high investments in additional plant facilities. 

In view of the rapid growth of steelmaking in Latin America' in recent 

years, it seems advan"!-aget~us to establish, as soon as possible, standnrds 

and spe~ifications f!>r such steels as ar.e being produced. Wheri preparing 

these standards, consideration should be- giveri to the use to which the 

steel will be applied, the existing ra.:w- materials and facilities, and 

the avoidance or unnecessa.ry increases. iri p~cfuqtion costs •. :.· ... 

The conclusions of ECLA ~s ·~relimifiary studies, .especi~l~y :concerning 

the considerable num~er.of technical problems which tend to increase the 

costs ·of Latin American P'teel production, suggested that great adv~nt~ge 

could be derived from a meeting of experts. An agenda could be submitted 

/to than, 



;,}<>~ nt 8.<·.splees o.f .E;C:Lr Zilld 'l't..,, .~ i",!,e Goverrrnent of Colom'!)ia a.cted as host 

~ui geuBt'l)llsly p:r<lYld.ed fo:r.' the nv1teri~l 51.H~Cess of tho meeti.r.g. 

'l'rH" meeting was opened on 13 October by His Exeaj_~i,ency t,na President 

:-Jf G~)tomb:ta, Dr. Roberto Urdaneta and adjournod on ;;~ Odobe:r 'cj the 

Chairman, Dr. Roberto J<Jrrunillo Ferro, GenerRl M:onager of the Paz de R:!e 

company of Colombia • . 

One hundred end se·~·;;n·:.een ex;oertsi' p[-lrt.icipa'i.ed in the m'3etingYand 

eighty-two b<"'.ckground. pP~els 'r'T€-!'e contl'ibuted ,Y The p?.rticip<-'n·c~ ;:md the 

authors of the .papers v1 n·3 c h'">Een frQnr nineteen 1d E erent countries. 

In the opening session llr, R.>ber~p Jnr•arnillo Fe:-:-o 1vas elected 

Ch.:oirman. Seven Vice-Presidents were. pominated, one cor-o:-espending to 

each of the Latin American countries .wtlich participded in the meeting)/ 

!/ Annex I contains the list of participents. 
y The names of the authc?.'s and the titles of t.he uape~.~s eppc:~;r as Annex II. 
'JJ Argentin?..: Engineer Augusto Legrand, Sociedad Hixta ~ide:nirgica ArgentinA. 

Brazil: Engi'Svheiro Eduardo Pyl~s Lozano, CompanhiA. Minera9ais do 
Br·esn. 

C hila: ·· "Jg:tnee r rn ni ~ J Vucet.f(lh, Comp11n!a cl.r• Acero del Pac!fico, S .A. 
Colornb12: D:r. .. Jo~qr.fr! Frieto Is;!~a, EmpresC'l Sidel'"l:.rgica NacionAl de 

Paz de Ric S.A. · 
,,,e::.i.co: Engineer Alfredo Gonzalez B<•llesteros, Compai'i!a Fundidora 

de Hierro y Acero Monterrey S.A. 
f<-.n u Engineer, Alfonso BDllon, DenRrtrunento de Siderurgia, 

Corporac:ton Peru.ena del s~mt1'l 
"'anfl 1:a1ela: Engineer l.rgenis Gembo~, Ktntste:rio de }IIinns e Hidrocarburos. 

/The substt~ntive 



. nd of .. ,.; : •l•:ludf-.:d: 

furn:1Ces cuntr.:·.fltfc.•.'; W'lth l,JlC:r"1MJSe.:' ·;;o}3ta ~.:d !~\'(' ·, 1, ;. • cr' . .s~ 

. economic prob.Lems o:f the charee : ... blast furnace; 

of i:ro n ore by prncesRes o.tht"' :r· than the bJ.c":'.st furnace. 

c) Steelnlaking problents: 

Comparntive oosts of d!fferent:. steelmaking urocesses; 

alternr"'tive p:.t"'eesses to ~he rolling mill which combine 

higher productivity with low-sc<Jle operations; range of 

application or steels made: by different kinds or steel 

 used in various countries t, 
d) Economic problems: 

A special section or the ~eeting was devoted to the study 

of !our working pc1Pers pr~sented by the Economic Commission 

for I.Ptin America: .. 
_Document L.86: "Factors Intlueneing Iron and Steel Consumption . -

in Latin America"; 

Ibcument L.87: "Influence or Local Factors on the Iron and 

Steel Imust:ey in Latin Amerio:a"; 

Document L.SS "Structure of the Steel Tr~msforming Irdust:ey 

in Latin America"; 

Document L.O "Brief Outline of Steel Industries in Some 

Latin Americnn Countries". 

The dates ~.t which the various items or the substantive matter were 

discussed, appear in the agenda attached as Annex III. All discussi~ns 

took p~~ce in ':PlenP:ey meetings. Only thr~e problans which had not been 

included in the progrmJ;ned list or substantive matter were pre~ented by 

/non-Latin American 
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no~tin American e:xperts "in comittee meetings }J Sane of the Latin 

.American experts remained in Bogote. during the entire meeting. These were 

called 11Gener.:1l Experts", and since they were primc'1rily technicians with 

maMgerie~ positions in their reepective industries, they had an over-all 

knowledge of the l:)roblems of the steel industry in their countries. The 

majority or other participants had specialized knowledge on specific problems. 

Their attendance w?s thus primarily for such sessions which discussed the 

problems of their particular special1~y. The presence of the general experts 

throughout the meetings provided eontinuitr' to the debn'bes, especially by 

maintsining the focus of ettentien towar1s the analysis of specific Latin 

Alnerieah t>reblans • 
• 

The above arrr:.ngemente, initially interned to set the pattem ofor 

the meeting, were not strictly carried out in prnctice. A considerable 

number of specialists extended their attendance to rna~ sessions in which 

problems outside their own speciRlity were discussed. Most of the time, 

therefore, in addition to experts who had been irwited to deal with certain 

specific problems of' the agenda, an additionnl group of participants were 

present, who were technicians of high standing in other speciP..lities. In 

this way, a series of' interesting, discussions arose. E:xpert.s of the latter 

type intervened to tell the e:xperi~nces they had obt~ined while searching 

for solutions to simi111r problems ·;in other fields, and they made suggestions 

showing ways which were open to new :fields of investigr:tion • . .... 
As a result, the sessions f'acUltated the exchange of experience and 

kmwledge, both between participants: from different L:~.tin American 

countries, am between them and e~s from other regions. 

The conclusion was almost uMni!pous that the· meeting proved of 

great benefit to the p.<lrticipnnt m~bers. ECLA and TAA had submitted 
... ,.: 

to the meeting a series of specifi~ ~uestions related to the common 

objective of finding processes whi~~would permit lower costs of steel 

production in the region. Within this framework the knowledge of the 

!f Dr. Raymond Cheradmne, Frllnce: !'Analysis of Co8l Washing Methods . 
Based on Coefficient of Imperfection"; Prof. Dr. Jllrrer, Switzerla.nf: 
"Notes on the Future Evolution of Iron Production"; nm Prof. Bo 
Kalling, Sweden: "New Process for the Desulphurizatien of Liquid 
Pig Iron, Based on the Use of Lima". 

/different specialists 
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,;;}A';.f'6 'I:Jl"'ifHl>erlted, the 

this was due 1:;o the 

steel plrmt s , Th.l"'Vugh 

oro tassionr(L. Dssoclntiens, names 

of the most represerrtAti ve €K}u..ipn.~rt:. WinufPcturl.ng firms and consulting_ 

enginee~ were obte1ined.. The co-cper:":tion of a considerrlble number of 

these equipnent m<mufActurlng "'nd engireerlt1g firms W<'S then requested 

and obtAined, some of them contributing in the form of working papers, 

some through actwl pllrtioip,'ltion of their officiPls, ::r both. This 

. group of priw.te firms, it might he added, provided the meeting with 

same excellent working D¥~teri~l. 

The Empresa Siderdrgic8 Nacional de Pnz de R!o, of Col~ia, 

contributed with a series 'Jf p.:!pers prepared by either its .own et~ff, 

or by the firms that provide it with equipment ~nd technicRl ~dvice. 

It also contributed ::l. eubstrntinl amount of JIV\terial helo • 

. Not every problEm! of interest to the ~tin Americ~n steel industry · 

was. iroluded in the e.genda. The restrictions that were ap;sed resulted 

from two mm.n fP.ctors. For one thing, there· was the liDrl.tatiMl of time, 

arrl the desire that the mAterinl under discussion should receive ·an 

exhaustive treatment. Secondly, the desire to present the lArgest 

possible number of divergent opinions on ench topic necessitated the 

elimination of some agenda. items which were considered insufficiently 

covered by the contributions which were obtP- ined. Such a coverage 

se€111ed especiAlly indispensable in those cases in which the analysis 

was prepared by private conmercial sources. .·:... ,-

. In view of the Conll>OSition am the organization -or the BogGta. 

Meeting, the basic objective was not one ot reaching specific agreements 

nor recommemations ~ RAther, the primar;r purpose was to discuss the 

different problems thoroughly, cOYer!~ as JD.-"lll7 angles as possible, but 

always with the tocus directed towards the Latin· American industry.-

/CHAPI'ER II. 
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CHAPTER II. PAPERS AND DISCUSSIONS R.t.LAl'ING TO THE EXPERT ~~ORKING 
· CR.OUr nN l:RON AND STEF.T, INDUSTRY It~ i.ATii~ oo:~·1.ICA AND 

T1-IE Cl':JC! 1JSION.:J APHJ.C~BLF.. TO LATI:t>l AhblUCAN COUNTRIES 

Th~re are ma~ conclusions which Latin American countries can derive 

froru the papers presented to the Expert 'working Group on Irun and Steel 

Industry in Lat.in America, and the discussions thel'eof. In order to avoid 

a detailed examination of the abundant material, some conclusions have been 

extracted in the present report. The following is a discussion of certain 

problems often facing the Latin American steel industries. 

This analysis f'Jcusses on two main points of view. The first relates 

to some economic factors and the cost structure of the industry, •iithout 

considering the specific problems confrontine the different countries. 
·, 

The second deals with definite problem~ related to some countries or 

existing plants, and presents a review of the information and discussions 

contributed by the meeting in connection with these particular cases. 

l. Conclusions C)f a General Characte;_ 

There appears to be a close link between the consumption of steel 

products and economic deYelopnent. Jiocument L.86, analyses the factors 

influencing iron and steel consumption- in siX countries of the region. 

It concludes that the majcrity of·th~ have not been able to obtain the 
-

amounts of steel which they have req~~ed during most of the past twenty 

five years, but rather only the amount~ which their capacity of import· has 

permitted. 

The knowledge of the size of the market appears essential before ... 
decidir.s on the inatallation of a new •teel industry, because of the 

considerable influence which the scale~of operations has on steel costs. 

It has been common practice in Latin America to base market studies on data 

of the immediately preceding years. This procedure tends to underestimate 

the market, in case an unsatisfied demand exists because·ot limitations in 

the capacity to import. ·The consequence of such mistakes may,:be.either 

the abandonment or the project, due to the high production costs resulting 

froa the small size ot plant, or it may result in the installation of ·units 

so small \bat they will again result .in high steel costs and mak~ · pJ.ant, · ·· 

expansion almost immediately necessar,y. 
/DoCllnent L.86 
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capital goods, constnnption of cement, etc. · If the re~mt·, ·~:.h. (:hs,t :.he 

availability of steel products is-smaller than the 

demand, efforts to increase the supply become very sign:U1. 

In doctunent L. 87 · hypothetica: steel production ~ost£~ ha'l<'et been calculated 

for one plant loea.ted in each of the folloWing seven countries: ·Argerttina, . 
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, iViexico, Peru and Venezuela. Tbe locations wr.ich 

have been chosen usually correspond to sites at Which p1ant~ are elt!1,,,. 
-# 

operating, or where it is cont~lated ·they· will. be •:>.rected. This 

selection has simplified the amassing of neccesary data. The fact that 

plants have been hYl!Othetically placed in their-respective locations dnf.ia 

not imply judgment on the comparative advanta5es of the place, -in ro'i""-
, ' 

to others which might exist i~ the ·co\mtcy. The analysis of the papt;':r 

corresponds to plants of aqua~ size and ove:rall design, 250 thousand tons 

of finished ·steel per year,_ a-nd in addition, all of them are assumed to have 

. an equal degree of mechanizat:ton. The figvres have either been expressed 

in values at 1948 prices or i~ physical units. Following tte same procedure 

and with a minimum of significant data, it is easy to constrt:ct for· 
. ' 

comparative purposes the ~thetical costs corre3,>onding to any other ·site 

or project. In addition, .tri~ respective annexes explain in detail the 

methodology which has been:{qllowed. 
-'· 

The appreciable number. or cases tabulated enables ·soine preliminary 

comparisons concerning certain factors which influence costs, 

of major importance may be )!l~ntioned the C<-'m:f-osition of raw rnateria1.s;· 

distance of their sources t,Q the projected plant; its distance to the 

local markets, ru1d so forth, : 

In document 1.91, hypot'Jletical costs of other plants located in the 

same sites have been tabulat~d. In this paper their size has been adjusted 

to the dimensions of the respective market. The paper also justifi~s the 

choice of :Ji:z.e ~n each particu.lar case. It sl:ould. be noted that i.n each 

of three countries (Colombia, hTu ar;d VenP~~u.ela) two plants ,::;.f d.iff~~rent 
I ' • ,· 

size have been included. The re!$ultlng assortment of eleven ~teel works 

(including Sparrows toint) have capacites which vary between 50 thousand 

/an:: l million 
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and 1 million tons per year. 

The main conclusio.n of this paper i~ 'that the siZ.ELo!>pla.nt bas a.n 

extraordinary influenc·e on ~o~~s. It is :updou.bted4 the· s~le ioii.Vidual 

factor with the largest b~ng on cost formation. 

If identical plants- to those described for Latin Ameri.-csm countries were 

built on the Atlantic seaboard of the United States, the former group, with 

few exceptions, would have lower producti9n costs. . This comparison, of · 

course, is not realistic because the plant,s actua]Jy existing in the United 

States are of. a larger size and are more. .. s~cialized. They produce, therefore, 

at even lower c6sts t~n the largest pl~s lrbich c~ be justified by markets 

in Latin Ameriean countries. But, if to th~ cost in the United States, the 

difference between transpo~atio~ costs from the-United States and from Latin 

American steel plants to the Latin American markets is added, this addition 

represents a margin of protection permitting the cost of many Latin American 
1/ ple~:nts to be lo.wer than the "delivered cost 11 .:or the United states plant :in their markets. 

The above general conclusion does not apply ~ the particular cases 

of Feru and Venezuela. For the other countries it applies only insofar as 

the g_eneral asswnptio~s, on which the G&lculation is based·; are fulfilled. 

In fact, it can be established that for each lo~tionthere e.Aists a 

minimum size of the plant, wherein delivered costs would be higher than 

the delivered cost of imported steel. The size of operation at this -

limit, depends on the quality of ra\'1 materials, haulage distance,: wage- - ·· 

rates, etc. In general, plants with lower assembly costs ~and wage ra~es, 
are in a more favourable position to face competition, that.is, their 

operation will still be profitab+e at a smaller scale. 

1/ In order to provide a uniform basis of. comparison throughout thi-s 
analysis, reference \dll be made to an arbitrary figur~ ~hich will ~ . 
called 11delivered cost 11 of .impo~~d steel.· rt· corresponds· to the 
hypothetical cost of ~ro~uction of a 1 million ton per year plant, 
located in Sparrows Point, :haryland, plus the tra.nsport cost differentials 
of finished steel from this plant and from imaginary Latin American plants,-
to the market~of the latter countries. The. justification of this 
choice, and its comparison with average United States, European or 
Japanese steel costs and prices, appears'in Chapter V. 

y Mining cost or raw materials plus ,na:ulage. costs/to ·the plant. 

/Among the 
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Among the examples selected in document 1.91, ~wo plants are close to 

the coast and have relatively low assembly costs and wage rates: Chile· 

and Peru. The first has been scheduled for a f!roduction of 230 thousand 

tons and the second for 150 thousand tons per year. The latter appears 

with a higher hypothetical cost than the delivered price of imported steel; 

the Chilean plant produces at lower costs. - It can, therefore, be assumed . 
that for Latin American steel plants located close to the seaboard, and 

with t-easonably low assembly costs, the 11 critica111 size of the plant 

fluctuates between 150 and 230 thousand tons of finished steel per year. 

The bearing of certain cost'""factors on the value of this limit, can 

be appreciated by the case of a 300 thousand ton plant, which has been 

imagined in Barcelona, Venezuela. The wage rate there is about five times 

the rate prevailing in Peru and Chile !/ and combined with lo~et transportation 
. . 

costs from the United States, the critical size of plant falls above 300 

thousand tons per year. 

On the other hand, in some special eases the critical size.of the 

plant may be reduced. This happens, for instance, where considerable 

haulage costs in the interior of the country are added to the usual maritime 

transportation. Such internal haplage costs increase the margin of 

protection above the figures granted in the cases of Chile and Feru by 

maritime transportation. Situations of this type seem to exist in various 

steel consundng centres of Argentin,a, Brazil, Colombia am Mexico. 

A concrete example of this situation is the Belencito plant in Colombia. 

Assembly costs there are very low, in fact, the relative ~sition of raw 

materials makes it one of the most ~avourable locations in the world. 

On the other hand·, one of the main consumf!tion centres, Bogota, is located 

in such a way that transportation cost of the imported material constitutes 

a formidable protection. As a r~sult of the combined action of these · 

two factors, the critical size of ~he plant falls under 100 thousand tons 

of steel per year. 

Document L.91 shows, in addition, approximate values of the necessary 

investment, at 1948 prices. Investment requirements are high. They vary 

!/ The average wages paid by the petroleum refineries have been used· ~is·'a 
basis for this calculation. 

/between 491 
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r;.er ton per year in t.he 50 thousand ton .[Jlant in 

'o · dollars in the 850 thousand ton plant which has been 

1.;:. c.::U, be ;sa~~r,ered from this data that steelma.king is an activity 

. :where ca}'ital intensity is high, and since ca.[Jital is a s.carce production 

factor in Latin lunerica, a careful study is indicated before· deciding to 

install a. new industry. 

Capital is not the only scarce faCtor in the region. In many 

countries the availability of foreign exchange to pay for imports represents 

a similar or even worse problem. The findings of document 1.91, are that 

the hypothetical plants under study would result in an average foreign 

exchange saving of 54 per cent, compared with the delivered cost of imported 

steel in the markets of the region. A special mention in the case of 

Argentina seems justified, since here the calculations are based on the 

supposition that 100 per cent of the coking coal will be imported. Despite 

this, however, the saving in foreign exchange would be 52 per cent of the 

delivered co:5t of L11ported steel. Similar results are shown in Peru. 

Even the s:m.:\ll. and high cost plant of 50 thousand , tons a year would save 60 

per cent of exchange. 

It can be generalized, therefore, that in countries with some raw 

materials for steel production, at least iron ore, even the installation of 

a small plant as in the case of Peru (which is unprofitable if costs are 

considered) represents a substantial saving of foreign exchange. 

The present analysis began by quoting the market investigations of 

document 1.86, which show that in Latin America a shortage of steel frequently 

exists in relation to potential demand. Such shortages generallY result 

from limitations in the carncity to import; 11.5 pointed out in document 

1.91, however, local production, even on a very small scale, could result 

in a saving of at least 50 per cent. of the foreign exchange to cover the 

delivered cost of imported steel. 

On the other hand, it can be deduced from the same document, as has 

been done here, that production .under a certain $Cale will result in an 

increase of cost above the delivered cost of imported steel. Under 

favourable conriitions, this size limit. li~s· about 200 thousand tons per ... 

year.. Ignoring non-economic motivations for erecting a steel plant, which 

/may be 
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may be of considerable im}-:ortance in some cases, the decision as to whether 

it is advantageous to install a steel ~lant or not in a ~ountry with a 

smaller potential market than 200 thousand, should therefore depend on the 

rela.ti ve importance of conserving foreign exchange. 

The atoramentioned data and conclusions refer exclusively to steel 

plants based on Classical production ~rocesses. No consider~tion has been 

given thus far to the many methods of iron ore reduction ether than the 

blast furnace. Among these, the following are: the most imJ.-ortant ones: 

electric blast furnaces, low shaft furnaces, and the numerous so-called 

direct reduction methods, which produce in some instances a substitute of 

scrap and in others same variety of ~ig iron with s~ecial characteristics. 

In the.meeting of Bogota, considerable im,IJOrtance was attachei to these 
• 1 

methods since in general they require smaller investments and uae a larger 

proportion of manpower. 

At first sight they would, therefore, appear to be better adjusted for 

an adequate utilization of the production factors existing in the :egion, 

especially in the case of smaller countries. To begin with, the 

influence of scale of o~eration is not as large under these systems as in 

~lants where classical processes are emJ.~loyed. 

The cost analyses tabulated in the technical ~apers have been prepared 

either on the basis of values or of physical units, but always in comparison 

with data corresponding to a classical plant. In this way, they can be 

linked to the rest of the analysis. 

It seems necessary, tlevertheless, to call attention to two facts in 

relation with these alternative rnetpods: 1) the use of reduction 

processes does not eliminate the necessity of a steel plant and rolling 

mill, and it is precisely the latte~ which has the greatest influence on 

variations in cost due to scale of operation; and 2) that in the course 

of th~ discussions, doubts were expressed regarding the convenience of 

installing such methods in countries which are short of capital. Few of 

these }.!rocesses have been tested on a commercial scale in the industrialized 

countries. 

Another point seems to flow from these stuaies, although it cannot be 

fully substantiated. In countries where there are limitations on the 

capacity to llrrport, ~ven in those whi~h have a long steelmaking tradition 

/like Brazil 
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like Bra.z,il and f.lenco, consurn}ot:.:,~J. 

impetus~ once the local produet.ion :_;f 

possibilit,y that this may r.on:5tit.' L'::> :'1. Ir!Ori,ii; 

corroborated by figures conta:ined :; do~U!I1ed ·! 

per cent of the steel used by the s:e:;!!J tra.nsf;)):'llli.ng industries in Hexico 

consists of flat products. Huachiyc.Lo in Chile has included the rraking of 

flat J,;roducts since :initial o!-'eri:tt:Lnm', "'.nd it3 i.n1'luenee on the market has 

been remarkable. 

A detailed analysis of markets ia those countries contemplating a new 

steel industry, would be useful to clarify the abovementioned relation 

, · between steel consumftion and local ptoduction of flat products. To 

that effect an analysis of the possibilites of growth of the,steel 

transi'orming industry would have to be prepared in each case. Such a 

study has not fallen within the scope of this work. 

2. Conclusions Referring to Argentina 

Argentina has the highest per capita consum~tion of steel pr9ducts in 

Latin America, 57 kilos per person in 194'7-1949. If Argentina's steel 

consumption is compared with the national income, the steel consumption 

per 100 dollars of national income is lower than that of Chile, Brazil and 

Mexico. On the other hand, the correlation prepared in document 1.86 with 

various iPdicators of economic growth shows that steel consumption has been 

compressed for several years by limitations in the capacity to import. 

The Argentina iron and steel making ~lan envisages, as a first step, 

the annual production of from 700 to 750 thousand tons.. This figure is 

slightly lower than the actual consUmption, during the latter years, of the 

products included in the programme. 

There have been many discussioll$ as to wnether it is justified to 

install an integrated steel industry in Argentina. The adverse opinions 

have not been based so much on the di·sauvantage of investing large amounts 

of ca~ital, but rather on the assumption that a country devoid of coking 

coals would produce expensive steel. !/ 

!/ Fortunately, the discovery of the rich iron ore deposlt of Sierra Grande 
will eliminate the necessity of also importing iron ore, or, as an 
alternative, avoid the long railway haulage necessaryyo transport ore 
from Zapla to the steelmaking centres. 

/The figures 
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The figures of docmnent L. 91 show that a plant of 850 thousand ton 

capacity in San Nicolas, vmu1d have almost exactly the same delivered costs 

in the Argentine market as intported steels. 1/ This would be true even if 

all the coal necessary for coke production had to be import~d, either from 

the United States or the United Kingdom. According to-the same calculations 

the San Nicolas plant would save between 43 and 55 per cent of the exchange 

necessary to cover delivered costs of im}A)rted steel. 

As has been noted, the ~revious analysis has been based on the 

assumption that coking coal will be imported. The only important coal 

formation found so far in Argentfna is Rio 1'urbio, in Patagonia, and 

corresponds to some highly bituminous non coking variety. Des~ite the fact 

that this fuel may be as expensive as im~orted coal at Rio rie la flata ports, 

Argentina will probably be interested in utilizing as much of it as possible 

in order to save foreign exchange. Jome vapers presented at the Bogota 

meeting may suggest investigations which can be conducted in order to 

ascertain how to make metalJ.urgical coke of this coal. Among svch 

documents 1.9, 1.10 and 1.14, refer to a ne1.1 coal cleaning }!rocess called 
2' 11 phase separation". ~ This proc~ss blends oil into the coal which serves 

as a binder during carbonization, ~nd simultaneously enoures a high grade of 

~urity of the coal. According to paper ~.14, metallurgical coke is at 

present being produced from black ~ggites in Yugoslavia. 

1/ A comparison of the data regarding the size of plant in docl~ent 1.91, 
and those of the plan show that the latter contemplates only the 
production of 500 thousand tons in San Nicol~s, whereas the former 
is based on a capacity of 850 thousand. The conclusions are not 
affected in this particular case, since the steel plant contemplated 
in the plan has a· certain degree of st--ecialization which reduces costs. 

?} This consists in finely grinding tha coal in the ~resencc: of watez: and 
a small percentage of oil. The· oil binds the coal particles together, 
whereas the ashes remain in sust-lension in the wat.er. Subsequent 
centrifugation separates the water from the coal oil pulp. 

/pocument L.ll 



ref;:,:cs to t.~:';)cess~s ent} :L-; ''d in .r·rance to ~roduce good 

bitu:rdnou.s J...o:rra.:!J;c .. conlb. Several processes are 

r~oke on .;. ,·omr.ts:ccJ.;.:.,.L scale, using up to (/J per cent 

Documents 1.12, L.l3, 1.15 and 1.17 describe various processes to 

.tm.prove u. co:cing ~rorerties of coals. For examr.·le, blends with low 

volatile co::ilt:-~ chars (low terr,perature coke) rnade of non coking coals; 

asphaltites; asph:..lts and petroleum residues, appear among the processes 

•nhich ha>rG bf)fW /:.1died or a,t.;plied in other countries. Investigation of 

such processe"· ·>~lld he justified in relation to the Rio Turbio coal. 

Finally, do ere· •·. ·~ ,/> x·efers to the manufacture of coke exclusively from 

asphalts r :· :>. 'c.)JY~:l< residues, as practised in Argentina in the zinc refinery 

of Corne: .. : ,-l :..i.v::.~,;~c· ·ia. These severed alternatives justify the assumption 

t.hat it vd ll be possible to find the way to utilize a substantial proportion 

of Rio 'f'urbio co3J iD the San Nieolas plant. 

ShouJ:l it. ·be UP..3.Voidable to resort to imJ.;orts, part of the coal might 

'.: im}ul·ted from Cerrej6n, Colombia, which alternative would result in 

.:>!:rw.ller haulage. Conversely the metallurgical centre which has been 

envisaged for the south of the country, not far from the Sierra Grande 

de1o0sit, t,;te relat,ive closeness of the ldo Turbio formation, tl-J.e Comodoro 

Rivadavia oil fields and the sub-Andean asphaltites ~if there are still 

substantial deposits available), all justify a much closer investigation of 
• c 

the ~ossibility of using ~io Turbio coal, since it will be considerably 

cheaper than im~orted fuel. · 

In relation to new metallurgical ~rocesses, two were discussed in 

Bogota 1./hich may be applied to Argentina. They refer to the most common 

im~urities contained in the iron ore and fuels: phosphorus and sulphur. 

In regard t.o 1-hosphorus the European, and many of ·the United States experts 

insisted in the advantage of enriching the air of the basic converter with 

oxygen, as a means: a) of obt~ir~ng converter steels of greater purity, 

equivalent, according to the latest investigations, to those made by the 

basic open hearth; b) of reducing investment and production costs of the 

plant; and c) of 1-roviding a way to re-melt ,scrap in the converter, at 

least in the proportion in which this material is at present being used in 

Latin America, in o~en hearth furnaces. In regard to sulphur, which may 

/become a 



bdcome a J' .)Dlem in the co\Ull,lJ i :' 

:)weden, exr,lained a new method of t:X<~:t·acti,,, ;:!.lr · ,_, 

iron, in the prc:.ser:ce of li11te, in. a clostc>d deposit which is r·otated at 

considerable speed. This de_!,;os:Lt recei·:.res the taps diT•cc'ldJ :t:rcr;. t,l1e bl1·}t 

furnace, and is being used at present on d. C(Hlmct"cLll bc.d~· i.n on·. n 

Sweder! and being lnst:llled in sever.:ll others. 

bven ii' there shoulu not be a conside:rdb.i,:; increas:: in sult:-hur ccai:.ent 

of the coke, such a f.roo_;ss deserves rrl-.udy. This w-mt1.'!,, :,0 s:r-ecially tru~ 

for -countries .,:-here .i\<el is ex1-ensive Gt' ::H;arcb, t;i:w.r ~~b:: oFeratio11 of 

blast furnaces wi tt1 an J.cid reaction which 11d:~ut. bec:otJJe pos& thle with its 

application, would J:.erwit the use of lower tem1-eraturef:> ana n~,:;11lt in a 

substantial sJ.ving of coke. 

J. Conclusions l:ieferring to Era."il 

Brazil has the largest steel industry in Lat.in rUI!erica. f'roductj_ ;; 

of finished steel ..i.n 1') ~1 ;r;as around :.:SO;_; thouJand tons and _.._,r:->.j ects are 

under way to increase it U,t- to 1. 5 m.U.lion tons by 1~ 55. Desri te these 

substantial tot:J.li.3, per capi td. cOllSumt--tion is relo.ti vely- lO\J, s:n.stl1er than. 

in Argentina, Chile or ~.e.xico. 

'Brazil has a long metallurgical traditio.!, since the rich or0s of the 

St4e of Minas Gez·ais have been ex_I.;loited for many years. Numerous charcoal 

blast furnaces are in o.l-'erd.f.ion, with c3.~cities varying between ioo and 

200 tons a day. 'l'he l.1tter is probably the largest blast furm.ce of its 

ty! e in the world. Gince the twenties, steel has also bBen 1~roduced b.ised 

on charcoal pig iron. Volta'hedonda has been o:r-erating since 1946, as 

the only integrated plant using coke blast furnaces; it produces rails and 

flat products almost exclusively. Alnong the }rejects for new industries, 

or expansion of existing works, the Volta liedonda plant ms.y be rc.entioned. 

In 1951 it }-·roauced 3~2 thousand tons of finished steel ·,·1ith CHle blast 

furnace of one thousand tons }er oay capacity. As the first 'ste~ of its 

expansion, a second 1:la.st furnace is being installed, and it will be 

followed by a third one, arriving finally at a. ca}-d.city of a million tons 

ot steel ingots ~er year. 

The Companhia Siderurgica Nacional, owner of Volta Hedontia, has been 

organiz~ by the Government. Irt addition, there is also a strong govenlillent 

/influence in 
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influence in the Comf'CUllli:l A~os .l!;s};es;iais Ita.bira, which is gradually 

raising its caJ;acity to reach a !'reduction of at.out 6o to 70 thousand tons 

of special steels. fhe remaining };reduction, mainly bars, light structures 

and tubes, is furnished by .~-rivate enter}·rises. Of them, Com~ia Belgo 

Ydneira is the most im};Ortant. Belgo-l'.d.neira, a.s "Nell as many other firms 

of the I-rivate sector of the industry, are J:-lanning expansions which will 

jointly yield a consideratle tonnage. ln addition to existing 1-la.nts, the 

erection of several ne~ plants with capacities ranging fron1 200 to 500 

thousand tons has been contem:tJlated. 

In view of the considerable growth of consumption in recent years, it 

is probable that all these new facilities will find a ready market a.s soon 

as they a1·e ready for OJ.>eration. Furth~rmore, in view of the specialization 

of Volta Redonda, the overall productiorl seems fairly i'Jell balanced. 

Of all the projects which nave been mentioned, for the time being only 

Volta Redonda will really take advantabe of cost reduction through large

scale operations. The smaller plants will inevitably result as higher cost 

producers, but transportation advantages and the manufacture of s}.tecial 

products will add to their ~ofitability. 

The only .lJil}..;ortant coking coal i'ormation known in Brazil is B<l.rro 

Br'anco, in Santa Catarina.. It presents maey mining am washing difficulties. 

Documents 1.2 and 1.5 ex~lain in ~etail how these problems have been faced, 

so far. The ash content of hand-i-icked coal ranges from 32 ani 34 1-er cent, 

and is reduced by washing to 15 or 16 J;er cent. As a by-~roduct, a low 

quality coal is obtained with an ash content ranging from 45 to 50 per cent. 

The cleaner coal is used for metallurgical purf~ses and the dirtier fraction , 

for boilers and furnaces. In order to reduce the cost of the cleaner ooal 

for the steel irAustry, it is necessary to find a market for the other 

fraction. 

Documents 1.9 and 1.14 which refer to coal cleaning through phase 

separation, may be ap~lied to both fractions of Barre Branco coal. The 

possibilities of reducing costs of coal transportation, and blast furnace 

operation, through better ~ashing of the cleaner fraction should be 

investigated. Studies regardir~. the dirtier part of the coal should aim 

at increasing the pro~ortion of total wtdch can be economically em~loyed in 

the blast furnace. 
/Barro Branco 
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Barre Branco coal. has s~~cial sulphur }XobleiiiB, which .are probably 

unique in the world. .rn the veins the percentage of sulphur is around 14 

and it drops to about 1.5 in. the washed.cqal, still containing 

16 per cent ashes. 'fhe ~ult>hur a~peq.~s in the. coal mainly in. tne form ot 
pyrites and these are contained in the higher specific gravity fractions. 

If through the phase separation method, the sul!-'hur cannot. be eliln:inated ,to. 

the extent desired, the desulphurization m~thod suggeste<i. by }ro.tes~r . 

Kalling in the meeting should be ,considered • . 
It is also necessary to bear in mind that the .&rro Brdl1CO coal is .. 

highly expansive and is a good binaer during carbonization. Volta .1\edonda 
A' 

is at present usill£. blends. contai1Ung 30 to 37 per, cent of Brazilian coal, 

th_e remainder being imported high and medium volatile ·coal&. !l'his 

selection has been necessary to prevent damage to coke ovens ''lbich might 

arise through excessive expansion of the coal. Document .L.25 stat:es that 

the Cerrejon coals in Colombia, on the Atlantic coas~, are high volatile 
. - ' . 

fuels which in all probability will be suitable for these blend~. The use 

of Cerrej6n co<ds would also reduce the dist:~.nce from source. tc _t.,lant. 

An analysis of problems of the Er~zilian steel ind~stry, n3cessarily 

has to include the activity of chareoal blast furnaces. This i~dustry 
~ 

takes advantage of the high grade ores and natural forests of the State of 
, ' < ~ 

Minas Gerais. The ores are built u}-1 by different types of oxides with . . 
varying phosphorus contents. The orea·also vary as to ~hysical ~operties 

·~ ' 

and reactivity. These two reasons explain why many of the :plants practise 

selective mining of the ores 1 although it r~duces productivity. This 

happens mainly in those steel plants which blow their steel in acid conv~rters. 
. . 

In addition, a substantial parij, of.tne indigenous trees of the forests 

of Minas Gerais, as well as several: varieties of eucalyptus which llave 

recently been planted, contain ~hos~horus in such a pro~rtion tr~t the 

average of the charcoal ~omes'u~ to 0.06 per cent. Since all this phosphorus 

goes into the };ig iron, and is a.d<litive to ttlat contained in the ores, the

aforementioned difficulties increase. In some instances the phoaJ-horus 

content may become so large that the pig iron would create difficulties 
l 

even in an open-hearth furnace. 

Both in charcoal bla~t furnac~s and in coke blast furnaces , where 

phosphorus content might be high, it would seem justified to investigate 

/the possibility 
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.Anothe:r sulut:hm wouJ..d 

· *"I e~~:l-'\1 :"la;:;;s wl1i.ch 

·ld and even 

l,f s~~Jpc:t.\ve rrd._r:d.ng contJn11es to be_ J.:ractised as at J;resent., i·-~ {J au~qlt~~te 

res~rves. fc.x mz.w;y ger:~erationg. But:, the elimim.tion of difficul< .. 

acc.nxtnp; tc ores. mined 1-.rith improper selection would rc1--resent not o:n.i. 

the so: ·tt;_cn 6f a problem related trJ the ·pY."esent steel costs, but also t,, 

the conserva+Jim1 of reserve:::.. Document 1..33, which describes the 

sinter:i.zation of iron ores f·Jr use in the honlevade charcoal-blast furnaces, 

joi.ntly vr:i.th the ftTOcesses mentioned for elii!d.mi.tion of phosphorus, can 

probably su1 _t.:ly the answer to all tectmic:1l .1-'roblems which might arise in 

this connection. 

4. Conclusions Referring to Chile 

The influence which o_t,erations of the Huachi1-ato f.la.nt has had on 

Chilean steel consum_fotion, has been trulY· remarkable. If this fact is 

weighed jointly with the findings of document 1.86, namely that Chile has 

long faced a scarcity of steel because of its limited 'ca._r,acity to im:I-Ort_, 

it becomes easy to underst.:md the difficulties of forecasting what the 

potential market will be in any ';iven situation. It may be said, however, 

that when the present ex}-:msion of the HuachilJato plant has been finished, 

its cap.city "r.ill probably be suited to ti:1e size of the market for several 

yP.<J.rs, and occasionall.f IJermit the e:.::.port of small quantities. 

The main fuel problem that Chile faces is t11e necessity of importing 

low volatile coals to improve the coking j.Jro,-:,erties of its cwn fuel. The 

+.ter rtoes not present, at first sight, com}.:licated washing 1-roblems, but 

' of the documents submitted to the meeting, 1.27 discusses the petrographic 

,fE~;OSition of t~le Chilean coal and al.lalysas the injurious effects of some 

r the constituents on the coking t-ro_r,erties. If the conclusions of t11e 

:• fon:rrent.ioned document are accet-ted as correct, it becomee necessary to · 

:_wparate the coal in three fractions, as aone in Brazil, for which 

eqa.ration there is no equipment available in Chile. 

The duthor of the IJafcer st:.t~6s that the exclusion of certain petrograJ;hic 

elements through grir!ding anci selecth'e screening, followed by washing to 

/eliminate fractions 
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reduces the ne ccs::d t.y to add 1mrocted 

The considerable amount of im}.O~ ·ad ·-~-_;;:_1 ~vhi.-~.:. tbe Ch!.1s · t'-' 

using at p:-esent in its blends, :i.s · ccni;;;.;:;quence ::.f limitation., 1 ' the 

country's mining ca!Jacit.)•. According to tests which mve been condll.cted, 

the minimum };ercentage of imt-·orted coal (low volatile), used to }-rodltce 

good coke thus far, has been 20 per cent. On the other hand, domunents 

1.13 and 1.15, refer to the substitution of low volatile by cba? :; in the 

coking blen~s. Both papers agree that the maxirnunt fa.voUl"able ad.Jit:ion of 

char corresponds to 15 p€r cent and. that after having reached that. 

proportion, the gains produced by cha1· drop off fairly rapid.i.y. In addition, 

paper 1.13 states that the influence of char on improving the coking 

prof-erties of the coat is a little smaller th:w that. of selected low volatile 

coal. The small gap which sex-arates the tnin:L'ilum }Jercentage of low volatile 

coals obtained so far in Huachipato, from the 15 1-'er cent which constitutes 

the maxi.rnum acceptable J.ddition of char, gives rise to the hO:f.-P. ,that if the 

quality of the cool ic simultaneously improved through the suggestions made 

in pap~r 1.27, imports of coal for improvement of the coke .may eventually be 

completely eliminated. 

Should the corresponding expex;iments not be comJ,;letely su~cessful, it 

should be borne in mind that accord~ng to the document 1.2, in t.he Cauca 

Valley in Colombia, a variety of low volatile coals is avaiL~ble. The 

substitution of Colombian for United States coa.l would again decrease 

transportation distances. 

Chile fd.ces t·Ho different metallurgical problems. Ores presently used 

at Huachipato come from El Tofo and have a slightly higher phosphorus content 

than would be convenient for the basic open-hed.rth o~eration. The steel 

company at present destroys the .tJhOsphorus in the slags. Docurnent L. 54 

presents information regarding a similar problem in Italy, where phosJ:.;hatic 

ores (<J.}Jatites) are added to the burden of the blast furnace, in order to 

produce a pig iron rich in phosphorus, which can be used for the basic 

converter process. 

:Jevera.l apatite reserves are known in Chile, and the general scarcity 

of ~hos~horus in the soil and of phos~horic fertilizers, seemsto justify the 

study of this method. The resulting phosphoric slag would represent a 

/by-product of 
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by-:-proouct of the steel plant, d.lld reauc<J its costs. In the cour·se of ttte 

discussions it was mentioned th3.t turopean countries, 1:2.rr.icula.rly SwEden, 

usually phosphorize the }.;ig iron through ciddition of slags to the b1ct'5'· 

furnace. 

Basic :eonverter steels have a smaller rani:>e of aJ-flication t.han basic 

o_t:;~n hearth steels. In order that steels made with phosphorized ~·ig iroc 

might have similar ranges of application, it 1110uld become necessary to 

enrich the air of the basic converter with oxygen. 

, Ailot,her :t-roblem. which faces the Chilean steel plant is due to a somewhat 

excessive titanium content in the iron ore. The Chilean teclmicians 

attending the meeting studied this problem, with the co-o~eration of several 

non-Latin-American metallurgists, in cOmmittee meetings outside the regular 

sessions. 

5. Conclusions Referring to Colombi~ 

Although steel consumption has brown considerably in Colombia, its 

correlation with indicators such as nation~l income, cement consumption and 

import of capital goods, following the methodology which h::l.s been exr,lained 

in docume~t 1.86, suggests that there' is a ~otential unsatisfied demand in 

the country of about 50 to 60 per cent of the volume of the steel im~orts 

of recent years. The ~lant bein8 built in Belencito, slightly srraller in 

capacity than the country's };resent corisum.f;tion, seems, therefore, of 

insufficient size. The negative iruluence whicn this way have on future 

~reduction costs will be partly com~ensatea by a favourable combination of 

raw materials and their loc~tions, which will make Belencito one of the 

lowest assembly cost ~lants in the world. 

The initial plan of the J.ilant does not include the manufacture of flat 

products for which there is a market of some 50 thousand tons a year. In 

agreement with the general conclusions at the end of the first section of 

this chapter, it might eventually be advantage.ous to add production of flat 

products as soon as possible. For certain a}.:-plications of such products, 

limitations often im!-'osed by the use of Thbmas steel, may be important. 

Here again, it would be justified to study the advantage of oxygen enrichment. 

For the production of some bars, problems arising from the quail ty of 

Thomas stee~ have been solved in Belencito through the addition of an 

electric steel furnace which also takes care of re-melting scrap. Should 

/the plant 
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'm should be given to 

·,: '·'"'~,·; ts, in preference over 

com~ositions and coking 

r~es good <~.oke without any blending. 

c..::n•r.1t.r·ies.". expo;rts of coal from 

e<mld be of real assistance to 

the steel industry of other 

exhaustive study of metallurgical 

Bw.ertcarl co1.mtri.es, by preparin;.; an 

wb.ich it. could deliver. The 

special necessities of Volta hedonda:> San ~~icolas, Huachipat.u, Barcelona: . 
and probably also the 1-acific coast of l'J.exico:, shouJ.d be inve::;tiga.ted, and 

at a later stage, the abund::mt coal de:vosits of the country searched for 

adequate typer fuel. 

6. · .Q.9nclusio.£~ Re.ferr5ng to Mexico 

Of all the c:r,r1.t.:::ies whose :rrarket,s were investigated. ir. :1ccument 1.86, 

Mexico has e;q:.erienced the fastest rate of increasE- in steel e0nsum;;tion. 

On the other hand, among the various correlations used to a~:v~oxi.mate the 

potential demand, the only one indicating the possible existence of a steel 

shortage was cement consumption. <rt is r-ossi.ble however that technological 

chanees have reduced the consumption ratio of steel to cement. If any 

unsatisfied steel demand exists i.n Mexico, therefore, it s'loulcl not be 

significant. 

The increase in the availability of steel for consl.UTlption, has been 

due both to increased imlJQrts and ~o the growth of local prod,..lction. In 

other words, there is still a sizeable .market ava:i..lable for a.n exJ,.ansion of 

the local indust,ry. Mexico's steg:ll industry should, tiheret'o:r2, ·.1asically 

aim to eliminate im}-:orts and to satisfy the normal increase c.;l' cor:scmiJtion. 

In past year~, development of the steel industry has been greatly 

influenced by two factors: first, transportation difficulties in the 

country, and second, the almost chron:i.c shortage of coking coal. ·rhe 

combination of tbe~e two factors has resulted in 0he two integr::~.ted plants 

working below full capac:i ty. The shortage of coking coal has indirectly 

given rise to a scrap· smelting and steel rolling irdustry, based on imJ;orts 

/of scrap 
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of scrap from the United St,ltes. '1'h6 tnd,U4 ; :L:;;nt, t 1ov:,; :<ri d.os:: ' thE' 

bv.t·der. ln audition, a :'':!1 ies of SHJ#ll 1-'J.rtnt:s '1'/hich generall~r srnelt and 

roll local scrap, are located in different- r-ar;~s of the country~ 

Each one of the existing integr.J.ted steel J-lants has a caJ-acity close 

to 20C thousand tons of crude steel. If they are profitable in spite of 

such a amall size, it may well be due to their specialization on ,different 

lines in such a way that their rolling mills correspond jointly to a larger 

ty:r-e of plant and, therefore, each om; shows a higher ,troductivity. In 

addition, for different reasons both have had lower investment costs than 

those calculated in documents 1.87 and 1.91. 1/ 
Hexico is very rich in iron ore o .. eposits and has coal formations of 

Va!J'ing coking pro}Jerties scattered ir• different regions. Un<ier such 

conditions, the ~ossibility should b~ examined of overcoming trans~ortation 

difficulties and tl1e overload of the railway net which at _i:;resent serves 

the integrated plants, by creating new steelmaking centres in other regions. 

The data contained in d0~ument 1.91, will .1-'robahly be useful to ap}Jreciate 

the relative m~rits of such a decentralization. '!'hey su}-<ply a methodology 

to deter1nine }Jossible cost reductions by expanding the existing industry, 

and convers6ly cost increases resulting from the installation of several 

new small };lants. It must be borne in mind that total }ie.x:ican consum.r-tion 

is still far from the O}Jtimurn ca~city for one large modern pl1nt. 

Regarding fuel problems, it can be stated that coking coals of Sabina's 

formation are among the fe•• in Latin J\Jrerica which can be coked directly 

'Without blending. They contain a. considerable &:Jount of ash, approximately 

32 pe~ cent as mined, and are subsequently washed to bring them down to 

some 15 tc 16 per cent. The resulting coke, therefore, contains about 20 . 

per cent. This figure is high, especially for a oountry whose transportation 

oystem is overloaded. On ·the other hand, the };exican iron ores are of a 

very high grade and it therefore becomes necessary for the coke to contain 

a certain minimum of ash in orc.ter to ensure the I1ecessary slag production. 

In addition, laboratory tests prove that Sa,binas. coals develop high 

expansion pressures during the carbonization process, to such an e~ent that 

"JJ See document L.84, which gives some details regarding the Monclova plant 
of S.A. Altos Hornos de Hexico. 
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"'") are cla.sf'ified 

as dangerous for the cow:;srv~c't.ion o_;· tr;e v·/c:n::_i. ..:.)Llce th·c're has never been 

an accident of this ty:r.-e L1 Lexicc ·' c.Le i.iJeury c<.', ~, f)t;;t:;n n.dvanced that high 

ash conter.t absorbs the a:x.cessi ve ll" es ::mre. 

All fa.ctors considered, it wuulJ be interesting for the Nexican 

industry to hlVestigate the 1-o~~;:;ible advc.mtage of aJ?1~lying the desulJ.-hurization 

method, to which refereDee h:l.s been made in thE: sectio .. r3latecl to Argentina, 

and try to operate t11eir blast furrd.ces vd.th an acid reaction. For this 

rurf.iose it would be indiSI-·enss.ble that the coal bE: ci.elivered Hith less ash. 

Here at';ain, among Ek:l.ny othey-s, the 'Hshing methocis suggested by document 

1.9 and 1.10, could oe investit;ated. 

'l{ith refer·er,ce to new 1rojects in other regions of t:-1e c mtry, document 

1.24 describes a rrocess being developed in 1-eru, to manufact1.~:re metallurgical 

coke based on anthracite. It might well be that the same }XOcess could be 

aiJ~lied to Sonora ,' nthracii;,es, shoula there be any interest in establishing 

a new metallurgic:t:'.. cer~tre in this State. 

Of the work rel.J.ted to metallurgiccJ.l }'rCJblems in i'1e:xico, as in Chile, 

the addition of apatite to the ores of Cerro ue }lercado should be considered. 

Here also, the basic converter blowit~ of the steel nught cause inconveniences 

re,sarding quality. However, this 1--roblem could £XObably be solved through 

oxygen enrichment. Before ~king any inv~stment in this direction, new 

specifications for this S!--ecial ty:p~ oi:. Thomas steel should be studied arrl 

accepted in the country. 

It was mentioned several tin.es during the meeting that the b<:uJ~'') de 

Hexico is studying the establishment of small nJetallurgical centr·es in 

different parts of the country. It has been contem}'la:c.ec. to subst.it.Jt•: 

tr1e blast furnace by ar:.y other ore reduction ]:A'Ocess in t.l1e co;:resiJO!c.din6 

!Jlants, in the ho!Je of finding a method better adapted to local ra-.r~ :U.d.terials, 

'l. 

referrin::; to nine of these unorthodo:;c rr,d.':ods were vr,-s-: .. ;;;~.; 

many of them containing data on the1 r c:1">'· st,ru;·;~ ;J~~e, -c:" 

in }hysical units. 

. 1.:-
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Information regarding a plant produc;i.ng 1 <: ttwusand tons a yea.r of 

sponge iron, as a substitute of scrap, wa,s of comd.derable interest to the 

meeting. The process used is the tunnel kiln, as developed in Canada, a.nd 

results have been such that the c3.,t..acity of the plant is being increased to 

36 thousand tons a year. This apparentiy is the first plant in the world 

to use this process, and also the first m'e in Latin America to produce 

steel on a commercial scale by a process_ different from the blast furnace. 

7. Conclusions Referring to Peru 

The project of a 53 thousand-ton steel plant being installed in 

Chimbote using electric ore reduction f~naces, originated during the last 

war. The use of an electric reduction system was motivated by the fact that 

the steel plant constituted one of the eJ.anents in the large Santa hydro

electric project. Originally the intention was to devote to it a small 

percentage of th~ total power and, giveu.the flexibility of this type of 

reduction furnace it was expected that ~t could use surpl~ power whereby 

the unit cost of electric current would be very low. 

For a series of reasons the construction of the hydro-electric plant 

has been delayed in such a way that the first unit which will start 

operations, will correspond ap.!Jroximately to the total requirements of the 

steel plant. Under these conditions, power will not be as cheap as originally 

envisaged. On the other hand, there is a very good possibility of 

exporting pig iron to Argentina, taking advantage of regular return freights 

created by wheat imports. Thus, a project is being studied to erect a 180 

thousand ton regular blast furnace in Peru. 53 thousand tons of steel 

would be produced for local consumption, and the remaining pig iron exported. 

If the method for estimating ~otential markets presented in paper 1.86 

is applied to Peru, the conclusion arises that this country would require a 

plant of 150 thousand tons annual capacity of rolled steel. As .one 

concrete example of the form this new demand might take, barbed wire for 

utilization in the Sierra may be mentioned• Its installation would 

encourage a substantial increase in the number of sheep. , 

These data indicate that once the new plant starts production, a · 

certain increase of the market will result, and in order to satisfy local 

demand, plant expansion will become necessary.· . This means that it ~~ be 

/indispensable to 



indispensable to start fairly soop on the second step of the new project, 

_np.mely the im;talla tion of ::., new b?-a:jt furt~ace of the same size, close to 

the iron ore deposits.- In tt1is way, shlf .. ping capacity could be tully 

utilized in both directionsw 

This analysis is of significance since it takes considerable time to 

develop coal mining and, therefore a more exact evaluation of the potential 

steel market seems to be justified. 

At this stage it seems premature to ap!Jly any conclusions from the 

technical discussions of the meeting to the ~eruvian case. The possibility 

of making good metallurgical coke with the .Santa Vall~anthracite, is 

presently being investigated. For this purpose, the smallest amount of 

petroleum derivatives should be added to t11e coal, since the petroleum 

production of the country has no excess ~reduction of asphalts beyond 

supplying the necessities for road building plans. The process which i~ 

being investigated is new and has been explained in documents 1.10 and 1.24; 
a semi-conm1ercial plant is being built in Peru at a cost of about 250 
thousand dollars. During the discussions in Bogota, no doubts v1ere 

expressed regarding the possibility of manufacturing coke using this s,ystem • . 
However, in agr~ement with \he feruvian technicians, it was considered 

necessary to conduct full scale tests of the new coke before designing an 
adequate blast furnace. This is due to the fact that many characteristics 

of the new fuel are unknown and· no indicator has been developed which ,.,uld 

permit a complete clarification, except dir~ct experimentation. Therefore, 

until these tests have been finished, it will not be possible to decide which 

of the two possible solutions is mpre favourable: the 50 thousand ton 

electric furndce ~lant or the anthracite coke blast furnace. Should coke 

blast furnaces be used, the quality of the ore would suggest acid converters, 

and in order to maKe the steel usaple in most ap~lications, oxygen enrichment 

could be considered. This -would reduce the amount of ~trogen dissolved. in 

the Bessemer steel. 

8. Conclusions Refprring to Venezuela 

In many ways Venezuela occupies a unique position in Latin America. 

In relation to its availability of steel, and the installation-of· a steel 

pla:pt,. the most outstanding differences compared to other Latin .American 

/countries are 
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eotmtries. are the following: 

. ~) No final project exists for the construction of a steel industry; 

.. b) iJlage rates rank among the highest in the world. They are, of 

course, the highest in Latin Arnerica, and surpass even 1ihose of 

the United States by ap};ro.;dmately 27 per cent~ }) 

c) .. Venezuela has no foreign exchange J..lroblems. 

Points b) and c) will certainly -be valid so long as a high level of 

industrial activity prevails in the world, and no l.imitations are established 

on international trade in petroleum. This analysis refers exclusively to 

such a situation, since consideratiohs involving v~ations in world 

activity are beyond the scope of these documents.· 

In order to simplify the analysis, steel consumption in Venezuela can . 

be divided into two almost equal groups: a) • the p3troleum industry, which 

uses about 250 thousand tons of steel. a year, primarily tubes, plates for 

'!;he. :wpr~ing platforms of the ~1aracaibo Lake, structures·, bars, etc.; arxi 

b) the rest of the economy, which consumes some additional 250 thousand a 

year. The latter; with an assortment similar to that found in most Latin 

American countries, contains a high ~rcentage of steel for the building 

industry. To these amounts, it would be necessary to add a considerable 

quantity of steel contained in durable consumer goods, capital goods, etc., 
which is not included in the present analysis, and has not been considered 

in any one of the other countries. 

Consumption is concentrated -in three main mai-kets at close range from 

the coast. The region around Maracaibo Lake accounts for most or the steel

consumption originating from the petroleum industry. A smaller proportion

of this industry's total requirements accrues from the Oriente oil fielde, 

in the State of Monagas and Anzuategui. Finally, the Cities· or Caracas and 

La Guaira, and th_e surrounding wne, use most of the steel outside the 

petroleum sector. 

As already stated, Venezuela does not face the seriouS· excha~ge problema 
• 

which limit the capacity to import of other countries. Nev~h.~l~~as, the 

correlation used for them, if ap~lied to Venezuela, .shows that,there is an 

Jj By comparing the average wages for petroleum refining in Venezuelaj wi-~ 
the average wages of the primary steel industry of the United States. 

/unsatisfied demand 
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unsatisfied demand in .the non petroleum sector of cor:."'wn'(.Jticu ·which could 

reach some 310 thousand tons instead of the present 250 thousand tons of 

real consum}Jtion, if the unsatisfied potential den-.a.'1d is add~d. lf 
Among the natural resources available for steel production in Venezuel 

the following are worthy of mention: 

a) Very large reserves of the hibt1e~'" gr<J.de ore, mainly"hematites, 

which are located at the south and east of the Orinoco rive~ close to 

its confluence to the Caroni. Two of them have been granted in 

concession to large steel making companie~ from the United States._ .. 
Ports, mining facilities, ships and eventually the dJ-edging of the 

" Orinoco are being organized. The ore which the country might 

need for local production of steel, can be obtained from these 

sources in a way similar to that by which Chile obtains ores from 
" El Tofo. 

b) Some coal deposits now be~ng 6ltpl01ted on a small scale are located 

close to Barcelona on the. Atlantic coast, between La Gua.ira. and the 

mouth of the Orinoco. Naricual is the most im~ortant of them and 

although they are reputed to be non coking, they may be interesting 

in view of their vicinity to the asphalt and petroleum fields of 

Oriente (where the heaviest Venezuelan oil is found), since both 

these substances ma.y be ~ ed as a binder to improve the coking 

properties of coal, as explained in documents L.ll, L.14, L.l5, 

L.l7 and L.l8. It migb~ not be im~ossible, therefore, to base 

something like 80 per cent of tho fuel supply pf th::; Venezuelan steel 

plant on this coal. 

Another interesting possibility results from information presented 

by the Colombian parti~i,Pant s mmely that the Boyaca formation 

continues in all its width right to the Venezuelan border. It 

can, therefore, be expected that it continues also in the latter 

country on the south-west side of haracai.bo Lake towards the city 

of Cucuta. An investigation of this !ormation by Venezuela would 

seem es~cially justified if it is considered that .the directly 

l/ These findings motivated the'inclusion of two plants tor Venezuela in 
document L.91: one of 200 thousand and one of .300 thousand tons. 

/coking coal 
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coking coal to be user•. . a.n.d . 
:t.hat it also includes f. 

types • 

. :c) Regarding hydro-electi·:i.r: 

been made for a large 

Orinoco~ which could ea.e:L.' .. ;~· 

kilowatts. It is evid.ent 

if other. applications for }'0\'"'-"':'; J.n. a.d.dit:Lon t.o possible 

consumption of the steel plant, ax·e not developerL In order to 

evaluate sueh possibilities, some of the discussions and documents _ 

presented to the· meeting may be usefuL These refer to the 
- . 

comparative advantage of coke and .fJOwer; based on the relative 

prices of coke. As a first apJ,;roxirnatio~--:, it was sto,ted that an 

electric reduction furnace shQuld only be considered where the price 

per kilowatt-hour is equivalent or smaller than one sixth of the 

price of one kilogramme of coke. 

d) Venezuela obtains from both of its nain petroleum districts 

substantial amounts of natural and petroleum gas, the majority of 

which is presently lost to the atmosphere. Consideration has been 

given to the installation of a small plant using this.ratural gas 

for some system of direct reduction. Another method of utilizing 

it, to \'d:lich reference Has rrade during the meeting, would be to 

design a special blast furnace into which· petroleum gas would be 

pressed. The theory was for this gas to perform a substantial' 

part of the heating of the raw rna terial, as electric power does in 

the electric reduction furnace, and that it should also assist in 

the indirect reduction of the are in the upper part of the blast 

furnace. No blast furnace of this type is known to be working on 

a commercial scale, ·but if it1 '.'lere possible to ronstruct it in 

Venezuela, the saving in coke .. Wo-ulcf be noticeabte. 

Of course, the best possible lo~tion. of arry' steel irrlustry using 

gas would be clos.e to the Orino'co;, nOt fa·r· frOm the iron ore 

de~osits and a little more than 100 kilometres from-the.eastern 

fields. 

/e) As a 

oil 



e) As a possible substitute fot.~ 0!" 

as a binder to imvrove the qu,a,llt;y of \:;.10 Venez.~'.eJ.Y possesses 

several inrl-Jortant asphalt lakcc-J 1;m th<' boi:d.'l';.n of tho Orir'.oco~ 

In this region there a:t'e also G:.nno r.~e :-,:roleL>m wells p.;;·orl'J.d.:1g very 

high density crudes, whose price:5 in vm:d .. d mar.kets are lower than 

those for normal oils. Document L.l8 describes B-n oven being 

used in Argentina to make rr..etaJ~1..:t:rgir!al coke (for the zinc industry} 1 

using petroleum residues as raw mdtet~al. During the d:tscussion 
-~ 

of this document, the Venezuelan participants stated that 

exploitation of the as~halt lake is very difficult on account of 

the viscosity of the material at the temperatures prevailing. 

Furthermore, in regard to utilizing the heavy crude petroleum, 

they estimated that if the carbonization costs were added to the 

price which can be obtained f<.·r its ex}..'ort, the cost of the 

resulting coke \IOuld be higher than that of a coke manufactured 

from imported coals. 

~t should be remembered that the possible utilization of natural 
·"'-· 

asphalt deJ:.-ends mairu_;y on the development of a suitable method for 

its extraction. S~ch a solution would offer many advantageso 

During the discussion of differen1:. problems of carbonization, it 

was stated that at present there are coke ovens available with 
'· 

either vertical or horizontal retorts, which permit the manufacture 

of coke from coal, ~r liquid petroleum residues alone, or from 

blends of both in any desired proportion. 

Another technical problem resulting from the utilization of these 

petroleum derivativ•s is their higher sul~hur content. In the. 

sections referring to individual countries, such as Arg,entina, 
1.' 

mention was rra.de of ·a ne·w desulphurlzing process, in which the 

liquid pig iron is tappE!d from the blast furnace into a deposit 

containing lLne, anu rotated at high speed. It is possible that 

this process could solvE~ arry sulphur problem which might arise in 

connexion !lith asphalts and IJetroleum products. 

It was diso mentioned dl1ring the meeting that since coal and 

petroleum products can supplement or substitute.each·other in the 

manufacture of metallurgiC<:Ll coke, as much research as possible 

/should be 
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should be unriertaken in co-o1,eration kl.th the petroleum industry. 

Initially the cou.'1tries benefit most frow such co-operation 

would seem to be Argentina and Venezuela. 

f) Although t!Jey ecwnot be called a natural resource, mention should 

be. made in tL~~· hst of return freights from the United States to 

Venezuela, ••.:..ti.ng from exports of iron ore. The possibility 

exists of ._ "' ";1ese return freight.s to takt3 coking coal to 

Venezuela . t ··~ L,y,.... freight rate. Utilization of this possibility 

would, of. CJ' . ··') influence the location of the plant. 

Altl'tough the d:~> ; .· procosb received almost. no attention in the 

different studies UYld;o1·L.tken ln Venezuela for the solution of the steel 

problem, the~' will bt< c;.:uni: ed here. This }.Jrocess we s the only one used 

in document:3 .L.87 and }.,.91 :\ :c tnve<jt:L:-lting the c0st structures.. Of the 

we}.'E ;.:! 'ldied in document 1.87 for Venezuela, 

·· e ... :::i.ned, since the manufacture of 

petroleu.m coke depeLd.s :;;~ . '··-·' .. ;:;.ch ~:>till remains to be done. 

In these studies, the 1 ;:'u::e \:<£' imported coal delivered to 1-lant in 

Venezuela was; estimated at L _ dollars (at 1948 prices) per metric ton, 

to handling in the country. If local 

fuel is used insteaci of imfX)rt.ed coal, its cost on cars at the washery 

should be ar"Ound 10 dollars per ten to equal the above IXice. !/ This 

means that only a!ound.6 dollars could be paid for extraction and washing 

salaries. 

If the wage ra.te of two dollars per hour appli~d throughout this study ... :, " 

to Venezuela, :!-s app~ied to the minin,s operation,. it becomes evident that 

coal can be obtained at this price only if the mine is sufficiently 

mechanized to per;ni t: a . production per nan and per day, of 8 x 2 : 6 = .2. 666 
metric tons. These production'rates are easilY :obtained in the United 

States, but Latin ·run.eri~a~ mi~es ;usually present .'difficult geological 
. , r • 

conditions and are .J,-ess ·mechanized. In M.exic<l.+ the production per man 

per day is around 0.9 tons; in Chile· ·b.6: ahd .evei}: lower figures prevail in 

Brazil. 

y The difference, compared With the price of imported coal, has been 
reserved for transportation, handling, etc. · · 

/Such requirements, 
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Such requirements, which seem bn,y:·d to :i:G(,t ·' __ .,:,ggest that . '" 

Venezuelan coal deposit is being investit:;c·· t\.:d · d :.~, :·:1e producti .. ;L ·.•i' .··· 

eoal in mind_. the study should include mi1:in::< _;·cl.::L.t,ies and .:,t.:.s!:,r::l·''"'i· .in 

addition to properties of the coal. Tbis lf::dge L; indisp<;l.:.;:,;L l;.; Lu: it. 

better judgment of the comparative advantages of local ]JI"OductirJL of eoa.:t; 

saving Of foreign exchange; employment of local nt<1niJOi9tli~; and certaint.y 

of a regular provision of fuel as maasured against any possibl•;;; : t,-.;rACI3t' L: 

tht cGst- of the raw materials for the blast furna,;e. 

In documents L.87 and L.9l an imaginary plant b~ated jn 

on the Atlantic seaboard of the United States was used as a basL for 

comparison with }'lants hyJ:-othetically placed in different locaticns of \ n 

America. From Table 8 of paper 1.91 it cart be seen that the .:wsemtJ~r ~~.!J .t, 

including scrap, amounts in Barcelona to 27.30 dollars per ton of sts:-::1. 

compared with 27 dollars in SJY'l.rrows Foint. 1/ Therefore, if the 'r:&~d :. 

assumptions being used iri this paper are sustained, a plant in Ven,,:l••' ~.?'!. 

appears to have almost exac.tly the same assembly costs as one i.o S:r•arr·~,vm 

Point. 

On the other hand, Venezuela has the advantage of smaller transr-ort 

costs to its local markets. The value of this advantage has been c;si:JJnctted 

in paper 1.91 as equivalent to 10 .dollars per ton, the latter amount 

constituting a form of protection for the Venezuelan industry. I-roduction 

in the United States, conversely, has the advantage of lower wage rates, 

and the bearing of this factor increases with each successive step in steel 

making; from the raw materials to steel products. In addition, it has the 

advantage of a larger scale of operations, which results in higher 

productivity of labour and lower investment costs. Finally, the large 

markets permit a considerable degree o~ specialization in United States 

steel plants. 

At the beginning of this chapter, reference was made to an arbitrary 

basis of comparison called "delivered steel costs". Since selling prices 

in the United States ·in the base year 1948 were considerably higher than 

hypothetical production coswin Sparrows Point, the com~rison of Latin 

J/ Sparrows. Point with Venezuelan ore; Barcelona with United States coal. 

/American costs 
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certain safet;v 

Capacity of 
Plant 
(thousand 
tons .E!':r.~ar) 

50 
150 
200 
230 
.300 
430 
716 
850 

J/ 

lftl'ages 
Barcelon.st 

aJ 
~iff 

h;<:;,:,_;"""~"""-ll' ....... -B2..:t.-"U.EKC,-,"' 

76. {;{) 
51.40 
42.80 
39.40 
32.00 
27.80 
24.20 
24.00 

Capi*;al I·,!l££e~,~~-2.Y~~~§~r"l:~~;}_ 
Charg;-.:s in Wfig~~3 Capltal 
fla!~celona 'V Charges . ;;: 

,_~..11L., ··~~=··- ... .&::;_,,~..,.,.:>1",'0"'<"!,~ 
~I 

~.:;-~:<->n.v--::;l_.~_iJ;;u.,:_a ''c:t(.l<'-;;-· I+.'Y"'~ 

144~20 6::3.30 21.50 824-.80 
42.20 ~.10 19.50 57 .&J 
J.IJ.60 2.9. 50 17.90 47. h)J 
37.40 26.10 llj.Q 70 40.80 
34.70 I.$. 70 12.00 :3().70 
:13.20 14.50 10.60 25.2.0 
30.80 10.90 8.10 19.00 
31.90 10.10 9.20 19._30. 

y Obtained by multiplying the man-hours per ton shown in Table ll~ 
document L.91, by the Venezuelan wage rates. 

pj Obtained by applying 9 per cent for interest plus amortizaticm, to the 
investment figures per ton per year, shown in Table J2 of document 1.91. 

E/ Difference between the data of columns !Yand pJ, minus the respective 
costs in a one million ton plant in Sparrows Point. 

Table A shows that even the largest plants, 700 to S00 thousand tons 

per year (which therefore exceed the size of the Venezuelan market), would 

produce at a cost higher than the delivered cost of imForted steel. In 

other words the disadvantages arising in Venezuela from wages and capital 

charges in plants of such a size, are too large to be compensated by the 

lower differential in transport costs. 

If instead of basing the comparison on delivered costs it i.s ·based on 

the selling price in the United States in 1948, plus the transport cost 

differential, the situation seem8 to change considerablyo In this case, 
. ': ~ . ' . ' 

profits in the United States have been included, and they raise the margin 

Jj This margin seems indispe!fsable, because, under certain circumstances, 
steel industries of exporting countries might 'race the situatfon'whf:ttoeby 
it would be more advantageous for them to export at cost price, ~~an to 
stop operations or reduce production. 

/of difference 
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do L Ers, t,., compensate 

dup1.ica.te the 

f) .. gures of the J..argar one, thd COf3t i:1Ci'8a:38S due tc wagec;; are a~proximately 

seven=fold. An analysis o.f the pape:rs 3fliJ';~s that rolli::1g mill is 

responsible for most of the variations in productivity. That is, rolling 

operations cause most of t:1e incruase in ·wagas per tor: that occurs in 

smaLlnscale plants. 

This would seem to indicate that if Venezuela vrants to operate a 

plant smaller than 300 to 4CIQ thousand tons per year, without undue 

increase of cost, alternative processes to the rolling mill should be 

carefully considered. Documents 1.66 and L.6B rvfer to equipment and 

processes of this type already being us0d on an industrial scale in the 

United Statos, Franc,e, and the United Kingdom. For the time being there 

seem to be two difficnlties: first, they ar,~ not yet sufficLmtly developed 

to permit their installation in a country where mechanical resources are 

inadequate; and, second, that th8re are still many limitations to the type 

and weight of the profiles which they can produce. 

Unorthodox methods of iron ore reduction have, in general, the 

disadvantage for Venezuela that they use more labour per ton of production 

than the classical ones. If installod in Ven.:::zuola, they would produce 

at ev8n higher costs than those tabulS~tad in Table A. A possible exception 

to this general rule might come from th~ process described in document 

·~ 1.6?. This is still being studied and the inventor stated in Bocota that 

its development would take one more year, prior to which no nc~f information 

could be disclosed. 

There are two other alternatives for Venezuela which should also be 

explored. The first consists in producing pig iron for export on a large 

scale. This could eventually be used to covdr part of the shortage of ferrous 

material which is developing in Europe, especially in Italy. If such a 

possibility is taken advantage of, the cost of pig iron used for Venezuela's 

industry could be reduced considerably. The second alternative, also aiming 

/towards the 
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problems. 

The relativ-e sc~u'•city of coking coal han ~een reflected in the 

existing and projected iron and steel industry in Latin America.. Very 

seriou.s thought had to be given to the selection of plant locations, 

due to the important bearing on assembly cost;.. ~··f long haulag~s for 

fuel. DocUirent L.87 by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission 

for Latin Ame~ica analysed the influence of transport on assembly costs 

in selected examples of plant locations in ::even Latin American countries. 

Table 1 shows t?e fuel haulage required per ton of finisheci steel. 

Loading and unloading operations, transfers, maritime and river 

transport, have been converted to the nwnber of kilometre-tons at 

which a ton of coal could be transported at equivalent cost. The table 

also shows, in percentages, the ·origin of the coal. 

]) The Report .2!! World Iron Ore Reserves !!E ~ Utilization in 
Underdeveloped Areas, prepared.by the Secretariat of the United 
Nations in 1950, makes the following statement on the subject: 
"Latin America is particularly: deficient in coal resources. Mexico 
alone is known to possess coal of good coking quality. According 
to the published information, some of tho Chilean and Colombian 
coals, although of a relatively poor quality, are cokeable; those 
.of Brazil are even poorer. The coking properties of coal from Peru 
have recently been established. The rest of Latin America appears 
to lack coking coal entirely. The large-scale use of ores for the 
production of pig iron thus depends on L"nports of large quantJ.ties 
of eoking coals, or, alternatively, on the employment of techniq11e 
for reducing iron ore which does not involve the ns(": of cc,al in any 
form". 
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Plt-1.nt 

San Nicol~1s 
Volta Hedonda 
Huachipatr:> 
Belencito 
Monclova 
Chim.bote 
Venezuela 

185 
1.9599 

352 
39 

126 
219 
58.:; 

y Anthracites .(rom the Santa Vallq 
!/ Asphalt pitch : . 

r:r • •· 

30 
8'' . ;) 

100 
100 I 

~t;o.~ u..-
CGI> 

lDO %
... ·-70' 

15 
~ <:"' tG 

~o;w 
1 . 

100 

Except in Colombia, fuel haul·age for all plants is excessively 

long, compared with the usual figv.res in: Belgium, Luxembourg, the 

United Kingdom, the north of France, the Ruhr Basin, Pennsylvania, 

etc)/ Moreover, in only two of ~ seven countrie·s was it possible to 
.I . ' 

base supply on 100 per cent of do~stic coal, although most of th~ 

encounter serious difficulties in··obtaining foreign escha.n8e~ 
There were thus two concrete f)bjecti ves at the Bogota meeting in 

connexion with fuel problems: 

a.) To provide information to enable the existing or projected 

Latin· American industry to reduce its fuel transportation 

costs, and 

b) to direct studies and research towar4s replacement of imported 

fuels. by domestic fuels. 

To serve these purposes, a number of widely-differing solutions may 

be adopted. They range from better coal washing to pr~ent unnecessar,r 

haulage of inert matter, to total or partial replacement of_~oal· by 

other fuelso Through blends the coking properties of coal~ can be 

substantially improved, thus permitting the· use or· s~e coals which are · 
' " .. . ·' 

It should be recalled that these centres w~re _u~Ua.lly form~ ¢lose to 
cool producing sources, so that it has ·become axiomatic .to ;consider··· 
that in this industry iron ore is transporte4 ·.to. the -.f'.uel. ·producti.6n, · : 

. ' ' 
centre. 

~ .... 
. . ' . --)~t: :P~s~nt .... "'; · : . 
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at present rarely employed (if at all) for metallurgical purposes, on 

account of their poor. coking properties. 

_ During the meeting, the contributions of Latin American participants 

were mainly confined to descriptions of fuel resources and the coking 

properties of some coals of the region. The participants from other 

countries, however, usually explained the methods adopted and the research 

being conducted in their respective countries. Frequently these we~e 

related to specific conditions in Latin America, or to coals similar to 
those found in the region. 

One of the exceptions to the preceding general rule, which should be 

mentioned, is document L.2, pre~ented by Mr. Tho~s Fraser, of the United 

States Bureau of Mines. In the course of several technical assistance 

missions to the region, he has probably become one of the persons best 

acquainted with Latin American coal problems. 

2. Coal Reserves in Latin America 

According to document L.2, the practice of European geologists, who 

first explored the coal reserves of the region, of classifying coals 

according to their geo~ogical age, relegated those of Asia-and the Western 

Hemisphere to a low category. Morp intensive study of these formations 

has shown considerable variations in the coals; their characteristics 

range from lignites to anthracites, depending on the extent·to which local 

tectonic action has influenced the rate of carbonization. The ample 

extent of coal bearing formations throughout the Andean region, can leave 

no doubt of the presence of consi~erable reserves in the region as a 

whole. The wide variety of coals found in the few areas so far investigated., 

indicates that within Latin America suf:ficient coking coal will be fotmd 

to supply the modest requirements of its infant iron and steel industrial. 

Latin American experts presented papers describing some deposits and 

mining methods; in other cases information on washing and washability of 

coals of the region was submitted! These papers were: L.5, Brazil; L.6, 

Chile; L.7, Paz de Rio zone, Colombia; L.8, t-1exieo; 1.10, Washing of Santa 

anthracites, Peru; L.23, Cauca Valley, Colombia; L.25, Cerrej6n, Atlantic 

coast of Colombia. With the eiception of Colombia, this information was 

confined almost exclusively to coals for use in the respective iron and 

steel L•dust.::'i"J=. In the case of Colombia, reference was mde to coals 

/which . could 
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·~t~tich could be exporter' 
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item on the agenda, onJ v- V·l): 
., . ." 

be discussed at this st<1g"'·· ~hd.Vtr,r.: .otht:;'f' P"'<'b1errr-: \'J be f~X:Rndned F' r~r. 

uOCUlllent L.5 mentin;11'1 SCrllJP. 'r'l' 1!1 l1.CI1 torw n 1 (~0k1ng ~OP.1.8 4y, 1 .ile 

State of Parana, Brazil.. 'l'U;; .:~nai '.a not b.::1; '· nd drre b> ;::.. h"q;h 

ul h t t h • h } , • ~ t b. 'l' • . ' t 'I J/ s p ur con en , w ~c ,;B2.ng l.n organJ.1; /orm ;:;:antJC!, e e. l.,rclna ec,. 

The Santa Cata:d.na region suppl.ies aJ.l met<Jllurgica1 (;C!al worked in 

Brazil. This ~eposit consists of narrov seams, separated by rock 

intrusions of varying th1 ckness and is therefore expensive to work., 

The hand-picked~ coal averages a content of 31+ per cent ash and 10 

to 14 per cent of sulphur, but although ash is reduced through washing 

to 18 per cent and sulphur to 1.75 per cent, the elimination of t.heae 

impurities increases costs. Reserves of this type of coal are esttmated 

at 500 million tons, and in view of their exceptional coking properties 

can be used as a blending material to improve fuels having poor.er .coking 

properties. This P~plains why, in spite· of the fact that the features 

of the deposit and the washing problems are exceedingly difficult,. 

Mr. Fraser etates in paper 1.2: 
11 Not".i.thstanding all these technical difficulties, the exceptionally 

strong coking quality of thi3 coal, its adequate reserves and its 

strategic location with respect to the tremendous deposit of high

grade iron ore of Brazil, may well place the Sarro B...-anco coal 

among the most important coking coal reserves of the world in the 

years to come." 

Paper 1.6 describes ~he metallurgical coal in the Gulf of Arauco, 

in Chile. This fuel has. a low sulphur and ash content and is easy to 

wash. It has two drawbacks: firs,t, its coking power is ~nd needs to 

be improved with 20 or more per cent of low volatile coal (which has not 

yet. been found in Chile), and second, the mines are located under the sea, 

so that operating costs are fairly high. 

1/ The reference to desulphurization made later in this paper changes· tHta 
situation entirely, so that this coal might, possibly be added to ~· ~·:: .. 
potential reserves·for steelmaking. 

/Presen~ work~s 
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Present workings are from 4 to.6 kilometres off the coast. Total 

reserves have been very conservatively estimated at some 260 million 

metric tons, of which 55 per cent is composed of the coking coals 

described, and the remaining 45 per cent is non-coking. There are 

also extensive coal deposits of poorer quality in the country, ranging 

from sub-bituminous to lignites,1fwhich are quite unsuited for use in 

the iron and steel industry. These ~eserves according to some estimates, 

raise total figures to nearly 4,000 milli•n tons. 

Paper 1.8 refers to the coal found in Mexico. It describes deposits 

of the Sabinas and Saltillito formations in Coahuila, which at present 

supply the entire consumption of Monterrey and Monclova. Reserves are 

estimated at between 1,250 and 2,000 million tons, almost all of which 

is good coking coal. The as~ content of run-wf-mine coal ranges between 

22 and 32 per cent, and is washed to 15-16 per cent, while the sulphur 

content is low,ranging from 1.1 to 1.3 per cent. This coal produces 

excellent coke without blending.Y Reference is made to the Oaxaca 

deposi.t, situated some 350 kilometres south of Mexico City, and 

relatively close to iron ore deposits. Reserves are here estimated at 

some 100 million tons of coal, of varying volatile matter content: some 

of these coals have good coking properties. This fuel has a high content 

of finely dispersed ash, which poses serious problems to the conventional 

washing processes.2/ Finally, this paper describes deposits of anthracite 

coals in the State of Sonor~, which are estimated to contain not less 

than 22 million tons, with about 10 per cent of ash. As there are also 

l/ According to the classifi~ation of the United States Association for 
Testir~ Materials. 

y According to current laboratory experiments, this coal should expand 
eo much during coking tha~ it has been classified as dangerous to the 
oven walls. In practice no accidents have occurred, so far, and the 
theory has been advanced that this might be due to the remaining ash 
which may absorb the pre~sure. 

JJ It is likely that the metPtod of washing coal by phase separation, 
_described in paper 1.9, could be used successfully.here, whether or not 
in combination with the manufacture of coke brique~tes using the 
Convertol process described in document L.24. 

/high-grade iron 



high-grade iron ores in this State consideration has been given to the 

installation of a new steelmaking centre, using these anthracites for the 

blast furnace, either directly in ltunps, or pressed into briquettes • .!/ 
Paper 1.7 estimates Colombia's total coal reserves at 40,000 

million tons, of which 1, 900 million have been found within a radius 

of 40 kilometres from the steel ~lant at Belencito. Due to differences . 
in tectonic action in various. parts of this formation, coals are found 

with widely varying properties. They range from high bituminous non-coking 

coals to low and medium volatile, strongly coking coals which could be 

used as blending materials to improve other coals. A mine having a 

reserve of some 200 million tons of directly coking coal has been 

opened close to the iron ore at Paz de Rio. This fuel can be easily 

washed to obtain 8 to 9 per cent of ash coal, with sulphur under 1 per 

cent and with 85 per cent recovery. Due to its geographical location and 

high transportation costs, this fuel can for the time being only be used 

in Colombia. It should be noted that_in the Cucuta region, these 

formations seem to extend into the State of Zulia,, close to Lake 

Maracaibo in Venezuela. As the formation contains a large variety of 

coals, it would not be surprising if Venezuela also finds good coking 

coal deposits in that region. 

Do~ent L.24 describes Colombian coals from the pauca Valley, in 

the region close to Cali, with reserves estimated at sane 400 million 

tons of recoverable coal. This fuel normally has a fairly high ash 

content, so that it would need washln£. Otherwise, it contain&·widely 

varying types of coal with different ~uantities of volatile matter. 

Incidentally, the samples from some mines correspond closely to the 
. . . 

famous Pocahontas :No. 3 coal in the United States, while others are 

sub-bituminous non-coking coals. 

It was revealed during the discussions that Colombia is taking 

steps to develop mining and preparation of these coals to export ~hem. 

Chile's iron and steel industry might be one of the purchasers of fuel 

of the high coking type. Again, if Hexico should build an iron and steel 

Y The convertol system, referred to in document 1.24 could also · 
probably be applied successfully in this case. 

/centre to 



centre to the southwest of the Federal District, based on Oaxace coals, 

a market might be established there for some varieties of coal from the 

Cauca Valley. 

Document L.25 describes Colombian coals from Cerrejon, in the 

Guajira~ peninsula on th~ Atlantic seaboard. These are high bituminous 

non-coking coals with a low ash content, from 2 to 6 per cent and very 

low sulphur content. Reserves developed so far, are estimated at some 

36 million tons. It was mentioned during the discussions that Brazil 

might gain by substituting up to 50 per cent of the coals which it 

imports, for Cerrejon coal, .• thus reducing the ·distance from mine to plant. 

Similarly, if Venezuela should be unsuccessful in its search for coking 

coals, it might cover part of its requirements with this Colombian coal~ 

coking of ~nich might be achieved through blending. 

On the basis of this information it appears that Latin America's 

coal reserves are not entirely negligible. Colombia is undoubtedly the 

most richly endowed country in this sense, and could well supply several 

Latin American countries with the appropriate coals for their blends. 

Naturally the various possibilities mentioned here should be submitted 

to that essential research wnich alone can determine the real possibilities. 

The potential objectives, should all the tests prove successful, would 

be those indicated in Table 2. 

Table 2. Modifications in Coal Supplies Permittb1g a Greater Use of 
Latin American Fue'l 

Plant Haulage distance 
According to According to 
Table l conclusions of 

this discussion 
San Nicolas · 2,185 
Volta Redonda 1,599 
Huachipato 352 
Belencito 39 
Monclova 126 
Chimbote 219 

Barcelona 
Barcelona 

Average 

586 
586 
729 

1,940 
1,3oo· 
. 258 

39 
126 
219 

632 

itt 

New element in fuel 

40% Cerrejon 60% Pocahontas 
30% Barro Branco?O% Cerrejon 
15% Cauca Q5% Gulf of Arauco 

lOO% Colombian 
100% Mexican 

85% Anthracite 15% Venezuelan 
asphalt 

100% Zulia 
70% Cerrejon 30% Asphalt 

Apart from reductions iri the haulage distances indicated in Table 2, 

fulfillment of the programme outlined above would provide a greater 

/assurance of 
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assurance of supply and would increase inter-regional trade by some 

twelve million dollars in terms of 1948 prices. 

3. Coal Washipg 

This section reviewed present or planned coal washing practices 
' . 

in the iron and steel industry of the region, discussion being based mainly 

on information provided by Lat~ American participants. Some participants 

from outside the region, generalJ.lr those oonnacted with engineerin~F ·· 

firms which construct or design washing equipment, described some of this . . 
equipment, almost all of which is already ;in industrial operation, and 

referred to its possible application to L4tin American coals. There 

were two exceptions to this general rule: /irstly, the description given in 

document L.l of the nethods of calculation known as the "coefficient o! . 
' imperfection11 used in France to select the type of machine best suited 

for obtaining certain results when washing coals. The problems thus 

posed may consist in separating various fractions of different specific 

gravities and for differe~t sizes; secondfy, documen~L.9 and 1.10 

refer to a ne~ washing process known as phase-separation. 

The discovery of the so-called "coefficient of imperfection" was 

first divulged at the Congress on Coal Preparation in Paris, 1950. 

Subsequent studies and practical corroboration thereof, have led to 

confirmat'ion of the theory's validity. This consists, briefly, in the 

statement that each washir,g process can be characterized by a certain 

coefficient, independent of the type of coal and the density adopted for 

the separation. In other words, for every type of apparatus working under 

good conditions there is very little difference in the deviation of 

particles on either side of the desired line -of separation • .!/ Based on 

the average results which formed the basis for establishing the coefficients 

for each type of apparatus,. calculations can be made which are of undoubted 

industrial value; first in deterJllining the sizes which provide the: 

maximum yield, and secondly to compare the yields in each of the various 

possible processes, in relation to the washing cost. 

]/ The lower the deviation of the coal particles which pas_s to the ash 
fraction, the higher the yield; and inversely, the lower the deviation of 
particles rich in ash which fall within the coal fraction, the cleaner the 

. product. 
/These ca.l.cl.Uations . 
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These calculations were evolved :L1 Europe in view o! tte fuel 

~horta.ge, iu.e to 'nhich seams are mined which would net be "V:crked in 

countries vli th a better supply. This makes it essentio.l t ') clean coals 

both easy and difficult to wash, the separation not beiri.g eonfin.ed 
to two fra:ctions only (coal and waste), but to two or more coal fractions 

with d.i fferent ash contents, in addition to waste. 

Th~ way in which the ash is dispersed determined the eaee with 

~1ich coal can be washed. In some cases e?ams consist of two clearly 

different fractions, one of combustible matter with very little ash, 

and the other with a high ash content and with little coal. Such coals 

are easy to wash, and theY. are most frequently mined in the United 

States, Germany and the United Kingdom. "Integral" washers can be 

advantageously used for them; they treat run-of-rnine coal, that is 

without separating the various sizes, yielding only two products: coal 

and tailings • 

In other coals, the ash is finely and unevenly dispersed, so that 

there is a whole range of intermediate products between clean coal and 

waste. In these cases, in order to•oetain a suitable fuel it is necessary: 

a) to separate two or more fractions having different ash contents (and 

therefore different specific gravities), and seek suitable applications for 

each fraction, or b) to crusn the larger fragments, which have an 

excessive amount of ash, to sizes in which a reasonable proportion of 

acceptable coal particles appear. A combination of these two processes 

is a common feature in Europ~. In Latin America a typical exanple is 

Brazil where coal is separat~d into metallurgical and steam fuels, and 

tailings (see documentsL.2 ~d 1.5) 
Only the metallurgical coals found in Chile, Colombia and Peru are 

easy to wash and can efficieqtly be prepared into two fractions. Those 

in Argentina, Brazil and, in .a smaller degree, M~ico, are qifficult to wash. 

Washing here may include the acquisition of more than one type of coal 

and a substantive amount·of crushing. 

Document L.27 analyses the influence of coke ash constituents on 

the blast furnace operation cost and yield. Theoretical considerations, 

supported by operational statistics for the Huachipa.to blast furnace, 

demonstrate that the snail amount of ash which appears in coal fractions 

/with a specific 
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wit~ a specific gravity over 1.35, reduces the coking quality of the 

coal. Similar petrographic studies if carried out among other 

metal11:ll'gical coals in Latin .America, might well prove the advantage 
. . 

of extracting certain oomponents of the ash, Thus it may become 

indispensable that even coals classified as "easy to wash" should be 

separated into more than two fractions. 

Papers L~l and 1.3 point out that there is more precise separation 

of the fractions when coals over 8 ~:limeters are washed by heavy media 

apparatus. Document L.4 describes one of the latest designs which can 

be adapted for producing either two or three fractions • 

. For grains between 0.5 and 10 millimeters, documents L,l and 1.3 

recommend jigs with filter beds as the best solution. If separation at 

high density should be required, then a feldspar bed is recommended 

(specific gravity 2.7), while for separation at lower densities ceramie 

cubes {specific gravity 2.2) are sufficient. For grains under 0.5 
millimeters either froth flotation or cyclones can be used. The latter 

up to specific gravities of 1.75. 
Two different tendencies appearlto ~at in Europe dealing with 

the treatment of fines. The first,. which prevails in the United Kingdom 

and the Netherlands, seeks to find ways of floating ever-larger grains. 

The second, predominating in France and Germany, tends to improve 

mechanical washing in order to achieve efficient separation with 

ever-finer grains. 

Documents~9 and L.lO refer to a new coal preparation process, 

called "phase separa~on". It consists of grinding the ·coal finely in 

water and some 3 to 4 per cent of oil. The oil adheres to the cleah' 

coal surfaces, thereby resulting in the formation of pulp·. Tbe 

water tends to desintegrate the ashes (usually clays) and to detach them 

from the coal. Centrifugal force separates water with the ash in 

suspension from the aU-coal pulp. If it is intended to coke the clean 

/coal, the 
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coal, the oil can be so selected as to improve the coking properties. 

Document L.2.describes Latin American ·coal formations as well as 
washing capacity and processes best suited to some of the metallurgical 

coals • It analyses particularly the sulphur problem .of· tho Brazilian 

-Barro Branco coal, which is probably unique in the world. The hand-picked 

coal has a very high sulphur content (10 per cent) and about 32 per c~nt 

ash. Washing of the coal to 15 per cent ash fortunately reduces the 

sulphur, mainly made up of pyrites, to about 1.5 per cent. As regards 

the sulphur, attention should be directed to a new desulphurization 

process of liquid pig iron, described 1n another section of this paper. 
If the economics of thi~ new process~ are satisfactory, many o~the limitations 

imposed by the sulphur content on the adaptability of fuels to the blast 

furnace, may be set aside. This would apply, possibly to the ?arana 
·, 

coals in Brazil and also to some petroleum derivatives which can be used 

to improve the coking properties of coals • 

. 4. Suitability of Coals for Producing Good Metallurgical Coke 

Document L.ll states that despite all the research on the subject, 

the process by which coal is transformed into coke· is yet unknown. There 

is still no definite answer to this question in spite of all the work done 

by the large number Of research workers. Numerous indices and measurements 

of arbitrarily selected factors have been compiled, but they have proven 

insufficient to provide a comprehensive explanation. Meanwhile it is 

impossible to state why a coal or a blend swells, nor Why a coke cracks. 

Much less can there be any a·priori conclusion as to whether or not a 

coal or a blenct Will produce a satisfactory coke. 

'Knowlectge: regardtng the properties of a certain coal can only be 

attained in an empirical way. The only way to know the type of coke 

which can be produced by a given coal or blend, is actually to make the 

coke. Furthermore, before reaching 3 decision concerning the utility of 

a certa:i.n fuel for a steel industxf, or even as regards the coking 

/plant, it 
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plant,, it is necessary to obtain a con~ide:1'able amcmn~:. '->f daJ,tl. and 

indica::> coric erning aume properties of th:;: c•~suY1:.tn.g coke,. rfhe8f> l:lre 

ha.rdness, physical resistance to pres~r:.i:.,~,o: 1:1..nd :t\":tot.:i.on:; ani\ :l.n 1111my 

cases' the facili t,y rl th 1~hich the coke-: 

have been laid do"Wl.1 with the object c{f: n'f;;(..,~:t·1:h1g ax• nd·;!·am:ed idea. 

of their behaviour i."l the blast furnaee., "2hey: ~1.<-we been rl.rawn •~P 

through experience and may pre-determi..'1~~ "' .. ~"! e ;;nesuli:.s '.\rDJ.ch mc:ty be 
! 

expected from treating other coals. 

Papel"' 1.11 describes the experiment~ :;.vade in F'rance iTI t.hb 

connexlon. 1.16 analyses similar' work in the United States u:dng a 
- -

small 200 kUogramm.e test oven, and· refers to the correlation -of the 

data obtained from such experimental ·ovens to large-scale operation. 

Paper L .. ll also draws attention to the exceptionally high-grad.e 
" . ; . 

ores in s~e of the Latin American countries - especially when 

comp:.red wi~ those usually found in France - which justif:r lower 

stf'J.1dards for coke quali f.y. 

Documentst.. .. ?, L.,l9 and 1_.91 outline the search for coking coals 

bot ill Col·~llnbia. and Chile, the process described in paper 1.16 

ha' hLg been used for this purpose. Discussions of these papers 

referred to the conditions which a good sample must. fulfil. The 

doubt arose 'Whether the samples of Naric~ co~ (Venezuela), ful.fil 

these eox1ditions. The conclus~ons c~ncerning the cok~g properties of 

Naricual coals are therefore also doubtful~ _ 
• J 

'i'he difficulty arising from a-. selection,:_of .different indices and 

measurE>...ments in various countries, &lso.becam.e evident .in .~he ~o~se 

of dizH!''HJsions. For instance, it was poin~ed out that French research 

'l:rol'kers encountered difficulty in interpreting the resul~s of .

measurements 1.Ud11,g the Gieseler plastQJile~r.; 

·~/Document L.27 ·
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Document L.27 relates pe~:.rog:..·a}'~1ic anal;ysis m.:..de v-;ith Ch~lean co~ls 

describing the unfavourable influence on coking properties of some of the 

components, such as fusinite, and carbonace_ous schist. The latter is 

contained in certain tractions of the ashes. Hundreds of tests, condt.~cted 

at Huachipato, have proved that the elimination of these petrographic 

elements through grinding and selective screenings and of the por~ion of the 

ashes conta~ing most of the carbonaceous schist, considerably improves the 

coking properties of Chilean co~l· The above information can probably 

be consideredJas a beginning towards clarification oi the mechanics. of 

the coking process. 

A method based on similar considerations is described in paper 1.11. 

The Sovaco-Burstlein process consists of grinding the coal followed by 

screening, to eliminate certain petrographic fractions. The remainder is 

crushed to adequate sizes. 

Document 1.12 states that if difficulties exist for obtaining the 

proper blending materials to improve the quality of coke made from certain 

coals, the following alterations may be tried in the coking process: 

a) washing the coal, b) changing the size of the grain, c) altering 

carbonization temper~ture or d) changing loading methqds and the bulk density 

of the charge. Paper 1.16 adds t? this list the.acceleration of heating 

of the charge in the oven as particularly beneficial for poorly coking 

coals with high volatile and axyg~~ content. For such coals, paper L.ll 

described th~ process used at Thionville, in F~ance, where 67 per cent of 

low coking high-volatile coal (LQrraine) is used •. Results here improve 

when crushing to 7 to 15 mm. is ~ffected at the precise moment the coal is 

used, so as to reduce oxidizatio~. 

/ :2.. Coking of Coal 
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. . . 
$. Coking . of Coal and Blends of Coal 

There are very fe~ metallurgical coke plants which produce coke from 

one single type of coal· without resorting to blends. Document L.l2 points 
• • • • ·• •• J ... - •. 

out that only 10.5 per cent or tile 86 iqlportant coking plants operatins 

in the United States in 1949 were using 'only one type of coal. 5.8 ~:t" 
l 

ce~t- ~f the t_otal were using high .volat~le, the remainder employed m~um-

voh,tile coal. Document L.l5 defines the purpose of such blends. The_ 

properties sought are u~pally strength and size of the coke' although in 

a few cases the blends are made to reduce the content of certain ~table 
. . . . 

components (s'ee also docum~nt I,. .• f2). Th,e most notable phases which:~e 
place during the coking process are swelling and fluidity. The first, 

J • 

when excessive, may endanger the.oven walls, ~il:e the second largely 

.de~er.mines the strength and size of the coke. 

Low and medium volatile coals are usually considered to be gQOd for 

·coking, with higher volatile coals at the other end of the. scale •.... · .. 

N eTertheless, high ~olatile coals ar& often blended into the former: in 

order to improve fiuidity. In some cases suitable compr~ssion within the 

,._oyen may offset certain deficiencies of fluidity. 

_It is no~ surprising, therefore, that in Latin America, only Mexico 
. - . ' . 

and Colombia are able to use a single type of coal. · The necessity for 

blending in the other countries creates a serious problem since th~ .. ~s 

for t~i~ _purpose have to be imported. As stated elsewhere, the gre•t-_. _.' 
variet7. of coals which e.xist in Colombia, may justify the expectation . 
. . :·· . . 

that the s~eel indust,ries of most of the region can be supplied froJil"· .. 

this sourc~ with fuel suited for specific blending purposes, thus . 

obviating ~rts from outside Latin America. 
. ··:.' 

Blends ~r~ thus bEling used in the regions as follows: in Brazll1.. . 

where the Barro Branco coal is too 8XJ)ansive, high volatile coal~ ~· .:, 
.. - . .' .. ! J ·"' ·. ,._ 

added; in Chi~~,, _the local high volatile coal is blend~d with low volatile 
........... ,. 

and good coking imported fuel; in Peru, the addition of asphalt or 

petroleum derivatives to anthracites is planned. The extent to which 

Argentina 1 e Rio Turbio coals will be used has not yet been nade public. 

Composition of the coal suggests the following possibilities of blends; 

a) low volatile good coking coals with char made of Rio Turbio coal1 

b) with asphaltite with petroletD. derivatives, or c) combinations of some 
' 

of these coal additions. 

/P.. Improvements in 
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6 • Improvements in Coking Through Addition of Char, of Anthracite or 
Coke Breeze 

According to document 1.16, the addition of around 5 per cent of fine 

anthracite coke (below 0.4 mm) hinders the shrinking of coke during the 

contraction stage in the oven. Coke of larger dimensions can thus be 

obtained if the coal has good coking properties. The same addition can 

produce a satisfactory coke from poorly coking coals, given sufficient 

fluidity. According to this paper, coke granules in larger sizes, such as 

5 mm., are always harmful. 

In France, on the authority of document 1.11, very good coke is being 

made by the "Carling11 method, using a large proportion of poorly coking 

Lorraine coal. Thus a well known coking coal and fine coke breeze are 

being added. Alternatively, document 1.12 states that the addition of coke 

or anthre.cite breeze to high volatile coals has not given good results in 

the western United States. Sawdust has also been used to reduce contraction, 

with similar results to those obtained when using anthracite or coke dust. 

According to papers 1.12 and 1.15, some hi~1 volatile coals found in the 

western United States have great fluidity, in this case the addition of 15 
to 20 per cent of low temperature coal (char) pr9duces a much stronger and 

larger. coke. 1,12 compares the be~eficial action of char and low volatile 

coals, providing charts in which the effect of these additions on the 

properties of the resulting coke are shown·. It is thus possible to determine 

which are the respectiv~ amounts ~ecessary to-obtain certain results. 

It is assumed that the action of char, completely devoid of fluidity, 

consists in providing surfaces for the plastic adherence of the coal, 

This enables a strong weld to be sffected in contrast to what occurs when . . : 
using coke or anthracite breeze •. In the later stages of the process, the 

char hampers contraction, thus coqtributing towards the formation of a 

larger coke, 

In papers 1.11 and 1.14, it is explained that the chars are also used 

as blending elements together with other components, both with Lorraine 

coals and with the black lignites of Yugoslavia. The manufacture of coke 

from the latter involves a complicated procedure, to be discussed later, 

Up to 65 per cent of Lorraine (high volatile, poorly coking) coals are blended with 

/25 per cent 
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25 per cent ot. hJ;gh: :volatile:. good: _eqking coal of gr~at 
... . - ' ~-~--·~-- J-- ... -.-~-- .... ,.,_._:_ __:.;:_ ........ -

cent, o.f fine char (of ~.;hich bet;Heen 4.5 and 75 per cent 

'The resulting product, tho~gh inf'e"rfor ·to· other biends 

give-n f'ahly good results ih the blast;furnaces. · 

fluidity and 15 per . ' . . ·; ~ . 

i~ "Q~lo"; 0~·5 _min.)' 
used in France1 has 

Paper 1,.13 ent.ers into 'a brief history and· description of the progress 

achi.e·woo during half a centul:-y 'of research on char production for blending 

purpo~es. ~rh.e sts.tement that .. char does- not need to be made of the same . 
. . 

coal used as a basis for the manufacture of coke, aroused much interest. 

Conversely: it seems that high volatile non-coking coal is more advantageous 

due to :i.ts lack of adherence during the plastic period of its carbonization. 

This statement is of interest to Chile, which might probably reduce1 

or even eliminate, imports of low volatile coals by adding up to 15 per 

cent of char, preferably made with non-coking high volatile coals, to its 

non-coking coals. Such fuels constitute one of the veins in its deposits 

and have to be mined simultaneously.!! Similarly, if the research on the 

Rio Turbio coals should fail to find a way of using them for the manufacture 

C'~ metallurgical coke, Arge:ntina. would; ~ways be- able to add to improved 

blends of imported coals1 up to 15 per cent of Rio Turbio cl~r, after 

suitably washing the coal. This possibility might be extended to other 

high volatile poorly coking coals, such as Colombia's Cerrejon coal •.. It is 

almost certain1 judgh1g from French experience with inferior coals. that a 

blend of about 60 per cent of such poorly coking coal, with 15 per -cent of 

char from the same source, plus 25 per cent of some coal with greater 

fluidity from another sow.·ce, could be used. Venezuela provides one 

instance. 

Finally, r.ee.per L.l2 also mentions the good results obtained in the 

western United States by adding up to 20·per cent of petroleum coke breeze 

tajJring 8 per cent residual volatile matter. The resultant coke is . 

.ightly less porous than if made from straight coal, but it. gains · 

•.msiderably in size and strength,· while improvements are discernible even 

''d.th very small additions of petroleum coke. 

?· Use o~tch, Asphalts and Petroleum Derivatives in Coke ~.tanufacture 

Doc~ent 1.]2. presents some of the results obtained in.the.west~rn 

Unit~d States through addition of coal tars and pitches t~ the cbke:blend. 

Size, strength and stability of the coke increase until the addition uf 

1/ They are.used as steam coals at present 
/these binders 



these binders :t'eaches a certain limit, ranging between 10 and 15 per cent. 

the cok13 plant 1tseH' se.ldo!u p:coduces more than 2 to 3 per cent of suitable 

co;:Q pitcheB and ta.rs, so that. this method. of improvj_ng the cokP, usually 

b£~cs ver:y limited .:<,pplicaJ.:ions :tn La.tj_n America. According to paper 1.15, 

the effect of these coal tar or petroleum products consists of increasing 

fhud.:i.ty during the plastie phase. A lack of fluidity :is the m;J.in 

obstacle to producing good quality coke with h:i.gh mcygen content coals. 

1'his theory agrees vr.ith document 1.12 that the beneficial eff•:1c·::. of these 

semi-solid additions culminates at around 15 per cent and declj.nea 

rapidly thereafter. 

Paper 1.17 describes a nmnber of tests connected with blends of 70 

per cent Chilean high V9latile coking coals and 30 per cent Argentine 

asphaltite. By incr~asing the fluidity of the Chilean coal in this way, 

the coking properties of the blend are clearly improved.· A second series 

of experiments with asphaltite blends was conducted with strongly coking 

North American coals. In evecy case a larger sized coke was obts.:i.ned; 

this took the form of blocks having a fairly hard structure and appeared 

to be well fused during coking. In one of these tests, low volatile 

coal was used which had a high carbonization pressure. The· addition of 

asphaltite reduced the carbonization pressure to a point where there was 

little danger of damage to th~ coke ovens. Here again the product 

~roved in quality compareq with coke made with unblended coal. • • 

Papers 1.14 and 1.24 refer to coal briquettes made ~ith binders 

derived from coal or petrol~. These briquettes can then be carbonized 

directly to produce coke, or ~ransformed into semi-coke (char) which is 
• 

fully carbo~~ed in a second ~tage. The two coals referred to in 

these two documents, each fall into one extreme classification, bot~ from 

~he point of view of volatil~ co~t~nt matter and of geological age. The 

first paper deals with bro11m and black Yugoslav lignites, blended with 

. tar 9~ petroleum pitch, v'lhile the second refers to a blend of Peruvian 

meta-anthracites with the same binders. The processes usually entail 

the was.hing of the coal by means of the phase separation system, the 

briquett~g of the blend and its subsequent carbonization. Special ovens 

/with retorts 
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-~ . ~-; ' . . 

~th re~orts, in which hot gas up -of:the ··chB.rge, 
. : .... .. .. -:. . ~~ _:. ·-' ; . ' . '- .. !" . ,. . . 

are described. The oil, used in the pbase· separation to help iri bi.riding 
.. : . <; : ':!! .- ~-: \} . . . . :. ,., . . 

the briquettes, may be transformed in.the.oven into aromatic hydrocarbides 
::. ~ • ,_. : . ;.. . . . .. . . . j : . 

of enhanced value. The briquettes ~orm a hard cok~, of uniform si'Ze, tine 

grain and a satisfactory porosity1 i.f -j~dged by th~ rel~tio~ship betw~·en 
the size of the pore and thickness of the 'dividi.rtg wails. As mention~d 
in paper 1.24, this process has been used successfully in Yugoslavi~- to .... 
produce lignite briquettes for metallurgical coke. The same process:"is 

being developed in Peru in connection with meta-anthracites. The coke 

briquettes obtained in the laboratory are'of satisfactory appearance, 

although their suitability for the blast furnace is not ,Yet known. For 

this reason a plant on a semi-commerc~al ~cale is under construction at 
• .. 

Chimbote, with a view to producing enougll briquettes conduct full scale 

blast furnace tests. 

Paper 1.18 ~ascribes the manufacture of metallurgical coke from 

petroleum derivatives, as practised in Argentina for zinc smelting. Between 

23 and 25 per cent of the petroleum is converted into good metallurgical 

co~e, while the remainder is recuperated either as liquid or gaseous 

:by-products. 

During the discussion on this paper, the followi~ statements were 

made:. a) tpat blends of coal with certain petroleum derivatives produce 

~ood cokes in almost. any proportion; b) that there is no danger of liquid . . 
tractions leaking off vertical coking ovens, so long as the proporti.4nl or 

· petrolemn derivatives is kept below )0 per cent. Where higher percentage• 
'• . 

lJf petroleum de~vatives are employed, it would be adVantageous to use 

horizontal ovens, such as those described in paper L.l8. There are thus 

. fr1stallations available which can be adapted to ~ proportion of the 

~a~c :r;aw lll&terials for coke manufacture; c) that these conclusions 

open ~P a broad field fQ~ regional co.peration between the petrole~· and 

i.x-on ~d steel industri~s. Some delegates. suggested that a close futm.e 
.:··. _;. 

coope;ration b~ established between the petroleuii and steel indtist..rie~' tor 
coke-. '~s~rch." . 

. • ·J . .•. . ~ . 

. , . _·With~ a relativ~ly short period, industrial centres should gr~fl up 

around Latin American iron and steel plants. They will reqUire· fuel; 
I :;,-:"'!_ ·. • 

/therefore by-product~ 



therefore by-products of a plant based on petroleum derlvattves would soon 

find useful applications, and the possibilities of parU.ally or ,ent..!..~.·ely 

basing output on petroleum derivatives should not be rejected >rithou.t 

careful study. !>'."any local factors will have to be considered i.n each 

case, among v-1hich transport plays an important role. 

Since petroleum production and refining, in Latin America, does not 

occur near coal producing centres, the possibility arises for reducing 

assembly costs and, in addition, improving the quality of coke by basing 

the supply of the coke plant on both fuels. For instance, in Argentina 

the possibility of utilizing Rio Turbio coals for coko would be worth 

examining. The following possibilities should be studied in the srune 

connection: a) blends with char; b) blends with asphaltites (deposits 

of which are found at the foot of the Cordillera de los Andes), and 

c) blends with petroleum residues from Comodoro hivadavia. As the iron 

ore deposits of Sierra Gra~de ar~ relatively close to Rio Turbio, it 

should be quite feasible to establish an iron and steel industry with 

lm'l assembly costs in southern Argentin:!. - i',..0viding the. experiments 

for producing a good coke with products in that region were successful. 

Something similar might be attempted in VenP.zuela, which has high 

volatile non-coking coal beds at Naricual. The addition of petroleum 

residues, heavy crude oil and asphalts from the many deposits of this 

product might almost certainly lead to 'the production of satisfactory 

. metallurgical coke with low assembly costs. 

8. Use of Natural Gas in Blast Furnaces 

Venezuela, with its great wealth of iron are and a relatively large 

market for steel products (already exceeding 500 thousand tons a year, 

including tubing for the petroleum industry) has a serious problem to 

supply fuel for a steel plant. In addition to the previous solutions, 

it might be worth while to consider a blast furnace, similar to the 

classical type, using coke as fuel and as reducing agePt, but 

supplemented by the injection of petroleum or natural gas under pressure • 

. The gas might be regulated to perform the bulk heating and the indirect 

.~eduction. Perhaps a blast furnace of .this type could operate at the 

low coke rate customary in electric reduction furnaces. T~is possibility 

is worth investigating, as no coking coal deposits have so far been found 

/in Venezuela, whereas 
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in Venezuela,, wh_e~eas_ ~rge ,q~~t;._i~ie_s ·.or .~tural gas from .t.he. p_etr.oleum 
wells are being wast~d .only a h~dred kilOm8tres from the iron ore.deposits. 

·: ' · .. :.·; ,',-·;· ..... ·, , ' . 

9.. Inflaence ;of Quality of. Coke· oQ .the Operating Costs of the Blast· Furnace 

Papers 1.26 and.L.27, study the effect of the ash content of coke on 

the -:>pera. tion costs. . at.· the. blast· ·furnace. , 

Paper L.26 start's:from the hypothesis that the composition of all the 

coal and ash ie uniform, ·and analyses the effect on cost per ton of pig 

iron as a result of.the following factors, which have opposite effects: 

on the one hand, the additional cost of reducing the ash content of the 

coke through better washing of the coal and, on the other, the reduction 

in operating costs of the blast furnace due to the use or cleaner coke. 

Paper 1.27 refers to the special case of Chilean coking coals and its 

conclusions might apply to other Latin American coals, although the author 

has not so far ~eached this stage. L.27 establishes first that the '• 

combustible matter and the ash are not of uniform composition and that certain 
fractions of these coals and ashes contain components adversely affecting 

the quality of the coke. A comparison of the cost involved in extracting 

these elements, is presented, with the economy in blast furnace operating 

costs which might ensue from using the resultant better quality coke. 

Pap8~ 1.26, described the more usual process and the calculation 

presented therein, if applied to a hypothetical example, should be 

effected for each plant and for each blend of coal, before deciding uppn 

a policy regarding the ash content to be tolerated in the coal. Reasoning 

is s.dvanced, and formulae proposed, for establishing th3 degree to which 

a lower ash content in the coke·- results in its cost increase. Factors are 

listed wilich influence the opera.~ing cost of the blast furnace an9. ~ry 

with the purity of tha coke. rhe degree to which these costs .decreas~ in 

relation to the pr0gressivel~· lo~ar. ash contents in the coke is. e~tab:J.,~shed, 

and three fundamental J.·0asons for this reduction a1e underlined; .. a) coke 
~. ~ . . ... : : . . ...... 

consumption per. ton of :pig iron is reduced in view of the greater cor;1;t.ent 
: . . ~ ... -

of combustible matter; b) limestone consumption is red~ed; c) daily 

output of the blast furnace increases without a disproportionate rise }n 

operating costs. Th:i:s is because a blast furnace can re~eive_,~, unifot:m 

amount of coke daily, no matter what its ash content. 

/The algebrai~ 
•• J
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The algebraic addition of the two groups of rasulting figures, shows 

the over-all 3Conomic effect o!- .·~a:aJ. ~~~shing, compared with operatin~ costs 

of the blast furnace for different degrees of coke purity. If this addition 

is expressed graphically, it resembles a parabola, with the apex at the 

point marking the most favourable ash content in the coke. Once this is 

known, it is easy to determine the pcrcentag0 of ash which can be tolerated 

in the coal. 

Pap~:.':r L. 27 begins·' as stated earlier, by determining the pdrnicious 

effects of certain putrographie components and ash fractions. It first 

establishes that by screening the .grains below 1.5 millimetres, a large 

part cf the harmful petrographic elemtnts can be eliminated. .fie.f'erunce is 

then made to some..: of th..:; .fractions of intermJdiate density which should be 

eliminated because they contain an 0XCJssive amount of a cerL.in type of ash, 

adverse petrographic el0ments, and S1J]prtU:t'• ApDarently the effuct of the 

two former clements consists in inm,;d~ nr~ D<~.,.,f' .:cl: ~~·.0nregnation and welding

of the surface of the coal particL:ls with th.:' bindiL~; bitumens. Using 

statistics for tests made. at huachipato, a corr0l:.tt..i.on is established 

between tho ash cont,;nt of thu coke, its str-.m~~th and si~e. This relationship, 

iri turn, is changed into a cocfficLmt which expresses the ratio between 

the ash content in the coke and the proportion of low volatilv import~d 

coai ·essential to produce coke of a certain quality. 

Papor 1.27 then analyses th.;; cost increase of thtJ remaining coking 

coal, after separation of the harmful fractions. Such an increase, even 

in the extreme case where the fractions eliminatud from th0 cok(:; hava no 

commercial value at all, is compared with thG substantial economies 

which would result in blast furnace operation. This pap0r ends by 

establishing that the reduction in ash and sulphur, within the proposed 

degree, would not create any difficulty of insufficient slag in. the blast 

furnace. 
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r.HAPTER.· IV. CONCLUSIONS RELATING To _PRO:XRFBs IN IRON AND. 
METALLURGY APPLICABLE TO LATIN AME!1.ICAN COUNTRIEs 

I. FOREWORD 

Notwithstanding the short period available to the organizers and 

participants for the preparation of ·this meeting, a considerable number:

of ideas were exchanged. 
..) 

North American and European participants provided the necessary. 

experimental data regarding either installations in current operation, 

or the different eJq>eriments with new processes which are now being. 

carried out. The Latin American cQuntries drew the attention of the world 
~ •• • J 

to the:ir first efforts in the fielq of metallurgical production, with th~. 

aim of developing iron and steel pr<fu::ts as a basis tor industri_al 

development, an indispensable factor in social and human progress. 

The discussions focussed interest on technical problems, which stem . 
· .. ·. 

from the nature of raw naterials, as well as from prevailing economic 

conditions, both by reas~n of the frequent transport difficulties and of

the varied needs of t.r-ans.forming industries from the standpoint. of 

quantity and quality. Emphasis was likewise laid on the fact th·at since 

the Latin American countries. cannot now ~p the;ir iron and steel ind1:1stries 

with domeAtic capital goods, for the time being they must resort. to imports, 

paid for in foreign exchange, to provide the main part of their new 

equipment. If advantage is to be taken of the very latest details. ot 
technical progress, such expePditure may involve very high sums for a 

great deal of mass production equipment. For instance, at present, .}t 
is diffiCult to imagine any one of the Latin American countries PurCha~ing 

'> • • .. 

equipment for blast furnaces -.ri.th a daily produ::tion capacity of 1,500tons, 

in addition to all the latest :llil.provenents, such as, for example, high~ 
.. 

pressure equipment;_ nor s:imi.::..c..rly' is it conceivable that the .indus~rr-. of,· 

the region could acquir~ large continuous strip mills, requiring considerable 

supplies of metal and a substantial volume of d~, w;ith an annual 

production aroun one illion tons of finished products. 

These considerations make it necessary for the Latin American countries 

to stagger their purchases insofar as possible, adapting them to a general 

plan that can be developed in~ successive stages. However, since they are 

not at present in a position to take advantage of the appreciable drop in 

costs - \llhich has occurred in other countries through the introduction ot 

/the mass 
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the mass prOO.Uc:tion methods. r~.ferred to above ·.;.. the Latin American · 

countries tend to. view with preference all modern methcxls tbich might . 

prove suitable for adaption to their raw naterials anti wtich would allow 

them to obtain low costs by introducing technical innovations. · HOW"ever, 

broadly speaking, the opportunities for experiments in Latin America are 

limited, so that the countries -of the region must rescrt to the older iron 

and steel producers for assistance, and study, together with steel experts 

f!'C?m the United States and Europe, the results which can be obtained in 

factories or pilot plants outside Latin America. 

It is· undoubtedly true that the new problems thus raised, will awaken 

the attention of the older countries, leading research into new fields, 
~ 

with results which should prove beneficial to the entire world. 

II. GENERAL SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

1. Reduction of Iron Ores 

The first problem for any potenti~l iron and steel producer,particularly 

in view of the general shortage of scrap iron for resmel~~ng, is to obtain 

iron from the different ores available. This is the fundamental task of an 

iron and steel industry even when the product thus obtained is associated . -
with other useless or harmful ~terials (Carbon, Sulphur, Phosphorus) 

requiring subsequent refining •. ~ ~rofessor Robert Durrer, in an outstarxling 

paper (document 1.45), to which ·frequent reference will be made, mentions 

the Catalan Hearth. It is interesting to observe that the present method 
• ,I "' 

for mass production of iron frOm' ores - the blast furnace, with all its 

latest improvements - is no more than the logical outcome of a routine, 
-:" 

experimentally acquired as a r~sult of the fortuitous.discovery of iron . . . 

production by methods such as tJ'l,e Catalan Hearth. The Chinese had certainly 

gone further in analysing the problem, as Professor Durrer points out;. many 

centuries ago they had already reduced iron oxide by using coal and ~ad 

adopted a system of reduction in externally heated containers, thus 

splitting up the operation mare efficiently than it is done by the h~-~st 

furnace. The Hoganas process and the Tunnel-kiln (Ontario - Ca~~agb) 

are simple variations of this process. Because the systematic analy~is, 

thus begun, was not continued, ·and because the results obtained by the. 
' ... ·~ 

blast furnace proved economically profitable, this latter. methosi.,. ~olving 
.,, . •. 

/a complex 
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a comple~~ series of different operations:, has pl''eva:i:led imtil now. Jio~er, 

although it is often fel;t that it we·uid havtr been pref'era:ble t.o speJ1d 

money dil-ectly on blast furnace re~·ea'rcq. rather -than -on dispersed 
'•- ":. 

experiments of many kirlds, ~ our op¥on the sttrly of Imthods sucp ae. 

Electric Reduction, Krupp-Renn, Wiberg:..SBderfors., Avesti,lc-Domnarvet. and. 

Basset, and so on, (which actually in~lves a breakdown of the b~a,st 

furnace processes into some of its components) has served perhaps . . 

unwittingly, rut most usefully, to increase knowledge in this field.,-
- . 

Despite the progress of research;; the experts are far from unrav

the complexity of these operations and fran determining the reciprocal 
~ .·· . .. -

influe.."lces of the different factors_ at play between the outlet an4 the 

tap-hole of the blast furnace,- equipment which simultaneously performs the 

following operations: 

-Drying and posbibly decarbonization of the load; 

-Partial indirect reduction of the oxides by gases(

-Direct. reduction by contact with coal; 

~FusiQn of the iron and the gangue; 

-Desulphurization; and lastly, 

-Production of molten iron at an adequate temperature. · 

Analytic controls .of the materials and of the gases at different heights, 

control3 of temperature by thermo-couples ·likewise at different heights, 

and the study of·:pressures, also at different stages,' have all been completed 

am yet no sensational results were obtained. New and recent IIethods of 

research, such as _those involving the uti!ization of isotopes, may perhaps 

increase our know;Ledge to a small extent' particularly in the case of sulphur; 

but it s'till remains true that we are as yet unable to split up the operations 

of the blast ·furnace into their primary elements. It is thereforE!' felt 

that any 11ew method,. involving some of the reactions occurring in the blast 

furnace., should be Garefully ob.:>erved since -it may provide a new· e.t'einent 

for the study of the blast furnace it salf. Thi~ is why it is il'xt eilded to 

consider all the·se -~t~ods, taking into account that one of the essential 

principles, emphas:i,zed, during the meetings, Wa.s that good quality· mineral 

coal (or even chQl'Coal) is a valuable materiB:l of considerable ·use in 

reducing iron ore; ther_efore, it should not. be used merely for the 'production 

of heat by combustion (~s is partly th~ case in the bla~t i'lirnal:es}• This 
/principle is 
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principle is valid in most Latin Am~rican com1tries and also in many other 

parts of the world, particularly EUrope. 

2,. Transformation of Pig Iron into Steel 

At the present time, since liquid pig iron is the principal source of 

iron - scrap is in short supply and intermediary products, such as sponge 

iron, have not yet baen developed on a practical basis - it may be assumed 

that the different techniq1le3 for the production of steel are all vainly 

based on the utilization of liquid pig iron. 

The main :refining problems arise from the sulphur and phosphorus 

content. If it is felt that it ls too costly to remove the sulphur in the 

blast furnace by appropriate prepsration of the slag, there 3.re other· 

satisfactory desulphurization processes such as those utilizing soda or 

lime (Kalling). Horeover, every basic steel furnace can be used for 

desulphurization.. 

As far as phosphorus is concerned, it is practically impossible to 

avoid in the pig iron furnaces the incorporation of almost all the 

phosphorus contained in the burden. At present, moreover, no really 

practical method of dephosphorizing is known other than the use of basic 

slag, generally in steel furnaces. It would appear that the minerals 

called pure hematite, a low phosphorus ore, are becoming increasingly 

rare; hence, the methods for steel refining with basic slags have been 

highly developed in the course of the past few years, leaving acid 

processes well behind. These latter, however, would still appear 

applicable in certain Latin American countries, where there are ores with 

a low phosphorus content. 

Broadly speaking, the refining processes can be divided into three main 

categories: 

-Refining in a basic ar acid open-hearth furnace; 

-Refining in a basic ar acid converter; 

-Refining in a basic or acid electric furnace. 

However, there is one factor to which attention should be drawn, · 

llbich is the marked interest shown during the meeting for coriv'ertar research 

studies, and particularly for basic (Thomas) converters. This would appear 

to stem fundamentally, in view of recent experiments.from the .. use of oxygen

enriched air, which wduld seem to pennit the elimination of dj..f.f.icult.ies 

/generally acknowledged 
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generally acknowledg_ed in the Bessemer and Thomas processes, na'!lely: 

-Excessively hir,h nitrogen content 6r· the steel; 

-·The impossibility of ~smel~ing la~g~- quantities of scrap; and 

-In the basic process, the need for a: minimum phosphorus content 

in the ore. 

This renewe-d interest in converter methods, and particularly for the 

basic ores, has even been observed in 'the United States. The cost of 

the dephosphorization operation (document 1.77) in the large basic open

hearths, is by no means negligible, particularly when the phosphorus 

content is somewhat high. 

Thus, after a brilliant start with converter processes ( Bessemel" and 

Thomas) in the nineteenth century, and later an eclipse of these in favour 

of the open-hearth furnaces for inass production, there is novl a .tendency 

to return to the earlier processes, this new attitude being prevalmt 

throughout the whole world. In fact, it often occurs in industry that 

technical innovations or economic improvements (in this case, cheap 

oxygen), enable a return to processes which were formerly popular but 

·'which were temporarily replaced by others while awaiting certain technical 

progress. In harxiling liquid pig iron, the converter process is obviously 

~xtremely simple. Similarly, and for the same reasons, there may later be 

a return to the hearth smelting furnaces (Eartin or electric), if new 

processes for the extraction of iron from ore, producing solid scrap (sponge 

iron, for instance), come into industrial use. 

There would also appear to be another tendency, namely, a certain 

opposition to the extension of the Duplex process, although the Bessemer. 

acid converter is still the lareest producer of scrap for open-hearth 

furnaces~ This trend probably arose as a result of actual achievements 

or froo hopes.based·on the use of new processes, especially of oxygen. This 

would include, for instance, prier desilication of the pig iron before it 

is placed iR the furnace, and decarbonization in the furnace. In addition, 

the more usual Duplex - the Bessemer converter and open-hearth furnace - is 

costly, both from the standpoint of installation and operation, requiring 

the construction of two·.steel mills and involving iron losses in both. 

procedures. M-ethods· based on a single steel mill thus seem to be' fat" more 

attractive. · · · 

3. The Shaping of Steel 
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The essential purpose of the meeting was the production of pig iron 
"· ' and crude steel, so that ~ess attention was given to the transformation 

of the metal into marketable products, However, the more interesting . .. 
data assembled on finishing will be found summarized below. 

Rolling techniques for steel transformation are well known and their 

choice depends on the purpose in view. Unfortunately, for medium or 

small sized plants, such as are required for supplying the Latin American 

mrkets, the rolling mills - which embody the latest improvements and lead 

to the lowest costs - are generally too large. 

It is nevertheless necessary to economize in labour as 

far as possible, since wage levels in' under-industrialized co~tries t·end 

towards higher or more normal levels once a plant is installed, and moreover 

skilled rolling-mill labour is always difficult to find. 

Logically, optimum yield should involve the use of favourable local 
' eomitions for certain pr¢ucts and the specialization of individ~l 

factories in the manufacture of pne particular product at a low cost price. 

Such logical principles, however, can only be applied when transport 

facilities are sufficiently improved to allow an easy exchange of goods 

between countries or within the limits of the same country, In. this 

conneXion, it seems that transport. by water should b'e more widely employed 

than at present. 

For the time being each Latin American factory is seeking, whenever 

possible, to combine the production of a series of goods which are necessary 

for the development of basie industries. 

The rolling mills are essentially dependent on the quantity of metal 

available to them, and on the range of products which it is proposed to 

manufacture, as well as the4' respective annual output. 

Attention should be drq.wn to the difference between heavy products 

manufactured directly from hat ingots, thus saving a substantial amount 

in caiories,and lighter prpducts, rolled on small mills requiring. 

intermediary re-heating for the semi-finished products. A new factory 

shouJ d, in the first place, equip it, self ideally for the ~ufacture of 
' . 

larger sized products, and also for semi-finished products which can be 

/used, for instance, 
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used, for instance, by re-rolling ~. Later,, Wh.en -fprt-ber d~~lopm~nts 
... ·:.:.:. ·..• .. . ... ~ ·- -- .. :·._·~··.::.:: .. . ·· ....... -~.:..." ;. · .. 

t;,3ke place in the mill, a.la.rse.r. _4~-~ee,,~ _.fin.~$ing can be . 

envisaged, including verti-cal. cpnce:n~ra~~6ns and even the product;ion of .. . -~ . ' . . . .. ... . . . . - . ~ . . 
finished goods, thus av;>id~g. unne~essary transport ch<:rrgesc 

Referenc~ will-~ pmde, ~identally,_ to the advantages offere4 t.p the 

rolling mills of medium size f~ctories by the converter process, "\fllich 

allows for quasi-<!ond.nuous operations 'and therefore provides the rolling 
•. ' I 

mills with a re~ supply of hot ingots, as compared with too large .a 

bulk of material from op.en-hearth operations. 

Interesting data on all these subjects were submitted to the meeting 
' 

in documents L.53, L.57, L.61, L.74, and also in the reports regarding the 

plants being erected at Paz de R!o and_ at Ctdmbote. 

Document L.66 provides up-to-date information relating to continuous 

steel casting by the Rossi-Junghaus method. It would appear that this very 

interesting experiment cannot as yet be considered for industrial operation. 

Hourly output of st~el by this method is limited, and precise da~a on costs 

· a.l7e still lacking. Howevez:, .. this possibility should be studied carefully, 

particularly in connexion with plants equipped with electric steel furnaces . 
pf the bascule type which allow the pouring out of small quantities qf 

steel, 

_Document 1.67, commented by its author, :Hr. Cavanagh, outlines <aJ.mique 
. . . . . ' 

process (already described in an earlier publication} ~volving the \l~e of 

"·a t~el~kiln for the direct manufacture - starting from iron pc;:>wder - of 

, varj_able d_~ns_ity ferrous products. This w:>uld appear to offer an '· . 
. . . ~ .. , . 

interesting means for producing_ special steels, but not as yet f~.~~s~ 

prod\J.ctio~· . The process should be envisaged in a plant whe:r~ the nature 

of the raw mate~ial allows economic_use of the tunnel-kiln r~duc~ng;arstan. 

Lastly, document L.68 describes the new Ugine-Sejournet ."extru,~i9n" .. . . . . ·- '..... . . . ._ .. •. ~ ~ . '' 

process.. As the,,process mentioned above - although it is int.ended for a 
. •.. : 

diffe.rent, .~iel.d, ~-· this method can be adapted for t_he .manl.lfacture o,f .. b..igh . . . ·' ·'· ... 

quality steel .. products by extrusion rather than· by;rollin~ . :1;1;. ha.s. the . ; ·. ' . . . .. . . . { . . . . . _;, 

advantage_ of len.~ng itself economically , with small Ci-pita,+. ~-nvest,m~nts, 

to the shaping ~o~' small quantities of metal,_ and_ is_. there.t~r~ _of_ i~.t~z:~st 

to small mllls. 

/The question of 
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The question of ore reduction (Chapter I) broadly outlined above, will 

now be considered in detail. 

III. DETAILliD EXAi.iiNATION OF IRON OR'=". REDUCTIOH lBI'HODS 

1~ The Standard Blast Fyr.,n&,c~ and the Low-Shaft Furnace 

The classical blast furnace and its derivatives, the charcoal blast 

furnace and the oxigen enriched low~ha.ft furnace, together with the 

electric f'urhace, appear to be the only methods which can be used itt 
integrated plants requiriui~ a total annual pr.::l(:luction of some 100,000 tons 

or more of metal. 

The other reduction methods considerE:d the meeting, may, in some 

cases, be of genuine interest either in view of the utilization of raw 

materials with unusual characteristics, or in view of the production of 

metals with certain specific features, or, lastly, in. order to ens~e 

supplementary production of metal for a given mill. These other methods 

will likewise be considered below. 

The Olassical ~last furnace appears to provide the best solution for 

the reduction of ores, provided good coking coals are available. 

In some cases, where iron ore is being exported, it would appee.r more 

profitable to obtain coking coals abroad and use the classicci.l blast 

furnace technique rather than resort to untested ad hoc solutions .. 
,., : 

However, an extremely high production capacity needed .for the quota 
. , . .,.., . 

in optimum conditions - 1, 500 tons o.f pig iron per day - is hardly 

attainable in Latin Americai;- It is therefore necessary to produce abrut 

800 to 1,000 tJ)ns per day, the lowest limit which may be adopted at 

present for new coka blast :fJ;U'naces. This calls for a plant with an 

annual ingot production of ~po,ooo to 400,000 tons in the first stage, 

followed later by an expanG!Pn progra.rnne likely to raise it to 600,000 to 

800,000 tons. 

For the combined reaS9t_)S of inadequate coke supplies and excessively 

high prO<iuction in sum a ,unit, the installation o.f blast furnaces of this 
~ : 

type, even if possible, c~ be envisaged only in a limited number cf 

locati')ns. 

Consequently, ltlile tpaintaining the blast furnace principle, it is 

necessar;Y to study, separa.~ely or simultaneously, the following points: 

/ i) Modifications in the 
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i) M<ldifications in the blast fUrnace, to· allow the:·rise ot a 

fuel manufactured from non-cold.~: or pooPi~oking-·coal; or 

ii) 

iii) 

The preparation of the raw materials for the blast furnace 
~. . . - -. . . . . . -. . 

, ' . .. } . 

bur den, in order" to adapt them to low value fuels; or 

Research direct $d. to discovering" techniques-.. Whioh:'.)rl.l.l. .iaciiitate 

the manufacture of fuels replacing coke··~n the blast flirnace, 

obtained from raw materials \thich, thus far, have·· not ·re8l-J.Y 

been considered as coking materials. 

These questions will be considered in the light of the document ;~, · 

submitted (L. 52). 

a) .As it is essentially the large. · dimensions of the blast ''furnace 

which ma.ke it necessary to use rootallurgical coke, it is natural; that ,_,._, 

smaller-size furnaces be used when the quality of the fuel differs· 'Widely 

from that of coke.. Thus, if charcoal i~ employed, any ap:.1aratus with··a-

daily production capacity of over 150 tons is practically out of the. cruestion. 

If prevailing conditions make charcoal necessary (documents L.31, L.32~·'t.74), 
it would be advisable to attempt to group the manpower servicing ·the furnaces 

adequately,- se·that they may attend several units simultanoously and so:take 

advantage of devices for labour saving.; 

Attention should likewise be drawn to the principle of a furnace· with 

a low shaft which may be adapted to the use of fuels other than ordinary 
coke (documents L.36, L.40, L.45). • HOwever, since these are·,·ozily normal 

furnaces divided in t-he middle, top gases of an extremely high temperat-Ur-e 

woliid be obtained, unless special measures were taken as a precauti:ofl~- such 

as enriching the blast with oxygen, thus concentrating the high· temperature 

zone in the lower part of the furnace and allowing the. gas to escape at: 
an adequate temperature. Certain experts· f~ar that indirect reduct-iori'i' 

by co.- is less developed in the low-shaft apparatus than in· the' corivent1.onal, 

atmospheric blast furnace. This would lower the rate of utilization;·or 

carbon for the reduction of the -ores within the furnace~., .. _ iWen were that 

true, this excess energy i«>uld reappear finally iil'the 'rorm>or· :a richer! 

blast-furnace gas, and this· :tnconvenience mi{j1t be accepted, sirice d't. Would 

represent the price paid for using low-grade fuel·~ A better· use: could be 

found for the escaping gases than: 100re heating; for instance, they could be 

transfor~d by synthesis. in chemical plants, since their eomposition·liohld 

/be ver,y different 
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be very different from that of the-·gas escaping from ordinary furnaces. 

However, this technique of low-shaft furr.aces is as yet in its earlier 

stages. There is only_ one ifact which seems to have been definitely 

recognized: according to the experience at Oberhausen (Germany), low-shaft 

furnaces can operate satisfactorily with fine ore and coke of about one inch 

size, 

It is generally assumed that in this type of furnace, char which carmot . 
be used in the classical blast turnace, would be satisfactorily utilized. 

It is also believed that anthracite fines could be used, since, although 

admittedly with poor results, they have already been used in certain 

. furnaces for the manufacture of pig iron. Some Latin, American countries 

would thus be able to use these opportunities, especially countries having 

coal lob ich may be transformed into char or anthracite coke. It will 

shortly be possible to test these fuels in an experimental low-shaft furnace 

at Liege, built by the "Comitt! I~ernational du Bas Fourneau" (document 

L.40) 1 l'bich is expected to begin operations early in 1953. It is even 

hoped to go further, certain :.leml;>ers of the Comit~ being eager to experiment 

with coals which differ even more widely from coke. A German finn 
·' 

(Klo~kner-g:umboldt) (document ~36) has also exper.imented in this field, 

and advocates the utiliz~tion ot., low-grade caa.ls agglomerated. with fine 

ores., ~t Liege, in addition, ~riments wert:~ made with a hot-air cupola 

. {document 1.40), am very poor qu.ality coal, with a .35 Jier c~t ash co~ent. 
· The Liege low-shaft furnace pr~ramme is also scheduled t.o carey out· 

.systematic research in the use ·pf very low-grade .fuel$ and fine ores• · 

It :would be unwise at the -2resent time to base an industry on loW-
. ,"'· 

shalt furnaces of this type, particularly beca~e they involve the building 
~ ' .. 

or an oxygen plant. However, thiP technique bas brought forward such· 

. :irt. eresting possibilities that .~t would perhap$ be advisable to wait a· ;few 

. -months rei~- the results of the t.+z-st experiments at Liege before taking ·any 
decision one way cr another. 

The ~ortance for Latin· America. of the research. possibilities conriected 

with t~ installat;on of pilot plants in the older indUstrialized countries 
j • • 

shou.Jci be stressed here. The. international low-shaft: furnace und~rtak:ing, 

resuiti~ fr~m the. i¢1:-iative of the Organization for.;~pean ·E-ConOmic ·_ 

Co-?per.ation- (OE:Joc ).,,. . -~ ~en, to. a11 Latin Americ·an countries' wiShing·· to join 
.. 

it. · i .It ~rould in ' '" 



It \tr.>u.ld 1D 3.ny· cA.!tf.!·bE;.:wi~·" to po5_nt. out that in,tne ev-e_nt.of 

bu.iJ dJ.n& ;1~:: t Lc. st J lJ!f!a.C3s or:·I.·:·,:..,~~b:,">t't f1~r.naces, _the possibility of 

ad~li:.Lr·.g h1.rh pre.:;~"n.:r·e ::;}Fn.ll-d. 1J•.:: I aken i.nto .acl!~un.t~ Sev:.eral p~ants in 

the United E>t.<1ter:; and in .. !:urope til.· ~.endency toWSJ?ds th~ tecl:miqu~. 

The reduction prl:ieesses ca.n only O( ;ne.da easier by it, and the decline in 

the volume :'l.nd cc:n3equent.ly :i.n the speed of the gas, lowers the amount 

of dust, wbi 1B at the s&JI>e t.ime there :Ls a definite trend towar:is production 

increases~ 

b) Throughout the world, what _1, t~:nown as the "preparation of f,he 

blast fur·nace btrr·den 11 that ia the cr::.:;; ; ~g, enriching and agglom2ration 

of fines, has beftn ce:~.refully stucti.,:;•;' •_,,i appreciable progres.3 made. However, 

broadly speaking, enriching is not indispensable in Latin America mere 

rich ores are available. 

One of the most striking examples of success in this field of 

·JreJBration is that of the synterizaticn process adopted in Brazil, the 

products obtained being loaded into charcoal blast furnaces (document L.33 ). 

By·this means, optimum conditions for the use of the charcoal blast.;.furnace 

technique seem to have be~n attained, resulting in the maximum possible 

saving of this fuel; Fairly accurate knowledge has thus been obtained 

of tb:i limits of the economic use of charcoal. 

In order to simplify tile operation ·of the blast· furnace, and·tfius to 

save · fu~l. the use in the burden of the aforementioned techniqt.le should 

be consid.·ered. It consists in loading the low-shaft futnaces with s'ome 

type of previously prepared· are, like sinter or agglomerates of fuel:;and 

fine ores. 'P Previous coking of the agglomerates in the form of 

briquettes' is envisaged. This simultaneously· increases their harctne~s, 

A-voids the need for the furnace to act as a dehydrating and possibly-· 

·iecarbOnazing agent, and may actually bring about a partial reduction' of 

t-he ore. It i.S. certain that the shorter the furnace, that is to say~ ·the 

morter the time .available for the passage of the burden, the -greater·; is 

the need to introduce materials 'Which can easily and rapidly react. The 

intimate contact ·in ·these briquettes between the materials to be rMticed ani 

the reducing agent,· can only favour the reaction. There is no' need ta 

enter into a.dd5.ti~nhl details regarding the advantages and faciilti,.es· of 

the preparation of· tne b1:ast furnace charges, ptirt1.eularly 'a~{ regards 'the 

passage of gases. 
/c) The different 
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c) The differen~ e:A-pt.:..•il!lEl!!tS to manufacture coke substitutes were 

detailed in the first pQ>t of the m9eting 1 s report. For the present, it 

should be sufficient to indicate, as. above, that in many cases the adoption 

of low temperature char, differing appreciably from ordinary coke may be 

made acceptable by the utiliZation -of a low-shaft furnace, Crushing of 

the low-grade coke is thus avoided, owing to the fact that the burden is

lower. 

A few comments ~emain to be made befor~ the end of th~~ chapter. 

Frequently and' justifiably, attention is drawn (document L.45) to the 

"useless ballast" in the blast furna(!e; consisting of the considerable 

amount of nitrog~n blown in with the ~gen. It should however be noted 

that this is not as detrimentiu. as it would appear on first sight, ·since 

it seems to have been noted that with oxygen-enriched air, indirect 

reduction is less active, and since the temperature of the escaping gases 

at the outlet of a normal furnace is low. The latter f~ct implies that 

the nitrogen ballast carries little heat to the outlet of the furnace. The 

poor quality of the gas escaping at the outlet, due to a high nitrogen 

content, is perhaps a hindrance; however, though these g~es a.:-e too poor 

to be ·~arrieri any distance, they can nevertheles~ _be used for different 

purposes in the iron and steel mil;ls .themselves (document-I..58). It 

should be remembered that the thex:mlc yield of. the blast. furnace impro:ves 

in ste~ with the reductibility of the ores. The richness of the ore is 

not the only factor to be taken i!1t9 account (document 1.52). Thus, 
' 

prope::.1 ly prepared sinters of the Brazilian 11 canga11 and the Lorraine "minette" 1 

are particularly well adapted to use in blast furnaces. Fore over, the basic 

burden, particularly ~en using s~lf-fluxing ores, requires less c~oling of 

the blast furnace, and so improves its thermic yield. 

If the choic"' rei'aains open, it may be more .advantageous to treat. the 

hard sHica nres, wt'lich are difficult to r~ce, in electric furnacesi 

providing the cost of energy is adequately low. 

It should also be recalled that the low shaft furnace is an interesting 

attempt to .-:~parate the different factors used in the bl?st furnace. since 
~ {,-

actua:•Jy only the lower part of the blast furnace is retained. Mo:reover, 

~ince :.:he apparatus is snall, the exp~rilnents should be less expens:i.11e. than 

in a blast furnace, and high pressure may be mare easily applied . in 

I conjunc-tion with 
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conjunctio11 ~th ~h~ ~e .<;~f. 9X¥~er~ _.~er~tf} _consisti~ in! injecting 

gases and gase()US hydro-c~b9na~e~·= at_ (jifferent heie}lts into the, blast 
• • • I : . ~ . • • . • ' ,_._. •. . • - _, • , 

furnaces mi@.lt ,a:t.so be .attem~eq.,; nor woold it be unrealistic to ccnsider 

the eventual ap~lic~t~~~- _of: uitra-so~d.s, with a view to speeding, up the 

reaction.s. The behaviour of ~ulphur mi!ttt likewise be studied and the . ... : .. , 

documentation already acquired completed with experiments desi;:;ned t9_, 
relieve the blast furnace of its desulphurization functions. 

Research i."l connexion with blast furnaces can also be performed by 

the use ~f the motion picture, as has already been done notably by the 

United States Steel Corporation. 

Fiilal~, the attention of steel specialists should be drawn to the 

economic advantages connected with a rational utilization of slag. Recent 
_, ,• 

experiments have shown the possibility of extracting alumina from slags 
. . '· 

which have a high content. of this material. 

2. The Electric Furnace 

Operation of the electric pig irop !urna.ce was :rminly limited,· until 

recently, to the Scandinavian countries, where there is a shortage o.r.~ 

coking coal-but ·also vast hydro-electr~c resources. These fUrnaces are . ' 

now operating sue cessfully and it may· be expected that, like their 

forerunners - the -blast furnaces -;·they may shortly profit from certain 

improvanents in :details, thus enabling them to maintain the full value 

of existing installations. Documents· ~.37, L.J8, L.45, L.48, L.49, provide 

valuable data :on. electric furnaces)/ . Such furnaces fulfil only a. part 

of the normal functions of the blast furnace, but in a different manner, 

that is they effect odirect reduction of the iron oxides by contact -with 

reducing coal, there being practically no indirect reduction. , . Heat. is 

indirectly provided. by electricity and not directly by coke, as in the 

case of blast furnaces. .The hearth is low and the escaping gas does not 

contain a nitrogen balast., but a high carbon-monoxide.cort.ent, and a high 

temperature. It is the-refore true to say that a blast•furnace charge in 

an electric furnace gives off seven times less gas than in a blast furnace. 

But in the blast furnace,- abrut 25 per cent of the low-grade. gas is employed 

directly in the apparatus· itself, being used in the cowpers. ~ Lastly,. the 

heating power of 'the gas in the· electric furnace is 2.1/2 to .3 
times higher than that .of the blast furnace and its ·tEmperature four ·times 

!/ Document L.82 covers a different subject ~ich is not dealt with in 
this report, namely synthetic pig-iron produced from scrap. 

/higher. On 
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On balance it will be noted that for C'!1e ton of pig iron, all trungs 

being equal1 the blast furnace gives off 1. 7 times mor·:~ gas calories than 

does the electric furnace.. This figure is far less impressive than the 

preceding volume• s relationship might indicate. (For the utilization of 

blast-furnace gas, see document L. 58). 
Broadly speaking; for ores with'a 50 per cent to 60 per cent Fe 

content, carbon consumption in electric furnaces is half what it would t:e 
... 

in a blast furnace, averaging a total of about 2,700 KW per ton of pig 

iron. Here likewise, adequate preparation of the blast furnace burden, 

that is drying, decarbonization, etc., may caw e a substantial reduction 

~n the consumption of electric power. Just as in the case of blast 

ftn"naces, it may be possible to suppress the desulphurization operation 

·in the electric furnace to reduce the amount of limestone in the burden, 

and consequently the quantity of slag, simultaneously reducing kilow~tt 

consumption. To that purpose, desulphurization must then be perfor·med 

on the liquid pig iron, out.side the furna~.;e. '::.'!1-a mcst attractive feature 

of the electric ftli'nE·Ce is that instead of high-grade carbon (coke or 

charcoal), low-g:-:-ade co~l and possibly even lignite can be used (document 

1.37\ Tne electric furnace also has the advantage of being able to use 

fine cres, since the problem of the porosity of the charge does nat arise 

as it does in the blast furnace. On the ather hand; the unit capacity of 

these apparatus is nowhere near that of the blast furnaces; it has risen 

from 100 to 150 tons daily, at present 200 ton furnaces are beine built, and 

it is hoped to be able to go as far as 300 to 400 tons. 

In each instance studied, it, r.ould be wise tc take into account a.ll 

the data of the pl~oblem and particularly to compare the relative prices of 

electricit;y and cv!ce. A preliminary estimate, which is generally accepted, 

indic e.J.:.es tr.d.t if a kiloe;ramme of coke costs five to six times the price of one 

KWH, • .. he use of an electric furnace is feasible. It is all the mare 

practiLable if, as indicated above, the ores to be treated are un~~~table 

for a blast furnace. 

It appears, however, according to the docume;1ts presented at ti1e 

meeting, that different raw materials, either ore or fuels, may bet:a-:e 

di!ferently in the electric furnaces and therefore require special 

/ installations adapted 



irstallations adapted to their characteristics. Before taking any decisivn, 

:+- woolcl be w-5 < c '.:;o ca..,.,...y out experiment~ in existing inst allPtions, using 

the .raw materials which ar.e ,bei.ng c<:,mtemplated in each case. 

It should be reme.nbered that slag leaves the electric furnace in a 

liquic1 .form just as does the pig iron, so that in certain instances its 

valorization can be envisaged, as with blast furnaces. 

The examinat.ion of thr;; other red,uction methods may begin by the Krupp

Renn process. 

3. Other Reduction Processes 

The Krupp-Rem(document L.39) process, as compared with the blast 

furnace, reduces the iron directly, without desulphurization, and without 

reduction of the manganese ..tlid1 is transferred into the slag. Partial 

fusion only is allowed to take place, th::ot is to say it is interrupted at 

th& st.age '\.t~hen it reaches the lower part of the blast furnace. The mixed 

prooucts, tha.t is the slag and the pig iron, are cooled and thereafter 

collected in a solid state, requiring sep?r~tion by crushing and magnetic 

sorting. .. 

The; f~rrous product thus obtained is in lenticular form and is 

subsequenlj,_lr ra-smelted. About 80 per cent of the phosphorus from the ore 

passes into these lenses. 

This process makes use of a technique which is no longer in ttte: 

e7perimental stage, e~though its application is still limited. 

It also enables practically all the iron to be extracted from ores 

wir.h 01. high silicon content and limited possibilities of enrichment.:,;.: 

without the add,;ition of limestone. These ores copJ.d not be treated in the 

blast fu.·nace because of the excessive amount of coke which 'WOUld be required. 

0:1 the other hand, this process d0es not appear suitable for basic ores. 

Coal with a high ash ccntent can be used in place of blast-furnace ccke, but 

it should be observed that only fi..;:ed carbon is active in the reduction. 

High volatile coal is therefore unsatisfactory for this process. It is 

estimated that for each ton of 11lenses11 made from a 60 per cent ore, ·coke 

breeze consumption wruld be 500 to &:JO kilogrammes or its equivalent in fixed 

carbon, and 75 to 100 kilogrammes of coal 'creere would have m 'Qe used for heating. 

The above data enable conclusions to be drawn regarding the applicability 

of the Kruptr-Ram process, \thich is probably limited in Latin America• 

/The Basset 
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The Basset process (document L.42), as compared With the blast furnace, 

shows rather unique features. It produces liquid pig iron without sillcon 

and a solid basic slag, while the desulphurization operation is fully 

performed. It represents so to speak, the lower part of a blast furnace 

working with an extremely high lime-silicon ratio. Reduction is 

accomplished, as in the Krupp-Renn process, by mixing carbonated fuel with 

the iron ore• 

The solid slag is in,faet a Portland cement clinker and thereby renders ... 
the process economical since the fuel consumption is substantial. In 

addition to the reducing carbon, heat is provided by burning coal, oil or 

gas. The temperature of the escaping gas is very high, so that some 

recovery of heat could perhaps be made. 

One condition seems essential, namely, that the rawmaterials have a 

sufficiently low alumina content to ensure that the clinker contains no 

more than about 6 per cent of alumina. 

It might be worth whilt to study this process and improve on i~, as it 

could well provide a satisfactory solution for traatiQgcertain fine, rich 

ores, found in Latin Americ~. 

l~·oreo•rer, the two indu~tries with which it is associated - iron and 

cement- are developing simUltaneously in regions which are being 

industrialized. 

The different·methods for sponge iron production which were discussed 

at the meeting, are as foll()WS3 

The Wiberg-Soderfors pr.ocess (document L.47) which, during the past . 
few years, has profited fl'Olii. the progress in the manufacture of heat

resistant steels required for the ventilators used to circulate hot gases. 

As compared with the b:Last furnace, it 0nly fulfils the task of 
~. ·; . 

reducing t11e ore :..n a hearth by Hieans of reducing gases. Tht) nitrogen .. 
bal.Jtl .. ·:- is avoided by producing the ga:~ in a carburettor fed ~trith water 

and ~arbon, and heated by electricityu 

'lhe proportion of hydrogen and c~~rbon-oxide must be very 'carefully 

regulated. 

This process calls for eithe1· a 65 r'::r cent orb t..r..,ken up tnt:> pieces 

of 25" mm. to SO mm., or a good 65 pt~r· cent to c? per cent sirr:;.e:t. ·-'hese 

ores should be resistant to crushing; for instance, the El Pao ore would. 

not be suitable. 

/ For 'a ton 
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For a to:n 6!': 81 per· ceht fron, it is est.i!;,ated 225 kilogrammes 

0+' coke and 1, 1 4~ K-if.JH Wullld b~· r:oriJum~d. ''i'h~ use of natural gases wo~d 
q,J.l ow a reduction iii ~oke consumption~ . 

1be phosphorous in the ore passes into the· sponge. 

do~s not tMke place, but by consuming 60 kilograzmnes of 

. . 
Desulphurization 

dolomite per ton of 

sponge ~he sulphur content of the fuel could be neutralized. 

The resulting sponges thus far have only been used as high-grade scrap. 

Production units are turning out 20 to 30 tons daily; the output cannot be 

increased because of problaas conmcted 1dth the sections of the gase.ou~ 

nowe. The estin1ated cost of a plant producing 20,000 tons anrually is 

800,000 dollars. 

The above data indicate the l:i.rnitations inherent in the use of this 

process. end before any decision is tal<en, the raw mateti.als availa:~~e ~hould 

be experimented with, on existing eq,<ipm.ent. 

The Avesta.-Domnarv~ · process (document L. 46 ) does not .use electric 

current as did the old Avesta process; it consumes 500 to 550 kilcgrammes 

breeze per ton of 90-95 per cent sponge iron, starting from an,ore of about 

60 per cent Fe content. The process relies on direct reduction by coptact 

and, therefore, fulfils only one of the functions of a blast furnac~.liJo 

desulphurization takes place; this must consequently be carried out in an 

auxiliary furnace, consuming ~ average of 20 kilcgrammes of coke breeze, 

30 kilogrammes of lime and 100 Kilowatts per ton of sponge. 

One of the advantages of the process is that it can make use of -

anthracite fines and low-volatile coal. The_ ore must be broken up in pieces 

of less· titan 25mm., but if it is too fine, a previous pelletization is 

preferable. . 
The process has not yet been introduced on an industrial scale. . The . . . . 

equipment shoul~ be quite cheap ~ the size of the rotary kilns appears 

to be necessarily limited, so that a production of more than 15 to 20 tons 
- ·:· .. -

daily per ·unit is not possible. This process is of undoubteq _interest. to 

certain Latin American _coun~_ries, but it might be wise, be_,for~ AAY decision 

is taken, to. await. the. re~;lts. of a plant operating comme~cia.l).y ... .Such a 

plant would allow experiments to be made with the raw materi~lf3 '~,Those; use 
•. ' ' I ~ : • J • ••• ' 

interests those countries possessing rich ore fines and. low-vqlatilecoal 

/ or anthracite 
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The United States Bureau of Mil1es(document L.44)pr~~Pss,which also was a 

rotary kiln, seems to have been used more for purposes of studying the ores 

than for industrial operation. As in the preceding case, it only performs 

one of the tasks of the blast furn~<:e, though, with the addition of dolomite, 

desulphut'ization may also be carried out. This process consumes about 500 

kilogrammes of coke breeze per ton c,f metal produced from a 60 per cent ore, 

but in addition it requires gas for heating purposes. The technique 

appears to have been fully investigated and is ready for use; its 
I 

application is nevertheless limited to ores of a certain composition, which 

can be enriched at least to a certain extent, the separati~n of the silica 

taking place after the sponge iron has been manufactured. Difficulties 

arise in connexion with certain types of ores. The cost of a two-furnace 

installation produ~ing 100 tons of sponge iron daily is estimated at 

7~00 dollars. 

The Ontario-Cavanagh(tunnel-kiln) process is a variation of the Hoganas 

process. It would appear to be suitable for limited production, particularly 

if tunnel-kilns are aln;ady installed. This process is particularly 

indicated ior the production of iron powder, and might be successfclly used 

with certain rich and small size ores of Latin America. However, it seems 

to require a fairly high-grade carbon. Daily production of a complete 

installation is estimated at 30 tons, 

Data on comparative costs of the various reduction processes, which 

would l1ave to be reviewed for adaptation to conditions prevailing in the 

respective countries, are indicated in document 1.62. 

Other methods of extractiOg iron from ore are constantly being 

studied. As mo:o·c of them are still in the laboratory or experimental 

stage, no c ,,.;ful :t:J:.trpose is served by mentioning them. It should, however, 

be p.)~-~1ted out that if satisfactory means of direct gaseous reduction could 

be fo·_md for fine, rich ores, avoiding the use of high grade coal, such a 

solution would be enthusiastically received by the Latin American countries 

where these ores occur. 

The results O~)tained by the Hiberg-SOderfors method are undoubcodly of 

intersst. The studies made in this connexion concerned principall:r with 

optimum proportions of hydrogen and carbon-monoxide to be used, might :serve 
' /as a 
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as a basis for the possible use of hydrogenated reducing gases in low-shaft 

furnaces. 

An imp1:.rtant st._atement on desUl.phurization was made to the meeting by 
. ' 

Professor Kalling. 

4. DeJt.ulphurization 

As was mentioned repeat~dly above, there is a growing t~ndency to 

separate the functions- ·of the blast furnace. Its desulphurization function, 

requiring basic liquid: slag, all too frequently increases the weigh~ of the 

burden excessively, through the addition of ~onsiderable quantities of 

limestone. The increase in the amount of slag similarly increases. poke 

consumption. Therefore, in many steel mills, desulphurization is 

performed with sodium carbonate. But this process is rather e~~sive; 

on the other hand, large scale desUlphurization by the simple _ad,dj.t4on of 

1.iioo and pulverized carbon seems quit~ economic. This is what P-r~,t..essor .,. . . ,:_ 

Kalling has done by using a pig iron ~adle construct~ so ·that . .it . ~n be 

placed on the bearings, sealed hermetically, and made to stand, a fairly rapid 

giratory :movement. The results obtained are undoubtedly excellent. ,and the 

process ~can eventually be used for all sulphurous, liquid pig iron,. either 

produced by a blast furnace, a low shaft furnace or an electric furnace. 

Studi.es on desulphurization by limestone hav_e a;tso been.c~ied,, out 

recently in Great Britain where int~resting results appear to have Q9en . -· 
obtained. 

It was believed useful to go into detail on this subject and that of 

the reduction of iron ores, as it ev~ed considerable interest among the 

participants. 

Whatever the interest in all the special reducing processes enumerated 

above, it·is nevertheless true that at the present stage of techni~al 

development none of them can be used for mass production purposes~,. For 
. . . . . 

the establi.shment of new industries or expansion of existing plants.the 

blast furnace is still the best solution. It is possible that t~.:low 

shaft fmona.ce may, in the near future, show results which ~ll enabl:-e it to . ~. . . 

develop, particUlarly owing to the fact that it utilizes very.low:g~ade fuel. 

Although·-it. also involves the simultaneous construction of_an oxygen plant 

it does: have the advantage -of being able :to use the oxygen c<;mtin~ously so 
~ ;. -

that the cost of this.gas-ls-consequently lowered. 
/The electric 
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... 
The electric furnace, on the other ha.nd, is a ;rovi.sivnai if not a 

final solution in some cases, and is valtlable where ch~:::ap clGct.ricity is 

available. Moreover, as alr·eady noted, it is expected thu.t substantial 

improvements will shortly be ruade ln this technique. 

IV. DETAILED EXAiVIINJi.TION OF STEEU1AKING Pfi.OC.tSSES 

The broad findings which appear to have been formulated as regards 

steelmaking will now be indicated. During the discussions it was pointed 

out that in view of the relative shortness of scrap, the interest in Latin 

America concentrates mainly in the refininG: of pig iron produced in blast 

furnaces or electric furnaces. 

It is not proposed to repeat the details of well known manufacturing 

processes which in any case were carefully and fully outlined: 

-Basic open-hearth furnace (document 1.77); 
-Acid open-hearth furnace (documents 1.64 and 1.72); 
-Basic Bessemer converter (documents L.51 and 1.63), and 

Acid Bessemer c0r.verter (document 1.65). 
Several docllr!lents dealt with the electric steel furnace, spec:ally L.JS, 

1.~2, I •• 53, 1.55 and 1.56. The latter four, in fact, are c•r.-;ern"'d with 

possible combinations of stee+making pro~esses in relation to Latin American 

needs. 

Documents 1.73 and 1.79 deal essentially with the substantial 

improvements made in Thomas steel techniques, while document 1.71 describes 

an example of the mant.fc.cture of a high quality Thomas product (rails). 

Documents 1.54, .L.59 a11d L.60 examine individual cases which have occurred 

in throe eY~stin~ Latin American steel ndlls. 

v.e •n ·.1 li•:tlt ourselves here to the following comments: 

1. J}Jl~l~~jj:~.§.rth Ft...rnace 

'!'he basic open-hea1·th furpace has been considerably d~v~_:loped~: with a 

vie"' .t:o reducing the low cost of the process, the size of the furn; ce was 

substc.nt:ially inc~eased, so that the installation requires very po~;e:rful 

and r>.xpensj_ve hanc!ling apparatus. Hich fuel, i1' possible ga.s or ~8troleum, 

must also be avai:able. 

The increase in tht: phosphorus content of the ore, and conse'lt..~ntly o:f 

/the pig 
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the pig ir0n" ob5ex·ved throughout the world, prolongs the refining process. 

In t.rii! D<1pla"t vrocess (Beseemer-acid a.11d basic open-hearth) the 

steel 

On the othr,r ltand, th"i! ".:n-•e process" in which a substantial proportion 

of iron ore is placed in t.he charge, enab:l,.es direct utilization of .ore 

which deliverH the necessary arnou.'l'lt of oxY-gen, so that up to 10 per cent 

of the steel (:an be obta:iood from ore thus reduced directly. The use of 

very large furnaces cannot be envisaged iii Latin America., but units from 

80 to 150 tons and more vrould be suitable_ and the use of the ore process 

would be adva.htageous • 

2. Basic Ele<:tric Furnace 

The basic: electric furnace, thanks to the judicious use of the ore 

and of the oxygen, has for some years been utilized in the sa'me way as 

the open-hearth furnace for refining pig iron. It may·provid~ m excellent 

solution in regions where·electricity is ~heap, or where rich fuel is 

in short supply and expensive. 

3. Acid Open-Hearth and Electric Furnacer 

The acid open-hearth furnaces and electric furnaces are lir.1ited in 

their utilization to the manufacture of special"products. They reqUire 
. . . 

raw materials containing no sulphur and no phosphorus, and therefore· 

cannot be used unless good quaii ty scrap and hem ti te pig iron are 

available. The scrap can be provided ill a liquid state by soine other . 
. , 

apparatus such as the basic converter. I~ this case, however, instead 

of envisaging a Duplex system consisting of a converter and of an a:_~d, 

open-hearth furnace, and since a high qua~ity product is aimed at, -_it,:, 
would probably be better to employ the Ugine-Perrin treatment, by an· · 

aluminous slag (document L. 79), used dire4?tly on the products of a basic 

apparatus such as an open-hearth, electric turnac~. ~ convert~r. 

4. Converter Processes 

Lastly, the converter processes, basic Thomas or· acid Seaaemer,: 
interested the Latin· Anlerican participants generally, in. view of their.· 

fiexibility, c1f the moderate scale of production which they·anow· and c 

'Which are well adapted to. the requirements of Latin American s"el mills, 

/and also 
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In this connexion; it should be pointed out that the extensive 

auxiliary services for a Thoaas steel mill (basic Bessemer) often 

causes potential unnecessary concer~. Dolomite requirements are smaller 

by weight for instance, than those of an open-hearth steel mill of the 

s8.11E capacity. Brick presses and bottom-making machines are not 

e$sential, while excellent results have been obtained with rammed 
> • 

linings, especially for small converters of less than 20 tons. 

Lime furnaces are still essential, but both the open-hearth or electric 

steel mills must also frequently be fed with lime. Moreovez-, it is 

possible, and it has even been proved, that th~ ~e of oxygen facilitates 

the utilization of crushed iimestone in the Thomas, instead of lime. 

Slag-crushing "WOrkshops are not essential, uncrushed slag havUig a 

good market value. 

It is certain, however, that the Bessemer acid steel mill has 

lower installation and operation costs,·but it requires a non-phosphoric 

pig iron. 

In mills having several blast furnaces the.low phosphorus are, 1r· 

any exists, can be reserved for on~ of the furnaces, and a part of the 

product~on can thus be treated dir~ctly by the acid Besse~r process, the 

higher phosphorous pig iron being refined in a basic furnace (or 

comrerter) with or without duplexip.g. 

5. Tre~tment of Medium Phosphorus 9res 
As regards the problem of phosphorus, 

be envisaged. 

various other. solutions might·' 

It may be said that blowing with ~ oxygen-enriched blast enables :-· · 

at present low phosphorus conten\ { more than 0.150 per cent) pig ·iron 

to be tr'3atecl in a basic converter~ which ma.y be modified if necessary)/ 

}j Th1.15 the conversion process used at Linz (Austria) involves. the ~e of 
a .~ul 'bottom apparatus, pressure oxygen being injected at the top. 
At the Huckingen mills (Germany) a slightly different aolution has nov 
be~n adopted(document L.55).Lastly, other experts sugg~st the.use of 
ti\ting furnaces with blast tuyeres, which would be ·a cross between 
co.werters and open-hearth furnaces. 

I Anotiner means . 



Another n~eans ··or ~voiding duplex:I.ng was p~.·opos•::d: :fen: lor1 pho:;pho~.:cu;_r; 

steel.{doeument 1.79) •. Tlrls consists in mi:d.ng tbe wte~!:~l ,,d .. th a Pe.i."I'lll 

dephosphorizirlg synthetic slag. The ,;rocess' would appear to b~ app1i.cable 

··01ily tO ·rimmed steel$, the cost of ·smelting the sla;J being unknown; but 

this suggestion, however, should be kept in mind, If the pig iron has 

already a<phosphorus content, for instance, of L3 per cent, and i.f 

ordinary steel is to be ma£:iufa.ctured, it might be worth while to r~-b~aen 

the blast furm.ce with a part of the re-circulating Thomas slag L"'l orde1· 

to. obta.iri a. phosphorous content of 1. 7 per cent to 1.8 per cent in the 

pig iron. This operation is not expensive if the normal burden of the 

blast furnace includes limestone, which in this ease would be replaced 

by the lime in the slag. Broadly speaking, it may be assumed that 

100 kilogrammes of Thomas slag contains as ~uch lime as 100 kilogrammes 

ot limestone, and requires only 20 extra kilogra.mmes of coke, while 

10 kilogranme s of iron and .3 to 4 kilogrammes of manganese can be 

recovered, mak:lng the operation remunerative. 

Another s<>lution (see document 1.54) consists in adding natural 

phosphates to t.he burden, particularly when these phosphates contain 

iron. This may lm·fer their commercial value for other purposes, but 

incFeases it -as far as their use in a blast furnace is concerned. In 

this case, and if these phosphates are cheap, it might be worth while 

to raise to the minimum required for Thonas blowing (1. 7 per cent to 

1.8 per cent), the phosphorus content of a burden which otherwise may:

contain as little as 0.5 per cent or o.6 per cent • The slag thus 

obtained is use~ful as a fertilizer 1 and the value of the phosphorus 

cont~ined in the phosphates is thus increased. 

If a norinc~l Thotm.s pig iron is thus available without recourse to 

oxygen, and if it is desired to produce a few special steels, then one 

could either: 

- Add to the .steel mill the limited equipment which would be necessary 
. .. 

for ref'iniz_'lg the steel through the addition of alumino~ ·Perrin 

slag, thus producing high grade killed steels; 

- Increase the steel mill by an op~-hearth furnace or ~- electric 

furnace, which would thus enable the re-smelting of the scrap. 

~ /'. Utilization 



6. Utilizat.io!2_2.L9&rnen 

The security and the flexibility required are fully assured by the 

addition of an oxygen plant which enables any pig ironY to be conve~ted, 
while also facilitating re-smelting of the scrap and preventing the 

presence of nitrogen and phosphorus in the steel (document 1.73), that is 

to say giving the steel mill and the converter the possib:!.lities open to an 

open-hearth steel mill. 

Research (see document 1.79) directed to reducing losses in metal and 

making the best use of the converters, has increased the value of these 

methods ~ involving their use. 

Similarly, the latest developments of the basic Thomas process are also 

in part applicable to the acid Bessemer. Reference should be made to a 
Duplex combination not mentioned during the plenary meetings, but which may 

lead to interesting developments. . This is the duplex Bessemer-Thomas 21 
process, to be used in conjunction wit~ oxygen for pig iron with a low 

phosphorous content. The pig iron is first blown in the economic acid 

converter until it is decarbonized completely, with the addition of oxygen 

which enables crap to be added, and likewise ensures the 

final tempe:J:ature required for po-qring. The intermediate product r.btained 

is then passed in a basic converter placed nearby, v~1ich plays the same 

part as a normal Thomas converter using a second basic slag (possibly sodic), 

when the Thomas operation is carried out with two slags. Since the metal 

remains in the basic converter for only a ver.r short time, the wear and 

tear of the operation is very limited. Dephosphorization is also carried 

out with oxygen-enriched blast. The dephosphorizing slag may be prepared 

beforehand. 

A similar process and a very economic one (since the two types of 

equipment - acid or basic converters - hardly differ except in the r~ture 

Y Ey e;nriching the air blown into the converter by 32~35 per cent, pig iron 
.. with~ less than 0.2 per cent phosphorus content can be refined in a Thomas 
· converter. 

Y It should be observed t~t contrary to an opinion recently set forth, 
the enrichment in 02 of the blast in the basic converters dres not seem 
to be particularly fiarmful to. the lining. . 

21 Indicated by the Institut ~Recherches ~ ,l& Sid~rurgie~ France. 

/of the 
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of the linings), ~uld moreover be extremely flexibl~. If requireQ., ~ 

according to the nature of' the. blast~_fl.lrnace charge, the· followj,pg processes 

could be utilized:· 

- Straight acid Bessemer, or 

- Straight basic Bessemer, or 

- The abovementioned combination of acid and basic Bessemer. 

As d result of the possibilities· offered by the use of oxygen, a pew 

and very important field of work is provided for converter steel mills. In 

setting out installation projects, however, it would be desirable to ~tudy 

the amount of oxygen consumption envisaged in the first place, a~ well as 

the distribution of this consumption throughout the day and the intermediary 

stocks:required. 

· ·: The cost of a cubic metre of oxygen may very well vary fro~ 1 to 9, 
according to the size of the installation and the regularity of th~ f.+~· 

It is indicated that whenever possible, consumption in the steel mill_~~ould 

be combined with that elsewhere, thus increasing the total volume of_oxygen 

required. In the future, the low-shaft furnace may possibly fill_ the role 

of a supplementary oxygen consumer. 

Too many details may have been given here regarding the new pros~ects 

open to the converter process, although it seems that this subject was_ 9f 

great interest to the experts at the meeting. 
. ., 

· Intentionally, no cost estimates have been given, since it was 

considered that .the purpose of this paper was merely to discuss techni~ues; 

at all events, eosts may differ widely in different instances. Those 

interested in new techniques should estimate the cost of their own. proJects, 

on the basis of their detailed knowledge of prevailing conditions. - .. _. ··: 

N.B. The documents submitted to the Iron and Steel Meeting under .. ~~~--:J!~bers 

L, 75,· L, 76_, -~._78, ·t.~so and 1.90, were not r.~ferred to in .the .a~~ 
comments, since they deal with interesting but very sp~ciflc: :~ubjects, 

not dire~tly .~o·ri~·~~ed with the co~ercial productio~· ~f .steel:.'·.~~ 
Other documents.which are not ~Jl«ltioned are concem~--~th 
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ECONOivJIC Fl,CTORS AFl"'EC'l'HTG Ttil.J COl'~5Ul-'.tPTION AND 
PHODUCTICN uF lli.ON AND STEEL IN LATIN .ANERICA 

1~ Introduction 

The economic discussions which took place at the Bogota meeting were 

essentially devoted to thEt inve.stigation of three subjects, on which papers 

were prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Com(uission for Latin 

America, namely: 

1. The evolution to-date of steel consumption in the principal Latin 

American countries, and factors which have ir~luenced it (document 

L.86). J/ 
2. The role played by steel consmning and prouucing industries in the 

economies of Latin American countries (document 1.88). 1/ 
3. The influence of locational factot's, including size of markets, 

on the economics of steel production in certain Latin American 

countries and locations (documents 1.87 and L.91). 1/ 
Those three subj~cts are clearly inter-related. On the one hand, in view 

of the great importance of economies of scale in steelmaking, production 

costs depend essentially on the present and potential size of the markets. 

On the other, steel consumption and the develot-ment of the steel transforming 

sector of industry depend on the price at which steel can be supplied and 

consequently on costs of production. 

In addition to these Secretariat papers, which are mainly concerned 

with locational factors, the technical section contains various documents 

submitted by the experts, which show cost and investrr~nt figures in relation 

to plants using unorthodox methods of iron ore reduction. 

The studies presented to the Bogo~a meeting represent the beginning of 

a systematic examination o!' the abovementioned problems. Y Before 

yielding definite conclusions, tney should be considerably amplified. 

Nevertheless, even at this early stage, the methods of analysis which were 

I/ ~-cument included as an annex to .the present r·eport • 

 . y Mention should be made, however, of a stimulating analysis of some 
aspects of steelmaking in Latin America includ:ed- in tl£tlS! Iron ~ 
Resources and ~ Utilization, United Nations, New York, 1950. 

/developed and. 



clevelope•.1 :\nd some of the tentativE:t ~findings me;y be .integrated in a. 

·.:resentatior~ of the princir.;al economic f"lctors affecting iron ar,l steel 

:~onsum~tion and. prr.x·iuction in Lstin America.. This is the purpose of the 

folli.Yvlir&g pa.ge}'" 

The (!lose link existing bebreen the economic developnent of a region 

and its ~onslmt.pti.on of steel is well known: 

a) On the one hand,, considerable amounts of steel are indispensable 

for the developnent of induRtry and agricult1ire, transport and 

building~ Steel is either used directly, in the form of steel 

products as they come from the steel mills, or indirectly, in the 

form of capital goods. 

b) On t;he other hand, economic developnent, with its consequent 

improvement in living standards and in the level of savings of 

the population, ~ecessarily brings about an increase in the 

demand for steel, which is an indispensable component of almost 

all capital and durable consumer goods and of certain non-durables. 

Moreovez<, as national income increases, the portion of it which 

can be saved and invested should also normally increase. 11 
Inasmuch as capital goods contain more tons of steel per dollar 

of value than consumer goods, total consumption of steel should 

be expected. to increase !!lore raridly than nation.al income. 

Grapp Al, which shows steel consumption per capita p:),otted against 

):-er capita rud~ional income for a series of Latin A)n~ric~. ~ountries, 

demonstrates the strong positive correlatiQn existingof.Q.898. 

'l'he morE~ than proportionate increase in. steel consumption which takes 

·lace as national income increases ca.n be seen from Tabl.e·l~ which shows 

the nurribet of kilogrammP.s of crude steel consumed, per 100 do-llars of 

JJ This is true at least· until the country·. concerne.d ]la~;~ saturated itself 
with "heavy" capital goods such as railroad equipment, m.otor. cars, 
equipment for heavy industry, etc. Thereaft(:lz<, with·~ mo'r'e··intensive 

. developnent of 3.eroplan~s precision equipnen-t;.~ elect'rical. ~~chinery, etc., 
e relativE~ d.;;e1·ease in steel requirements may result~ •. -~: 'fbis-·trend may 
be noticed in the United States. 

/national income. 
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national income. Only three Latin American countries, Chile) Brazil and 

Mexico, consumed more than 20 kilogrammes of crude steel per 100_ do2_lars of 

national income, ana for the two latter countries, this occm·red only in 

recent years when they had developed a domestic steel production. For the 

economically developed countries shown, conversely, the corres:ponaing 

consum~tion ratio varied between 30 and 60 kilogrammes. It should be 

noted, however, that the fi~ures of Table A represent the consumption of 

iron and steel products only. The low consumpti-on in underdeveloped 

countries reflects the fact that they purchase considerable amounts of 

steel contained in manufactured products imported from industrialized 

countries. The steel content of such manufacture is ignored in statistics 

covering production and imports of steel products, throughout these papers. 

Obviously, the level of the national income is not by any means the 

only important factor which affects the quantity of steel consumed in a 

country. The comparison beb1een parts A and B of '.i'able l shows this 

clearly. For a given level of national income, the dei~ree of 

industrialization is an essential factor. 

/Table 1. 
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·'fable 1. · 'P.9L:itionship ~etj~een Steel Consumption and Nat~onal Income:. ·. 

National Steel consumption Steel consumption 
Col.mtries Years income per capita in kgs_ •. per .lOO 

. per. Ca. pita ( kgs. of crude · us:i;. of national 

- !1949 us;;) steel eguivalent) income 

A) Latin American 
countries 

Ecuador 1947-1949· 40 8 20' 
Bolivia 1947-1949 55 5 . 9'-
Guatemala 1947-1949 77 8 .10 
Brasil 1939 90 15 .. · ~1'7 
Mexico 1939 95 14 15·. 
Peru 1947-1949 100 10 lO 
Brar.il 1950 112 24 2i 
Mexico 1950 121 28 23 
Colombia 1947-1949 132 16 12 
Chile 1940 170 38 .22'' 
Chile· 1951 190 50 .2$.!: ; 
Cuba '1947-1949 296 37 ~~·5 Venezuela 1947-1?49 322 62 
U~y 1947-194~ 331 38 ll 
Argentina 1947-1949 404 77 19 

B) Other 
countr,;.es 

India and 
Pakistan 1946 50 .3.6 7.2 
Austria. 1947-1948 146 58 40 
Italy 1947-1948 212 47 2.3 
Poland 1947-1948 ~42 70 29 
South 
Africa 1949 264 no 42 
Czechcs-
lovaki.a 1947-19413 320 180 56 
Western 
Germaey 1950 350 205 59 
France 1947~1948 462 166 37 
Belgium-
LuxeiiiOOurg 1947-1948 625 234 37 
Australia 1946 640 207 32 
United 
Kingdom 1947-19'-!8 730 252 35 
Sweden 1947-19413 770 292 38 
United· 
States 1949 1,453 443 30 

SOurces: European Steel Study !u ~ Setting 2! ~ World ~mrket, U.N. 
National ~ per Capita Incomes !!! Twenty Countries, U.N., 1949. 
Economic Survey 2£ Europe in J!l.!fl, U.N. Economic Commission for 
Europe, 1950. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics of the United 
Nations. National Statistics. 

/Table 2 
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Table 2, which is based on figures contained in document 1.88 shows 

the progressi v~ increase in ~portance of steel transforming indust::-ies, 

concurrent with higher ievels of income and of industrialization. 

Table 2. Importance of Industrial and Iron and Steel Manufacturing 
Sectors at Various Levels of Economic Development 

Country 

Colombia 

Chile 

Argentina 

United 
States 

Years 

1945 
19Lc8 
1946 

1947 

(1) 
National 
income 
per 
capita 
(appro~· 
ima.te 
figures) 
1949 US$ 

•lOO 

200 

290 

1,450 

(2) (3) (4) (5) 
Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage 
of Total of total of total of total 
value added population employment population 
in Jna.nufac1 employed !/ in rrnnufac1 eimployed in 
uring ind- in nianufac~ uring iron and 
ustries uring represented ~teel tran~ 
r.epresented industries by employ- forming 
'by values ment in industries 
~dded in iron and 
Xron and steel \rans • steel forming -
~ransfo~ industries 
ing indus1 
ries 

6.8 1-2 8.3 0.10 
lD.7 2.7 12.8 0.35 
11.5 6.0 16.2 0.97 

25.7 9.9 26., 2.64 

Source: Industrial Census of respective countries. 

!/ Includes workers and employees.· 

It appears, on the basis pf employment figures, that the iron and 

steel transforming sector grows more rapidly than the others. Thus, the 

importance of steel transforp4.ng industries in the economy of the country 

increases•very rapidiy. 
''· 

Exact figures on the consumption of steel products by steel transforming 

industrir.,; are not available:" for Latin American countries~ If one bears 

in mind, however, that according to the same report consumption of the 

iron and steel ~ransforming industries alone already amounts t., · .30 to 40 

per cent or the total consumption of ferrous products in Mexico, the impact 

of industrial development on steel requirements in Latin American countries 

is clearly seen. 
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~ ~ The Regu.tr')n::.ents, -~~i~!!_Dilities ahd,Shortages: o_f Steel in· ·~tin: America 

Paper 1,.86 incl.'Jdes--a~ detailM elcam.in:atitm of the evolution Of the 

consumption of steel products in six important L:1tin American. :C9~tr:ies: 

Arget.tina, • Brazil, Chll~, C~l.~inbia, Cuba and Hexico. It contains an 

analysis of such factors as national income, capacity to import, imports 

of investment-goods, building activity and consumption of cement which can 

be presumed to be linked with the derrand for and su~ply of steel, and for 

which quantitative infci'Jll.Qtion is a'lailable. 

emerge from the consideration of this paper. 

Fairly definite -cooclusions 

£ven at present relatively 

l.:>w levels o! economic aevelopnent, actual steel consum:r-tion in Latin 

American countries is distinctly lower than their requirements, the m:1.in 

limiting fai:tor being the shortage of foreign exchd.nge. Developnents 

easing this stringency, including the creation of domestic sources of steel, 

tend to increase consum~tion substantially. 

J'he main reasons 3-Up}-Ortin;S this C0£1Clll5iOn are the following: 
' ~ ··~ 

1. The countrie~ consiuerea show a remarkably close correiation over 

tne last twenty-five years, between their im~orts of steel and 

th,dr total importing ca}Jd.city. !/ During this period,· .th~~e have 
-,. .. 

been imJ-ortant. economic changes, aad some of thes.e countrie-s: have 
. ;. .... 

&~rried fairly far a process of economic aevelopment which has 
,., -· ... ~ . . - - ·-

incre::~.sed the de:Il3.nd for steel. The fluctu<4tions of s.t.~el_j,mports 

generally have been somewhat greater than those of total -imjx;\-rts. 

This appears clearly in Graph 11 of document L.86. The reason for 

thi·s is to be found in the inelastic character of the •ther . __ . y . : ... 
imports. Because of the general stagnation or occasio~al:. 

For the defiriition of importing capacity, see decmnent L.~ 
In the c:ase of Chile, it appears that iron and steel imports have a 
higher e!lasticity in relation to total imports than· imp()rts o:f 
foodstui'fs, textiles, chemicals and fuel. Among the main greups of. 
imports, only' capital 'goods have a higher elasticity than iron and 
steel. 

'/decline, in the. 
. . t! . 
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decline, in the importing capacity of many 1atin American countries 

since 1925, there has been a gap in steel availabities which has 

only begun to be filled by those colUltries which ho.ve developed 

their domestic steel production. 

2. Graph A shows clearly the higher steel consumption in those 

colUltries with a domestic sour'ce of this metal. Almost all 

countries whose steel consum~tion exceeds the levels shown by the 

regression line between steel consumption and national income, have 

a steel production-of their own, to su~~lement imports. 1/ 
Venezue~ is a.n exception to this point, and in addition it is the 

only country in Latin An.er:i.ca with no balance of payments problems. 

Mexico, Brazil and Chile, for example, proouce steel domestically 

and it is thus interesting to note that their steel consumption 

increased by 6o, 32 and 100 per cent respectively, in the decade 

following 1939-1940.. ·During this interval-, the per capita . . . . 
national income of these countries increased o~y moderately, some 

22, 12 and 27 per cent respectively. 

In order not to'be lindted to only one indicator, namely,per capita 

national income, an analysi~ ~as also been made of the relationships 

between steel consumption or .tne one. hand, and imports of capital 
.. .. 

goods and consumption of cepent on the other, the two latter being 

closely related with. the level of investl!2nts. A high multiple 

correlation coefficient haa been observed and a regression formula 

calculated, 3/ to which the different levels of the above quantities 

ip, selected Latin American·colUltries can best. be fitted. From 

,this formula a "calculated!! or theoretical level of steel consumption ... 
~o.r every combination of l~vels of national income, imports of 

capital goo~ and consumptton of cernent can be derived .. 

~------.. 
!/ This is also trcie o! such non Latin American countries as Italy, Austria, 

Poland and South Africa, where l~vels of per capita national income are 
of the same order of magrdtude as those of Latin American countries, and 
for wh~ch. data on steel consumption have been given in Table A 1. . ,, 

For de:t,ails,, see paper 1.8,. 
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·Table~·, 3 shows· th~se' ~lcillated: ~onsum:ption levels, together with 

the a.ctual steel consumption 'levels for the same years. An 

additional coium.n:, expressed in percentages of the calculated 

levels, shows the departure of actual consumption from them. It 

will· be observed agairi that the positive deviations correspond to 

the c:ountries which have developed domestic steel production 

facilities, ani also that they are greater in the post-war years 

when these facilities have become more important. 

-.3. Alth~ugh it is difficult to compare potential demand for a 

commodity with its actual consumption; in certain cases the evidence

of shortage of steel can be adduced in Latin America. Thus, 

notwithstanding th~ considerable increases in the production ot 
steel in Brazil in recent years, a rationing system is still in 

force for the products of Volta Redonda. 

Given a limited import capacity for a Latin American country, arr.l 

assuming no compression of foreign purchases ot non-steel items, J/ 
import controls would be necessary to permit larger imports of 

certain types of steel. Those which are indispensabl~ to satisf.y 

increasing or ·newly arising den.ands linked, for instance, with 

industrialization, would have to take place at the ~nse of other 

steel products which are less urgent. Rails and accesories tar 
example, have been adverse~ affected, as indicated'in Table 4. 
As a result, this has led to inadequate maint~nanc~ 'standards. 

Finally, the consumption of steel has tended to decrease in Latin 

America, throughout the last twenty-.tive years, both in aggregate 

and for specific products when compared with the evolUtion of a 

series of indicators of economic growth. A detaiTecr study or this 

pheno:menom will be found in the section dealing 'With demand factors 

which have i.nfluenc~ the evolution of steel ccnsumPt.iori"ili'"84 

Latin American countries. 

There thus appears to .be little doubt that steel cohtiiiu"es'·:to 'be in 

short supplY for Latin America. It has been observed that the~e f~; a close . . : ,. ~ ;. ...... ·:: \ .. 

link between steel imports and total car.adty tO import; ·that iihpc)rts '~till 

1/ Despite the fact that iron and s~eel ~oducts represent in ge~eral only 
3 t:) 6 per cent of total imports. 

./accounted for 
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accounted for two thirds of Latin American steel c-:-nsu.:nptio.u ln 1951, even 

though Latin America's importing capacity is limited; and ~J:-Ltlt there have 

been marked increases in steel consum~tion by those Latin Ahlerican countries 

which have developed a steel production of their own. All these 

observations support the belief that steel consumption in most Latin 

Americ~~ countries would, other tllings being equal, incr~ase a1~ develop . 
considerably faster if steel production facilities were created or 

amplified. 11 
Table~. Calculated and Actual Steel Consumption per Capita in Certain 

Latin American Countries 

(In terms of kilogrammes of crude steel equivalent) 

Calculated Actual steel Percentage deviation 
Countries Years· steel consumption of .actual consumption 

consumption from calculated level 

BrazU 1950 ·18 24 t 33 
Mexico 1950 2)., 28 t 33 
Chile 1951 :;s 50 '.f J2· 
Argentina 1947-1949 .64 77 t 20 
Brazil 1939 :._1' 15 t 15 
Mexico 1939 l).4 14 0 
Venezuela 1947-1949 ]~7 62 - 7 
Ecuador 1947-1949 ~ 9 8 -11 
Cuba 1947-1949 ~42 37 - 12 
Guatemala 1947-1949 ·12 8 - 33 
Colombia 1947-1949 23 16 -30 
Uruguay 1947-1949 P4 38 -30 
Bolivia 1947-1949 '9 5 -44 
Peru 1947-1949 16 10 -38 

·-
Thus, Latin America's outlook for steel must t&ke the: following factors 

into consideration: 

1. Steel is short at present in most countries of the area; 

2 •. J'~~~ation is increasing rapialy: 

average; 

. ·· . . : 

2.25 per cent yearly on the . : . ' 

!/ Already Latin American per capita steel consumption has increased by one 
quarter- from 21.6 kilogrammes in ternaof crude steel to 27.2- between 
1945-1948 and 1949-1951 (and by one half between 1945-1948-and .J.9,J...). 
These. rates of increase are exceptional, but a regular yearly increase of 
6 per· cent:' in total consum1-tion in all underdeveloped· countries ha. s · been 
considered as a realistic (though high) assumption in' a recent study of 
the Economic Commission for Europe. 

/3. Even 
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3. Even at the relatively slol;'l pace of economic development'which 

prevailed in recent years and which, it is hoped, will'be 

Dt:r:elerated in the future, real national income per capita increases 

'at a :-ate of 2 to 2.5 }-er cent yearly. It has been shown that, as 

a result of thE higher ~roportion of investment, the demand for 

steel senerally increQses more rapidly than national income; 

4. It is to be expected that the present trend towards industrialization 

prevailing in most of the countries will continue, and probably at 

a faster rate. Industrialization, again, requires additional 

consumption of steel. 

It t.hu& seems clear that, unless a rrajor world depressiontakes place, 

Latin AmE~rican demand for steel in future years vlill be considerably above 

present levels of consumption. It also appears that satisfaction ·of this 
:_ 6,: 

demand is: indispensable to the industrial (ievelo,t.ment of the region • 

. 4. Characteristics of Steelmaking Processes 

Essential supplies of steel may be drawn from.two sources;· i#lports or 
'· 

local production. The unfavourable develo}Allent ·of im1-orting·. capacity already 

mentioned. precludes a substantial increase in steel imports for many countries. 

On the other hand, the najority of Latin American co~tries., and among them 

all the major steel consumers, f!OSSe~s at lea.st some of the resources which 

are necessary f~r steelmaking. 11 In fact, La.tin Ame:ri~· po.sse.sses about 20 
. ··-

per cent of tne world reserves of economically ~ab+e iron ore. It is 

also the region of the world whicn has the highest.tJer. ca}Jita reserves of 

iron ore in te.I'llla of Fe content: 37 tons per ·eapita;...aa .a,g~m~t 

a world .a.verage of 11 tons. 
a} Qhillcteristics of the classicaL steeLIJ.iling t:f:rocess·C

. Before. discttssing the -respective ildvantab;~s of cipm~,~~fc steel production 

in Latin. Am~ric~ -~s against im1~rt~ -of t~~~ metai, attentip~ should be drawn 
- :- .. ;. . . . 

to certain technological dha·r~cte~ist:Ccs: of the; ~teeJ..rna,king process which 

have considerable bearing on costs. 

11 For a description of Latin American steelmaking resources, see anne:xette: 
doCUlr1ents L.O and L.87. 

/Table 4. 
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Evolution of the Share of Rails and Accessories in the Consumption 
of Steel in Latin America 

(fercentage of total apparent consumption of steel represented by 
rails and accessories) 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Mexico 

1925-1929 

15.5 
26.7 
22.0 
26.3 
17.9 

1945-1949 

5.7 
14.1 
11.5 

5-5 
12.8 

1. To begin with, steelmaking ~s a heavy industry. Among the various 

characteristics generally recognized in defining a heavy industry, 

the most important one here is the great weight of the raw materials 

necessary to produce steel, in relation to the cost of the product. 

T pically, about six tons of materials, such as two to three tons 

of iron ore, about two tons of coal and more than one ton of other 

materials (scrap, fluxes, fuel oil, etc.), are necessary to produce 

one ton of finished steel, at present worth about 120 dollars. At 

the existing plants or at the sites which have been considered in 

this study, the number of toJ.l-kilometres of transport !/required in 

order to assemble these materials may varJ between 800 and 5,000 

for ore and coal alone. A.s a result, transport costs of raw 

materials represent an exceptionally high pro~~rtion of the total 

cost of steel. The percentage corresponding in Latin America 

varies between 5 and 10 per cent for plants which are particularly 

favourably placed in relation to raw materials, and 15 :t,o. 25 per 

cent for the others. 

2. An immediate cons~quence of the abovementioned characteristic Js the 

strong influence of plant location on steel costs. The distance 

over which raw materials have to be carried, and even ~qre imBortant, 

the means of transport, whether rail, road, inland waterway or 

maritime, greatly influence costs. A study made by the .Econo¢c 

Commission for Latin America on the costs of production of steel in 

!/ In equivalents of railway ton-kilometres. 

/certain Latin 
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·certain Latin American loc;:.tions (document 1.87) 1 shows that ·c.otal 

tra.nsJX?r~. C9f3ts- per.JiS?f:l oi\.J:~tlifii.ied.~(xh,lcts vary from 4 to 15 
doll~ri~::~"-··.r~· t~i~-~-;h~~~:~b~·add~cti-tn~ c~st of trd.llsporting 

finished steel to ·the oorisuroor mar~ets. 

3. · Comparisons of ca};.-ital investment for ciifferent industries are 

difficult to n~ke, i~ view of differing valuation methods. In 

any.event, the cayit~ which must be invested in order to ~reduce 

a certain value adaed, is rel..ati vely high for steelmaking, in 

eomparison witi.·l othex: ~u.~:-orta.nt industries. 

4. investment costs ir!. steelnuking are very strongly affecteu by the 

size of the J:-roduction unit. Rolling operations are pd.rticularly 

influenced by slze;· -since they'-~ b~ ~e~f~rmed by a variety of 

methods. · · Some utilize rei~ti~~lY ~dil~t.e;~~r~ ~ equi;ment and. a 
. . . ~ . 

considerable a.mount of labour ·v-1hereas others are .t~ighly mechanized, 
• .. 

use less labour and. require very con~f;lex ·pieces of -equi}Elent. 
. . . . . .. 

Certain modern equipnent, such as a continuous ~de strip mill, can 
'J 

only be used for 1--roaucing at a level of one. nP.~ll~on tons a year. 

The savings in total production costs brought ~b~ut by more complex 

 and more productiv~c t--ieces of equiJ:-nie~t depenq. .of course on the 

relative costs of capitill, labour and raw mc~.te~i.a_ls. As an 

example, Gra1-h B, based on study 1~·9·1,· shp·~~ :th~. yq.:riations in the 

total costs of fXoduC'ing one ton of a. given assor'!:-ment of finished 

steel in Sparrows !-oint, in l'lant's · ~angin~ ·.rr~ ~· th~usand to one 

million tons of annual capacity. r-t" wlll b~ ·no~~ ·that costs are cut 
' . . . .. -. 

by more than half between the smailest and the ,larg~st plants. 
• . . •~ .,_< • • ,. '· ... I . . 

Economies of scale and the type of fi~shed ~·oquct~ greatly influence 
•.• • ,. .• . c: • ~ i,.-~ ... ~ . 

rolling operat~ons. As a result of impressive aavances ~ng recent 

decades in methods of fabricating fiat I-rouucts. (~lat~, ~h~~t,-: strip, . . . .,~:.~ . . 

tinplate, etc.), the effect of size i; ·mi>re }'rono\mced_!or;these items than 
. . . .._ ... ~- ·.· ... • ... : .. 

for sections. The advantage of building production unitf;i a::; large as the 
• . ·_, · .. ···J' •. . . . 

market would allow, combili.e<i v:ith the relatively hie:;h jnv~s~~~~- per ton 
·1·: 

referred to above, tencs to .rr.ake essenti.:~.l investments ve,ry )U,gh.. Investment 
• • • ~ ·._ '!:, •• • ·. • ,). 

costs for a modern plant may e<J.sily total hundre~s of mi1l~P~; .C>f. ·dollars. 
. : ... ' ..... -

.. /p).._ Alterrutive 

' 
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The technical pdrt of U1e !'e~·o:r·t L~cl.1.: .c:; r.~ thoro'-l~)l ex·.,;~~na.tion of 

alternative :p-ocesses either ;;;.-;· ,i.l...:':Le, .~:c Deil'l{; cle\m1·:::.r-ed for the }traduction 

of iron a.::-,J sLc~l. 

J:'t.:e 1-roduct 

obta.ine:i frau-; so,Ila of these iron ore reuuction methods 

in ot.ber Cd.ses it can onJ_y find application as <.1 subst.ii:.ute f=:ir .se:.:'aJ-. The 

steelnukine:; ,I:;rocess to be used for refining the resulting prL.:::.ry ::1etal 

de~ends on its special characteristics. Usually one of the well-known 

steelmaking processes is used, although document L.67, refers to a redudion 

process in .,,b.i.ch refining of steel becorr,es ur.necessary. 

Unorthodox n:ethods are es~ecLtlly at't-ropriate to certain raw materials: 

hydro-electric P?wer; other natural resources; and yield specific end-

}.lroducts. 'l'hey leac. to eonsiuerable v ~rL.tions in the costs of finished 

steel, and still more so in the levels of s:t:-ecific investments. According 

to document 1.62, }:roauction cosLs for }Jig iron m,:~.y vary in the four 

reductior1 methods considered, Y from 28 to 45 doll:.:1rs per ton, whereas 
2' 

investment per ton-year produced may vary from 25 to 100 dollars.~ 
Production costs of in5ot steel vary, for the six :processes consiaered, 

according to document L. 56, betv.Ieen 240 and 290 dollars per ton, 2/ assuming 

that ,I:;ig iron and scrap are uniform ±r. price. Although sLnild.r figures are 

not availJ.ble for rolling, o}-erations, tt1e utilization of such methods d.S 

contir.uous casting of billets, or extrusion of finished shapes, may bring 

about consicerable va.ri::i.vio.1s in 1-:roduction costs ana in investments per ton· 

Fer year, particuld.rly for relatively smali operations. 

Sohte of the alternatives to cb.s.;ic3.l steelmakin;?; and iron ore reduction 

methods, like low-shaft furnaces, direct reduction methods, utilization of 

oxygen in steelmaking and continuous casting ana extrusio11, require less 

JJ Blast furnace, electric smelting furnJ.ce, sponge iron furnace and tunnel 
kiln. 

?} Under conditions }Jrevd.iliw;,; in Ct3.nada, during 1948. 

J.l Open-hearth furnace, converter and o:pen-hearth furnace, converter and 
electric arc furndce, oxygen converter (f.O. steel), Duplex converter 
open-hearth furnace and Duplex converter - electric arc furnd.ce. Under 
conditions prevailing in ·,/estern Germa.n;y- u'uring 1952. 

/capital investment 
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capital investment although th.ey :may r~c~ ~he ... pr.qci~c.t~vity. of labour. 

They t.her~fore set:D m~ch·-~tter-~da_Rted.-:t;~~- a~l~ · ~w;~~~~:ms in 
• ~ ' • .! ' ' ' I • : • '~ ' '. •' '·! ,• . ' ... • . . . •' ,. • . . •, 

underdeveloped countries tll~ to-~ cla:ssical proces~es •. 

T_he discussions were mainly concerned with th_e clase?:ical: proe.e.sses: 

blast furnaces, steel .Plants and rolling mills. 'Ibis prefeJ::"ence -results 

from greater knowledge of these prodasses, and the abundant publications 

covering costs and investments in their various steps. Cost a~d investment 

estimates have been prepared for some of the alternative methods, .u.sually as 

comparisons with a standard blast ftirnace plant of a given size .•.. Since the 

cost structure for the classical trdeess has been investigated in seven Latin . - .. 
American countries, figures referrtng to the other processes may thus be 

related to conditions prevailing in the region. 

Document L.91 assumes that the Latin American classical plants, chosen 

-~ eJea:mples, wi;tl ~over the total J.;Otential demand for the respective 
' countries. If the markets of a given country are strongly_decentralized, 

and transportation facilities limited (as in the case of Brazil-and Mexico), 

the advantage of instalJJ~ more than one production centre should be 

exam::.ned. In such case the small size of the local markets in each centre 

might make one o£ the alternative methods more. desirable •. 
. ' 

· Situations may arise in which haulage costs to certain regions become 

so high as to COlllf'letely upset the usual pattern of comparative adva~tages. 

On~ case of this type is explained in document L.82, which describe~ a plant 

recarburizing steel scrap into pig iron, in an electric furnace, ~ch has 

been profitably operating for years in Bogota. It might well be ttl-at in 

extreme cases like this, a small and therefore usually unprofitable. plant 

using an alternative reduction method could become a factor stimulating 

economic development of an isolated zone. In order to determine the 

<;:lSsible advantages of such an industry, a market study of the region would 

be indispensable. Here, again, the methodology followed in document 1.86 

would be helpful. 

A lively discussion arose regarding the advisability of usi1,1g these 

unorthodox methods, especially since they have scarcely been tested on a 

commercial scale. . It was pointed out that in Latin Anieriea, where capital 

is scarce., t.here are risks -in investing in J;rocesses riot yet· adequately 

_ldev~~~. 
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However, the prospects for their further use in industrialized 

countries seems remote, since the lai::t:.er use t.he capital-intensive classical 

methods. Since the new processes are labour-intensive, they would therefore 

initially seem to be more applicable to Latin America. 

From all the discussibns,·it became evident that these alternative 

methods must receive a detailed examination, before final judgrr.ent is passed 

on the aavisability of installing a steel industry in a new country or region. 

This becomes particularly necessary if small scale operations result in 

excessive costs under classical processes. 

5. Analysis ot Some !rnportafit Eactol:"s Rele~a.nt to the Economics of 
Ateelmaking in Certain Latin American Locations 

The degree of scarcity of resources and the b::1lance of payments situation 

The relative economic advantages of steel production in Latin America, 

compared with steel imports, follow below. 

Whether steel J.;roduction in a given location is more advantageous to a 

country than import~d steel, depends largely on the resources utilized for 

domestic steel production. Steel production might or not, invol·;e the 

utilization of resources winch might otherwi.se be put to use for the increase 

of production of exportable corrur:odities for which there is a market. abroad, 

or for the substitution of ano~her type of imports. 

In the first case relative. costs of production. and of imports of steel 
., . . '. . -. 

are relevant. In the second q.ase, ac;t.c:tit;ional cri~eria m,ust be taken into 

account. This situation does ip facti a~ise in many Latin American 
' .· .. ' ~· . : . . . 

countries because: 

a) Considerable unused Tesources exist, and steel production could add 

to the total income of the country without detracting from the 

potential production of comurodities earning foreign exchange; 

b) Inelastic world demand for many commodities exported by the area 

is such that a greater volume of exports would not substantially 

add to foreign exchange rese~s; or because 

Contrary to many industrialized countries, productive resources are not 

utilized fully in several Latin American countries. In the majority of them, 

considerable amounts of underemployed .ma:n,FOwer exist... .Uthough uneJnployment 
. . . • t ' . 

/is often 
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is often hidden both in rural and in urban d~st~icts, there.is .little doubt 

that. there i3 :1 great reserve of unused labour throughout the ;r:egion. The 

experience acqtli.red from setc,ing up steel plants in a number o! Latin American 

countries in rE:cent ye(:l,rs shows that, within a moderate period of tm.e, 

manpower can be trained to perform the tasks required in steel lilorks. Insofar 

as raH materials are concerned, as has been mentioned already,,considerable 

reserves of iron ore exist. In m.'ll'..y cases the iron ore reserves could not 

be exploited because of the heet'J'Y .::c-:;;t.s ''-nvolved in shipping this ,l"elativel.y 

cheap rr~terial to possible importers. Tlus applies to an even greater extent 

to other resources such as, limestone, hydro-electricity or natural gas. 

However, :it is a fact that ma;1y L:1tin .~.erican countries draw the bul,k of 
·-· •· 

their foreign exchange from selling a very limited number of· .·c6iJimOdities 

representing an important source of total world supply. Since world demand 

for such products is inelastic, the total 1--otential export earnings;·· and 

consequently the capacity to import, are lirr~ted and c~ot be increased 
. .~: -· 

substantially by using resources which rrdght alternatively be used for 

steelmaking. 

The creation of ? local steel industry can provide a substitute for 

imported steel, and also add to the national income. Conversely, such an 

industry might utilize scare~ resources better fitted for exporting readily 

marketable products, or substituting for other important imports. Additions 

to national income can be done internally by using resources which would 

othel-wise remain unemployed, and ,externally by reducing import requirements 

without affecting potential export proceeds. If steelmaking mak~s: ?Be of 

scarce resources, it must be considered as an alternative to otQ,e~ types of 

activity and not additive. 

The problems involved in allocating scarce resources are many. The,y 

are outside the scope of this report, as they were outside the scope of the 

Bogota meeting.' 

The ~conomic Commission for Latin America has however presented some 

absolute .and cc)lllparabie figures reflecting costs of producing steel, in 
- . ··' 

different locations and on varying scales. Both in and outside Latin . . . . ':·) 

America, costs ca!'culated by this method IDly be used to determine .~he economic 
• . ; • ~ • • ·-..:: ~ J., '. ~-:...; ' 

advisability of establishing a steel industry as compared with continued or 

increased imf(>rts of steel'. · S~ch an e~ation must, of ~ou;~"'~,' ·~~ into 

/consideration manJ 
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consideration many ?ther factors whicn are not directly linked with economiB:; 

of steel production but which are relevant to the basic 1-'roblem. These 

include the oalance of J:;ayments situation, the }Ossibility of increasL-,., 

production of exportable goods and of marketing them; costs of producing 

exportable commodities or other import substitutes; 

capital intensities of various productive activities. 

and the relative 

Comparison of steel production costs in Latin Ai'1ierica and in the United States 

1. Jviethod, assumptions, and .examples selected 

The method followed by the Economic Commission for Latin America is 

explained in oetail in papers 1.87 and 1.91, which should be considered 

jointly. It consists detailed exruuination of the different cost components 

of steel production at its varying s::.ae,es of pig iron, crude and finished 

steel. To calculate production costs of steel in several Latin American 

countries, and in one ,North American location, the following influences 

should be considered: 

a) Cost, quality and location of raw materials; 

b) Costs of labour and capital; and 

c) Size of the'market. 

In every case, production co;sts are classified into purchased raw 

n,aterials, labour, capital, and "other", the latter item including overhead. 

However, steel industries often ~x~loit their own coal, iron ore and limestone 

mines. An alternative breakdown of }'reduction costs is therefore offered 

for "integrated plants" operating their own mines. Total costs have then 

been broken down into purchased raw il1aterials (mainly scrap and a part of 

fuel), transports, labour, capital and other costs. 

A certain number of general assumption~ had to be 1nade in order to 

ensure the comparability of cost calculations as betw·een the various locations. 

The most im~ortant ones are enwaerated below: 

1. The plants installed are assumed to be identical in the various 

locations studied. In fact, the greater part of the study 

(document 1.87) refers to the establishment of costs for plants 

producing 250 thousand tons of finished }Jroducts per year. - .~ ..... -· . .. - "··· 

Document 1.91 examines the influence of variations in size of :tclam. 

on costs, and here a~ain technological factors are supposed to be 

·identical in all locations. All plants are presumed to function 

/at 100 
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dt 100 pP-'t' centJ ca~6ity. 

2. Given the mode. of tr~r1s}Jort~ tran~f.Ort cos.ts iJ~r. ton:kUometre are 

assumed to b~ eq~l. }j Transport tariffs, which ar.e Wluenced 
. . 

strongly by o}Jen and hidden subsidies, have :be<m ignored. s~nce th~y 

<H'P. often determined by non-economic factors,; · 

.3. h-oductivi:tY. of. ~a~ur is assum.ed.to .be equa.l in all locations. 

This, of course, may not. exist for ~· il~~ly fn~ta)j,ea-·inctu5tit until 

the end of a certain "breaking. in" period of several ·years:· .. On the 

other hand, experiences in recently established steel industries in 
. . ·,. -~ 

Latin America indicate that this hy~othesis is not altogether 

unrealistic. 

h. In view of the extensive mechanization of operations in _operi-cast 

~ork, extraction costs of iron ore and lL~estone are assumed to be 

equal in all locations. 
.. ' 

5. It is assumed that coke is madej as far as possible, from damestic 

coals and blending materials. Costs of coals have been estimated 

on the basis of th~ thickness of the veins, other geological 

conditions and productivity of mining in the respective country. 

Costs of imported coals and blending materials are.mostly those 

which prevailed in 1948 on the international markets. 

6. Availability of purchased scr~p equal to 10 per cent of crude steel 

production and worth 90 per cent of the price of pig iron, has been 

assumed throughout. 

7. Cost of steelmaking equipment is assumed to be equal ·in all Latin 
.·. 

An~rican locations and 20 per cent high~r than i~ the.United States. 
. .. . . 

Interest and amortization are assumed to be ~qual to 9 per cent or 
the total cost. of the equip:nent in Latin America and tb. 8 per cent 

in the United States .. · No allowance was mad.e for ta,;ce~ of: profits. 

8. Certain minor elements of cost are either ~ssumed to' be equal in . .• .. 

terme of dollars or in terms of physical unit::;. For others,. 

r~asonable variations have been assumed to take local conditions 

into account. 

ll Estimates of the actual cost. of transport of bulk raw materials in the 
United States have been used. · · 

/9. The 
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9. The assortments of finish~d steel proaucts turned out by all the 

plants were assumed to be identical in percentage distribution and 

typical of the demand for standard products of a Latin American 

country. JJ The quality is also equal throughout. 

10. All prices relate to the average of the year 1948. 

11. As a result of the·! adoption of the aforementioned asstnnptions, 

costry could be calculated ?irectly in dollars for all items except 

labour. 

Exchange rates have only been used when converting wages prevailing at 

different locations, into a common currency. Since the final aim of the 

study is to throw some light on ~he, comparative advantage of producing steel 

locally, or importing it, the exchange rates applicable to steel imports in 

1948 have been used througho'Ut, for the conversioll of ~1age costs. 

Locations of hypothetica,l plants for which cost ,B.{l.Sl.yses have been made 

include each of the seven Latin .Ames-ican countries selected for this study. 

Most of these locations c()rrespond either t.o tbe,site of existing plants or 
• 

t~ the site of planned steel mills, tnereby making aata more readily obtainable. 

Where the site was that of an existing plant, the hypothetical productive unit 

is usually different in l?ize from the existing one, so that.the calculated 

costs will probably ~ot_coincid~ with those actually ~revailing. 

The only difference. betw~en th~ equal size.~lants is that linked with 

the process of steelmaking ~tilized, the process selected de~ending on the 

qualities of locally a~ailab.~e or~s: 

a) Open-hearth furnaces. 

b) A combination of 8.Q per cent basic open-hearth capacity with 20 per 

cent Bessemer capaqity, and 

c) A combination of. Thomas converters with electric furnaces. 

In a further stage ( docpmer~t L.91), plants of different sizes are taken 

into account. The size of t;he plant appropriate to a given location was 

estimated on the basis of apparent steel ~nsumption in the corresponding 

country d1.1ring 1947. A downward· adjustment of som~ .20 per cent was made to 

take into account the fact that no matter how diversified a single plant is, 

l/ This distribution is given in docwuent 1.87, Table 8. 

/it cannot 
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it cannot !Jroduce the to::.q.J, aa5or~nt of ·nni:shed steel-t-roducts· used by 

a t,J.ven country. If it is ·borne in mind -that· Latin America's steel 

consum}Jtion in ~947 has invariably been surpassed ·rn later years, and also 

that this consum~tion would increase beyond the presm1t levels if local 

proouction was established, the use of these hy~J<>theses for size ·or- flants 

tend!> to give excessively high cost €.$tinutes for Latin America. · · This 

selection would only affect costs of the smller countries to which 

reference is maoe in the following lines. In the cas~ of each of the 

lar&er countries, Argentina, Brazil and kexico, transport difficUlties have 

woti•ated the er~ction of more than one ~lant, with an even smaller' capacity 

than those considered in "'>cument. L.91. 
Since t,he cost. estimates based on 1947 eonsumf'tion figures were too 

high, cost ancl inveatmlnt. estimates tor larger ylants hc~.ve been f.repared ani 

tabulat€Q for Colambia, i'eru and Venezuela 'tllbich had no domestic sources of 

steel in 1947. !he corresponding capacities have been chosen on the basis 

of the fincii.ng in paper L,86, IWII8q
1 
\be level t.o vhich short-tem· 

aonsumptiarl algh\ be axpeet.ed to l'ise,asauming that local production is 

developed. }/ · · 

Generally1 eost calculations w~re based OR the maximum utilization of 

domestic ra.w materials in every country. However, iD EllY cases; • im:ports of 

eold.ng coal, covering eltaaer part. or total requiranents, had to be. assumed. 

The locations selected and the proe&uctive capacities are smmnarized'in 

Table 6. It should be noted that tor Argentina, \hree different sources of 

iron ore were taken into account: 

inrported Bra:tilian 1-t.abira ores. 

domestic Zapla ana Sierra Gr~de ores 1 and 

The resul\iftc eost variations· are 

considerable and st.ould be borne in mind when examining the Argentine 

situation. In analysing the influence ol size U}o-On· costs, only the' use of 

Sierra Grande ore has ben contemplated. 

____ __._. __ .,. 
y These capacities correspon<i app~ttlly to ao per· cent of the apPa.refit 

consum}Jtion si ven bJ the relcltionship between steel consurn:t:-tion. on th.e one 
hand., with national income•• imt-Ort.s ot caJ;it.al goods» and cement 
consumption in the four countries which bave a steel industry;···· 

/Table. 6. 
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Country 

Argentina. 

Brazil 

Chile 

Colombia 

Mexico 

Peru 

Venezuela 

United 
States 
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Latin American Steelmaking Locations, Raw Mat~r~dls and Processes 
Selected for Cost Anatysis of 1.87 and L.9J 

Location of Origin of Origin of Steelmaking Annual 
steel plant iron ore coking coal processes capacity 

(tons of 
finished 
steel 

San Nicolas a) Zapla(Arg.) Imported from Basic ~pen• 
b) Itabira · the ui:Uted hearth s5o,ooo 

(Brazil) Kingdom or 
c) Sierra Gran South Africa 

de (Arg.)-

Volta Redonda Lafaieta. 70% imported 80% Basic 
(Brazil) from U.S. open-hearth 716,000 

30% Santa C! 20% Acid 
taina (Brazil.) Bessemer 

Huachipato El Tofo( Chile) 85% Arauco 80% Basic 
Bay( Chile) epen-hearth 2.30,000 
15% imported 20% Acid 
from u.s. Bessemer 

Belencito ·Paz de Rio Paz de Rio Basic Bessemer 
(Colombia) (Colombia) (Thomas) 105,000 

Electric furnace 
for scrap 
smelting 250,000 ~/ 

Monclova Cerro de Merca Durang~ Basic open-
do (MexiC4t) - (Mexico) hearth 430,000 

Chimbote Marcona (Peru} 85~ Ant~dte 80% Basic 
•• from Santa · open-hearth 50,000 

(Peru) 20% Acid 
15% imported Bessemer 150,000 !I 
asphalt 

Barcelona El Pao (Ven~ a) Domestic 80% Basic 
zuela) petroleum open-hearth 200,000 

or as}ilalt 2($ Acid 
residues Bessemer 300,000 !I 

b) Imported 
from U.S. 
(West 
Virginia) 

Sparrows El Pao (Vene 80% Basic 
Point zuela) 

'""! 

open-hearth 1,000,000 
20% Acid 
Bessemer 

!I For explanation of alternative capacitE5 used in the cases of Colombian, 
f'eruvian and Venez~elan plants, see previous page, 

/2. Results 
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2_. Results of Analysin& the Examplfss Se~ecte<t_ 
~ _.._ _ _. . ., .. ~ _.,... . ····•4---.. -· .. ~, __ ......... .------..-

Details cove~ing_ .9.~_W4tj.gpJL~f.M.®Y~tipn .. C.Qs.t.s .ar~ ... shown in documents 

1.87 and 1.91, ana need not be repeated here. The quantitative data shown 
in the documents are only vall.<( tor the --~~~ti:ons 'd:e;~ribed. The"y 

should therefore be considered only as an example of the economic suitability 

of the various countries for steelmaking. 

It is important to note, however, that the methodology follow~d ~ts 

a full quantitative analysis of the influence upon comparative production 

costs of the main factors affecting them. 

a) Thus, from the examples chos~,it can be seen what the respective 

assembly costs are. They represent an important factor of the -
cost of steel, due to the considerable bulk of the mat~rials 

concerned, and also because the most important coal and iron ore 

deposits are seldom located close to each other. Assembly cbets··

depend on the quality of the raw materials, their mining costs, and 

costs of haul~ge~~o the plant. They therefore determine ~he 
location of the plant, jointlY with transport-.-'.tion costs of· · 

finished steel to the market. Table 7 compares the assembly costs 

for the locations selected in Latin America, with those corresponding 

to Sparrows Point. It can be seen that in general, assembly costs 
are substantially higher in La,tin ~rica ( Colo~bi~ .being an

exception) than in the best known steel producing centres of tQ.~_ 

world, namely, Australia, Birmingham (Alabama), Luxemaourg, Ruhr, 

etc. 
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Table 7. AssembbY C?sts for Selected Latin Ameri~an Locations 

(1948 dollars, indices, and percentages) 

=-~---A;.;.s;;;..:sembly costs 
Dollars per t·on Indices: Sparrows 

Assembly costs as 
per cent of finished 
steel costs in 
plants appropriat& 
to ~ize of markets 

Plant of pig iron Point = 100 

San Nicolas; 
Argentina !I 
San NicolalJ 
Argentina!:/ 
San Nicolas, 
Argentina sf 
Volta Redonda, Brazil 
Huachipato, Chile 
Belencito, Colombia 
Monclova, Mexico 
Chimbote, Peru . 
Barcelona, Venezuela gj 
Barcelona, Venezuela !/ 
Average !J 
Sparrows Point B/ 

!/ Zapla ore. 
!2,1 Itabira ore. 

~.75 

42•74 

)).88 
37.33 
23.05 
17.62 
26.74 
18.80 
21.68 
26.4Q 
26.26 
27.14 

158 

125 
138 
85 
'5 
99 
69 
80 

...21! 
96 

100 

£1 Sierra Grande ore. 
~ Coke made from asphalt or petro1emn residues 
jJ Coke made from imported coal 
!J Arithmetic average, considering: in ··Argentina, 

Venezuela, use of coke from imported coal. 
e/ Venezuelan ore, \'/est Virginia cqal. 

39 
44 
29 
22 
32 
20 
18 
~ 

37 

Sierra Grande ore; in 

In this connexion, it appears that the highest assembly costs in 

Latin America corres~ond to those locations which have been selected 

close to major markets: Buenos Aires and Rosario . .J.Ii Arg~tina, 

Sao Pa.ulo and Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. In Chile, Colombia, Peru 

and Venezuela, locations closer to the raw materials have been 

selected and therefore the assembly costs appear lower-. ·Mexico 

· occupies an intermediate position in this resp~cti, ·since the location 

of the plant falls within a triangle whose vertices consist of the 

principal markets, the iron ore and the oodl deposits. 

/Table 8. 
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Table 8. Theoretical Steel f-:toduet.-ibn Costs. in. Lattin 'America as Af.:fetted 
bz Various Locational F'actors 

•. i.:. • t ~ ...... ·-..1 .! ~· < ""< '· ' 

Plant 

Chimbote, Peru 
Huachipato, Chile 

(Dollars at 1948 values) 

Production.eost,at Various 
locations as affected by oost 
and trade of raw mterials 

Cost and pri.ces: of steel 
in the United States, 
.plus transPQ,tl __2ost 
'differentials t• Latin 

-::---::----.:.-----~~~------- American :marketS f/ 
Equal 'Plants of 250 Capacity Delivered .cost Average 
thousand t'ons Capacity of plants of imPorted : .. price of 
per Y!9ar appropri! steel· from . · :: ,of 11Co~ 
Wage rates Wages and te to size Sparrows Point osite 
and capital Ca.pital of markets · ·.Finished 
eharges clla.rges at !/ y Steel" in 
equal to U. <>cal rates Pittsbu31 
S •. ,figures a/ ---- ------~i .1948 b/ .. 

93 82 90 86 110 
94 84 84 89 lll 
81 76 76 88 108 Belencito, Colombia 

Barcel<~na, Venezuela sf.· io5 117 105 82 106 
Honclova, Nexico 99 90 C3 84 108 
Volta Redonda, Brazil 114 102 85 86 110 
San Nicolas, Argentina 2/119 105 92 91 115 
Average 101 93 88 87 l.09 
Spread as percentage 
of average 37% 37% 33% 
Sparrows Point, 
Maryland, U.S. .. '100 • '100 72 

!f The respective local wage rates and capital charges have been used.·-· 
EJ The assortment has certain ~esemblance wit~ the programme ,envisaged for 

the Latin American plants. · · 
sJ Using imported coal. · _ 
Y, Using Sierra Grande.ore. 
~ Size of plants: Chimbote 150.,000; Huachil.ato 230,000; Belencito 250,000; 

Barcelona ,300,000; ~ionclova./.f-:30;000; Volta Redonda 716,000; San Nicolas 
850,000; Sparrows Point l,.O¥C,OQq •. 

!) To prices and costs in.Unitea·states,· the respective transport costs to 
the Latin American markets have been adcied, and the transport costs of 
Latin American plants to their markets have been sub tracte4~ 

/b) Wage 
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b) wage rates are another factor of locational character. Their 

influence increases as conversion proceeds from iron ore into 

finished steel. 

Table 8 compare~ the estimated costs of steel produced in hypothetical 

Latin American plants, with a hypothetical plant at Sparrows Feint. 

Column 2 shows the estima·.;,ed costs obtained in plants of equal size 

if local wage rdtes are considered in the calculations. In column 

1, the same data are given but using United States wa5e rates and 

capital costs. The figures in column 3 correspond to cost 

estimates for plants of sizes appropriate to tne Latin American 

markets, using local wage rates. The figures in column 4 represent 

th'3 estimated costs of one million ton a year plant located at 

Sparrows ~oint, plus the transport cost aifferentials to Latin 

American markets. JJ ·rhese figures have been termed "delivered 

costs of imported steel 11 • Finally, the data of column 5 results 

from~dding to the 1948 steel prices in the United States, the 

transport cost differentials to the Latin American markets. ~ 
Such data have been called "delivered price of imported steel". 

c) The first colunm of Table 8 shows, therefore, the variatiu~s in 

• costs resulting from purely natural and geographical factors, such 

as location, and quality and cost of raw materials. The assumptions 

are that all the plants are of equal size and that the price of 

labour and capital are equ~l to those in the United States. It 

can be seen that the s.pread in costs of finished steel amounts to 

37 per cent of the average. 

Jl Transport costs of finished steel from the United States centres 
(Sparrows I-oint br I-ittsburgh, whichever is select~) to Latin American 
markets, minus the transportation costs fran, the Latin American steel 
plants to their respective I~arkets. 

~ These prices corres,i;ond to the series "Composite Finished .. Steel", 
compiled and published by the American~ Market. It represents the 
weighted price of an assortment sliailar to the programme of the Latin 
American plants. For transpOrt di!ferentials see note Jl • 
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On the other hand,· the La:t~n Ainer~dtil1:locations ta.ken as a whole 

(to the extent_ that average figures are significant) have production 

costs :determined by purely. geographical consid&rations, which are 

pr:::~.ctically- equal to • those corresponding to the Atlantic seaboard 

of the U~ted States~ ll 
d) The above comparison. is rele'tant for the lOJig-term evaluation -~ 

of. the importance of Latin American locations, when, 
as a result of accelerated economic growth it might be assumed that 

costs of labour and cat:ital would tend- to equal:fze between Latin 

America and the more .;i.ndustrialized countries. · For short and 

·medium-term prospects:~ the lower and variable costs of labour in 

Latin America and the higher rates of interest must be taken into 

account. If this is done, the picture shOwn in cc:tlumn 2 of Table · 

8 emerges. Here again, costs are very ~versified, but due to 

th!' considerably lower labour costs, Latin American locations as a 

whole appear in a more favourable light. Thus, the unweighted 

average for the seven locations is 7 dollars below the Sparrows 

Point. figul"es. 

e) Again, the costs of equal size plants, would be relevant to a 

study of the· advantages of steel procluction in· Latin America if the 

. erection of o~ti.mum size plants could be justified. This could 

be achieved either from heavier steel consumptian, or as a result 

of an intra-regional eeonomic integration. Since this is not the 

case at present, however, a realistic examination of the problem 

involves some consideration of costs in plants ap~ropriate to the 

size of Latin Americian rrarkete.

·The corresponding calculations ar~ _inc;t~de4 ~ do~~ L.91, and 

the respective costs of production of finished steel appear~n 

column .3 of Table 8~. Be~ause or the. considerably Smaller size of' 
• • .. • • • ' • • •• ·: .. -~· f : : •••• 

indirld\lal Latin American markets. oompa.red with:.:th$t.Jn the United . . .. - . . , ...... ·· 

States, the influ(mc::e or the size:'factor greatly increases Latin 

American costs while moderately reducing the spread, in view of the 

fact that plants which have the highest raw materials costs face 

}/ On the assumption or the utilization or Venezuelan ere in Sparrows Point. 

/the larges~ 
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the largest domestic markets, and vice versa. 11 The average of 

Latin Americ~ figures gives a production cost which is higher b.Y 
16 dollars or 22 per cent than the unchanged Sparrows Point figure. 

f) Manpower, raw materials and capital resources necessary for 

steelmaking are all scarce, and could be used in alternative 

production to strengthen foreign exchange reserves, either by 

export - expansion or import - substitution. Thus the merits of 

domestic steel production as against imports of this metal·must be 

measured by the differential between production costs in the 

respective Latin Am;rican countries (calculated as described above) 

and imported costs of foreign steel. 

Leaving aside unpredic~able considerations of CQmmercial policies 

of the potential steel- exporters, and assuming that 11normal" 
. ?J 

profits are equal in Latin America and elsewhere, production 

costs in Latin America should be compared with 

a) The cost of production abroad; and 

b) The price ,~t which a similar assortment of steel was 

sold in t~e exporting countries during the base year 

1948. 
In both cases, accoun,t has to be taken of differences between 

transport costs of t~ fitdshed product, from the Latin American 

and the foreign plant, Simplifying further, the foreign costs 

with which comparisonf! may be made can be assumed to be those 

delivered from SparrO-ws f'oint to the Latin American na rk:et. 

The exact study of compar~tive advantages would involve a 'detailfld· 
!L 

examination of the transport ::Costs of the finished steel to all the main· 
consuming centres of the countries considered. This may require a 

determination of several centres of consumption. This has not been done 

in doctttnent 1.87, nor is it ~elieved that (except perhaps for Brazil, · 

Colombia and Mexico) it is indispensable for the presentation of a·methhdology. · 

It may be assumed, roughl.y, · in order to take into account the transport'· costs 

of the finished product, that they are 9 to 12 dollars high'er f'or Sparrows 

1/ Venezuela is an exception to this rule. 

?J This of course is not necessarily the case. 
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Point steel than f~ l9caJ_~ s~.el ~n:,~: ~a~.f;l$. of Venezuela,_ Colombia and 

Mexico; l3 to 15 dollars .·in the ca~ei5~of·Chi.le~ Pe-ru and Brazil, and 19 

dollars in the case of Argentina. The.~e are . the figures which have been 

used for the preparation of column 4; Table 8.. The comparison between 

columns 3 and 4 of Table 8 'indicates the influence of all the principal 

factors (raw materials, labour and dapital costs, size of plant, and 

transport of finished products) • 

Here again considerable differences.exist between the advantages and 

disadvantages of the various locations, some of them showing lower costs 

for the doxoostic __ product and some showing higher. All in all,_ the average of 

the seven Latin American cauntries-is slightly below the delivered cost of 

imported steel. 

If instead of comparing costs in selected Latin American sites with 

those obtained in an inaginary one million-ton plant in Sparrows Point, 

the average selling prices in the United States are used, the situation 

changes substantially. Column 5 of Table 8 shows the corresponding figures. 

The •average ".delivered selling price" of imported steel would be 21 dollars 

(24 per cent) higher than the Average cost of the Latin American locations. 

Variations in costs are consider~ble, so much so, that in spite of the 

favourable a~erage, at least one of the plants appears to be unprofitable.· 

Comparisons between the last three columns of Table 8 do not 

necessarily indicate whether steel should be produced in Latin American 

locations, even on the assumption of the scarcity of productive resources. 

and the possibilitt of utilizing them for other foreign curr~cy earning 

purposes. Compared, however, with similar figures corresponding· to other 

industrial or agricultural investments, they would assist in deoiding aa 

between two or more activities making claims upon these -B&me res90.I'Q.es·. · 

In addition, document 1.86 shows that considerable discrep~ci~· ' 

exist between the abilities or' different Latin American CO\llltl"ie$ to· supply 

their markets thrqugh imports of steel. In some of ~hem,; there ha:ov~:v'ooen no 

shortages in imports of steel resulting from insuffici~nt foreign ~change, 

whereas in others the.li~dtations have been drastic. In the,~ docu;ent, 

a methodology has been developed which indicates whether or not.:t.lle~e-~e 

·steel shortages and, to a certain ~ent, attempts to estim.ate .. ~:,unf~¥ed 

demand. The problem of in~reasing st~el supplies· seems mo~e Ul"gent. in\·~ 

those countries where shortages have been more pronounced; in some countries 

/it would 
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it would be difficult to increase steel supplies by means other tl•an-lccal 

production. 

Th~. Eff.fE_t of S!:~_el Production on the Ba-h~£t::. .. J?L Pa;y-J!l~nts 

•:as been noted that many productive resources are not scarce in 

Latir: America and that manJ-Ot;yer can often be utilized in steelmaking without 

adversely affecting the balance of }.Byments. It has been mentioned also, 

that in many countries the possibility of im}:;roving the balance of payments 

by L~creasing foreign exchange earning is limited. The method of cost 

calculation devised in documents 1.87 and 1.91 analyses the advantages to 

be gained by establishing steel plants in the light of such considerations. 

Obviously, the de ,ree to which resources are scarce, and to which they can 

be utilizea as foreign currency earners (alternatively to steelmaking) varies 

from country to country, and can:1ot be exa.mi.ned in detail here. · An extreme 

case however may involve the assumption that all home resources are not 

scarce and that they would be unem~loyed if steel production were not 

developed. !/ 
On the other hand, capital and imported raw materials are obviously 

scarce, and must be paid in foreign currencies, a.s must a. certain }JOrtion of 

overhead and other costs. Inasmuch as docun1ents 1.87 and 1.91 include a 

breakdown of production costs from raw materials to finished steel, it is 

thus possible to separate scarce and non-scarce factors throughout the 

entire production process. A calculation can be made of the proportion 

of the cost of finished steel which corresf,onds to scarce factors. These 

proportions are shown in Table 9. Tne degree to which steel production in 

various Latin American locations involves the utilization of scarce factors, 

or expenditures in foreign currencies, Y can in turn be compared with~ the 

delivered cost of im~orted steel (third column). The figures show that in 

every Latin American location steel production represents a considerable 

!/It ~hould be emphasized'that the assumption of non-scarcity of domestic 
resources is applicable with varying degt'ess of sti'ickness to each countrys 
particularly insofar as domestic fuel is concerned. -Whereas in Brazil it 
may be assumed that metallurgical fuel wotlid not be mined if there were no 
~teel plants within the country, this is not the case for Chile where 
metallurgical fuel is extracted from the same mines as other fuel and would 
find an alternat:lve utilization if it vlere not used in steel plants. 
The two concepts - scarcity and expenditure in foreign currency - do not 
correspond strictly, the second one being more limited than the first. For 
instance, ca}Jital is always scarce, but cill of it should not necessarily 
come from abroad. The calculation commented upon should therefore be 
considered an extreme example. /saving in 
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saving}n foreign exchange .. if _co~:ear~d ·~t.h i.rnpe>X't.'S or .steel,.; and is an 

addition to the total natural income, in view of utilizing factors. :which 

would otherwise remain unemployed. A~ain, it shquld be emphasized, that this 

is but an extreme· eXa.mple-;· · ManY:.~~f.i:i5tQf~"7;f:.p;5a~cti.ori (inciUcii.n"~- ~npower, 
' . . 

coal,' and in certain cases ores) may b~ scarce or adequate, foreign exchange 

earners or non-foreign exchange earners, depending upon their pa~~.cular 

circumstances. 

Table 9. Prowrtion of Latin Ameri.c3D Finished Steel Costs !I that Have 
to be Paid in Foreign Exch~e 

(Dollars at 1948 value and percentages) 

Plant Proportion Expenditures Production~st at 
of cost (Dollars) Sparrows Point, plus 
(Per Cent) transport e ost d 1£ferentiaJB 

to Latin American markets d/ 

San Nicolas E/ 57 52 91
Volta Redonda 48 4J. 86 
Huachipato 44 36 f!fJ 
Belencito 45 34 88 
Monclova. 44 31 84 
Chimbote 

•; 

47 4J. 86 
Ba,rcel9na Ef 43 45 82 

!/ See do'c'lllfient L. 91, Table 14. It has been estimated that th~ fo~wing 
part• ·of costs of integrated plants (mining themselves the rria.in raw· 
ma:~_eria;I;~) have to be pa.id for in foreign exchange: 

Imported fuel 100 per cent 
Ferroalloys 50 per cent 
Wages and salaries 5 per cent· 
Miscellaneous 33 per cent 
Capital charges 75 per ~ent 

Ef. Using .Sierra Grande ore. 
£1 Using_coke from imported coal 
:1/ To estimated SJ,Jarrows 1-'oint costs at plant, transport costs to the Latin 

Affierican markets have be~r added, and the transport costs of ·tatiri'American 
plan~s to their markets have been substracted. 

Relative Capital Intensity of ~t~elmaking and of Other Produ¢~I~e·5ctpiities 

Capital is a scarce fact:>r of production in all Latin Ame~ican countries. 

As a consequence, the productlvity of capil.al in steelmaking 'as against other 
·l'" -. • 

~ . ' . ... ' 

activities should be studieQ. careiully. It has already be~l) noted. that 

steelmaking. has a high capit.3.l intensity relative to other~ acti-vit:i:es • 

 •/TablalO. 
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Tabl~ 10. Investment Coefficients !!corresponding to Steelmaking in 
Various Locati~ns 

Plant 

San Nicolas ~ 
Volta Redonda 
HUachipato 
Belencito 
Monclova 
Chimbote 
Barcelona EJ 
Sparrows Point 

Erection of new plants a.ppropriate 
to the size of the markets 

4.9 
4.8 
4.9 
4.5 
4.8 
5.4 
4.9 
5.2 

!/ Ratio between investments necessary to produce a certain quantity o£ steel 
and valu3 added by the production process. 

£1 Using Sierra Grande ore. 
£1 Using coke made from imported coal. 

In other words the relationship between capital investments, and the value 

added to raw materials in the corresponding productive process (investment 

coefficient), is relatively high. 

Investment coefficients for vartous Latin Arne.rican locations and sizes 

of plant are shown in the first col~ of Table 10. The values vary 

considerably, although remaining above a typical figure for other manufacturirg 

activities, which would be between 2:and 3. This drawback of steel production 

should be borne in mind when examining the problem of the economic 

advisability of the setting up of st~el plants. This becomes especially 

relevant for countries where domestic capital is very scarce, and credits 

from international lending agencies nave to be used for other projects 

related to economic development. 

In several Latin American countries, and in four of the locations 

studied (Volta Redonda, Huachipato, Belencito and Monclova) important · 

steelmaking plants already exist. The marginal capital coefficients giving 

the relationship betweeh the additional capital necessary to increase 

production ana the resulting value added, should be examined. · .. The .. figures 

used in 1.91 do not permit an analysis of this type, but it should be 

remembered that expansion thus far made in Ld.tin American steel plants has 

resulted in a decrease of investment per unit of production. 

It should not be forgotten that the establisJ:unent of a domestic source 

/of steel 
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industries wtich are less capital int.emdv-o than steelmaking. Thus it can 

be seen from docu;·nent L.88 that the relaticz;;::hifj betweer: investment. 

coefficients in steeln_lal4!1& ( tak~p as lOC), and in various sectors .of . .the 

steel transforming industry are as folloHs t 

Percentage of Capital Coefficients in Steel Transforming Industries in 
Relation to Capital Coefficient in Steelmaking, the Respective Value of 
the Latter Be!rg 100 

Primary transformation of steel 
(wire, screws, tubes, drums, etc.) 
Mechanical industries 
Transport equipment industries 

Brazil 
.]}i'lfL 

52 
30 
83 

Chile 
1948 

92 
53 
75 

United States !/ 
1945 

46 
32 

!I Combined coefficient for steelmaking and primary transforming industries. 

Limitations of time ~ave prevented the preparation of a studY. on the 

combined investment problem of steelmiking and steel transforming industries, 

whose importance is brought out by the preceding figures. 

The capital oosts used in document L.B7 correspond to the utilization of 

new and very modern equipnent, and could be reduced substantially if the 

utilization· of second-hand equipnent vrere considered. Such a solution 

would also reduce the absolute bulk of the investments which, independently 

from considerations of the productivity of capital, may prove a deterrent 

to the setting up of steel plants. 11 

6. other Factors Affecting the Economics of-Steelmaking in. LatiniAmerica 

The nature and scope of the studies presented in document· 1.87 and L.91 

have limited the number of cases examined, and of cost comparisonsmad.e~ 

It should be remembered, however, that the cases studied are ortiy tciken 'as 

}/ It may also be borne in mind that for many Latin American countries;' the 
foreign exchange saving effect of capital inyestment in steel proq~~t~on as 
compared with other activitie-s, may be more important than the relationship 
between capital and value added. A comparison between the savings- iri farei.gn 
exchange which could be obtai.q.ed with the investment of a certain amount of 
capital in a variety of sectors should complement the figures of ·rable 10. 

/examples of 
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examples _of costs eorres}'Onding to steel prodt!ctian in selected Latin American 

countries and elsewhere. No doubt, a careful examination of additional 

factors would be indispensable in order to form a complete opinion on the 
. ·. •. 

problem of costs within any given Latin American country, and of their 

.. comparison with the costs of imported steel. 

1. Specialization of f'rodustion 

Production costs would be considerably reduced if, instead of plants 

turning out anassortment of finished products wide enough t0 cover almost 

all the needs of a country, consideration was given to the 8etting up of 

specialized plants. An important reduction in costs could be obtained if 

production was limited, for instance, only to sections (bGrs, shapes, wire 

rods, possibly rails), to flats (plate, sheet, tinplate), and also possibly 

to tubes,or, at a later stage, to alloy steels. For the major consuming 
. ' 

co\mtries, such specialization may take place within the country itself. 

For the others it would only be conceivable if some degree of intra-regional 

integr~tion takes place. 

The considerable economies of scale connected with the production of 

flat products, which is not conceivable in small hand operated mills, would 

be optimum only on continuous wide strip mills producing ruo:re than one 

million tons of finished products a year. 'It could therefore be more 

readily attained if an almost complet~ rntegration took place in South 

America, inasmuch as consumption of flat t:-roducts in the area during 1950-

1951 wJ.s only some one million tons~ 
A reduction in the cost of steel production in I-'eru could be obtained 

if substantial quantities of semi-finished products (as pig iron or crude 

steel) were exported, for instance to Argentina. This fact, together with the 

abovementioned benefits deriving from specialization, points to the 

necessity of considering at some stage at least a partial Latin American 

integration in the field of steel production and trade. 

2. Factors Affecting the Cost of Imported Steel 

Throughout document L.91 the foreign ~reduction centre analysed for 

purposes of cost comparisons with Latin American locations, is a plant at 

Sparrows Faint, Maryland, operatiri~ with imported Venezuelan are. In 

addition to the costs of production in this location, and the transport 

/costs to 
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co~t~ to Latin America, other factors can strongly affect the cost of 

l.UlpO! (,ed steel t,) :t.ati.if Auteribh' eountrt~;~.' Such '!c.ctcfs lnclutV~ produci.ion 

costs in other lc>~tfons out'~d.de J..itin · Atileric~:; -tJ1e' transport ·tc:>sts-

cor.1-:..act6d with th~;: and the-'" pricing policies of exporters. ' · · 

a) Costs of production of steel in various locations outside-~ktin 
America 

The same factors as those influencing costs of Latin Americ9-n 

steel production should be borne in mind for other co~tries, except 

perhaps alternative reduction processes. Tha applicationof these 

processes to industrialized regions which already p<>ssess.abundant 

"classical" steelmaking equipment and operat~ on a large sc~.le, .. . ; .. 

appears mora remote than in Latin American countries which are not 

yet equipped and have small<3r markets. 

It is impossible to give detRiled aonsid0rations here of the 
. '·'' 

relative costs of steel production in various North-A~~rictu1, 
I ~ • ·, • • • • • 

European and possibly Japanese locations. It should, ho~ev~r, be 

borne ~n mind thht production costs of the hypothatical p:,._ant 
•• '1. 

in. Sparrows Point, using exclusively Venezuelan or0, are not truly 

represontative of typical production costs in the Uni:t~d States. 

It j~ more than probable that the costs calculated in document 

L. 91 for the Sparro~1s Point Plant are higher than the average 

Unite~ States costs. On the one hand the capital charges taken 

into a(:count are higher than those corresponding to existing . . . . 
United States installations, many of which are completely amortized 

and almost all of which have been built at a time wh~n the costs 

of equipment ~ere considerably lower than now. On the oth~r, 

assembly costs of raw materials for Sparrows Point are;J:li~~r 

than av~r?-&e United States :costs. The difference mc:y be,_o.f the 

urd~r of 5 to 10 U~ited States dollc.rs per ton, at 194S prices. 

'IJhen comp?-ring the United :'JtPtes and other main producing areas, 

rAfer::mce may be Tikl.dc to r0ct:mt studies of the United Nations 

Ec()nomic Comnission fer .r~urope, concerning competition -between 

European, North AmeA"icr~n · .. nd Japanese steel in third markets. 

The cunclusion was drL'.wn that, on the whole, European ·steel• 

production costs are competitive with those in the United·gtates 

and in Japan~ ~urope rrk'Y have an adv~tage for merchent products 

(bar, shapes, etc.) and a disadvantage in flats. 

/Turning now 
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Turning now to specializd.tion, this involves an advantage for 

non-Latin American producers. United States plants and an 

increasing nun1ber of European plants (particularly since the 

creation of the European Coal and Steel Cow..munity) can specialize 

and thus reduce costs. The United States has held an important 

cost advantage over Euro~e; and over Latin America (unless some 

intra-regional integration takes place) in flat products. Some 

63 per cent of the latter are ,produced on continuous wide strip 

mills in the United States! Flats represented more than one quarter 

of Latin American consumption of steel in 1951, and the proportion 

should increase substantially as industrialization progresses. In 

view of the fact that Europe is also eq_ui.pping itself at present 

with numerous wide strip mills, im~rts of flat products may well 

remain more advantageous for many Latin American countries than 

local production. 

b) Price policies. and trans12ort costs 

So f~~ consideration has only been giv9n to Rteel production costs 

in the United States and in Europe, and not to the ~rice at which 

it :nay be sold to latin ALnerican im~X~rters. Apart from one fact 
I . 

al:raady mentioned, namely that }Xofit rates considered to be 11normal. 11 

are smaller outside Litin :America than withiu the region, two other 

factors considerably influence the cost of imported steel. These 

are the priciz~ policies of .steel exporters, and transport costs of 

finished steel. An examination of pricing policies cannot be 

included·here, and little s~eculation may be undertaken as. to how 

they may affect the cost of steel imported into Latin America in 

the future. 

Actually, considerable differentials have been observed in the past. 

European exporters (who. accounted for 70 to 80 per cent of La.tin 

American imports in the thirties and for about two-thirds at 

present), tended in general to quote exports below home-market 

prices before Word War Two especially during the depression years. 

Conversely, in post-war ye~rs when steel has ~enerally been scarce, 

considerably higher prices were quoted for.exports than for 

· deliveries to the European home market. A detailed examination of 

/quotations of 
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quotations of various Eurof-ean countries anci of United States is 

available in a. recwt study of the Unij,ed Nations Ec0nomic Commission 

for .t~uro}oe • 

A reasonablfi sup_r.<isitiori t6 be inade is that world market prices 

will continue to exceed home~IDdrket prices so long as steel remains 

scarce. However, the considerable increases in steelmaking 

capacity taking place ·in the United States and in Europe, and the 

possible retur·n of a seller• s market when rearmament demand slackens, 

could well result in a decline of export ~ices. 

Throughout 1948, the base year used for these calculations, steel 

prices ·in the exporting countries remained high, as did prices in latin 

America. In order to obtain a basis for comparison more realistic than cost 

·estimates for Sparrows Faint, the average United States prices were chosen 

tor an assortment shular to that imagined as a prograrmne for :the Latin 

··American locations. The figures correspor.d to the series entitled 11 com_f0site 

''fi'nished s'tee1 11 , prep-.1red by the American hetal J:.'ia.rket, plus transport cost 

differentials as ·explained elsewhere in this report. Th~ final total 

obtained is substantial!~ higher than the "delivered costs" from the 

 · hypothetictu Sparrows taint filant. 

No consideration has peen given in this study to the conunercial policy 

of importing countries, nor to the protection which domestic steel may derive 

 · frdm -customs duties or other discriminatory practices. On the whole, it 

ap_r.ears from Table 8 that mny. Latin American steel locations might not 

··require any tariff protection, except 1£rhaps for a few initial years where 

·productivity will be below trc~.ditional producing centres. 1/ 
Insofar as transport costs, particularly maritime freight rates, are 

co11cerned, their varidtions are often more pronounced than world price 

·· fluctuations. For this reason, and in view of the impossibility of taking 

account of sucl1 factors as the existence of return freights, congestion of 

ports and demurrage charges, etc., the allowance made for them in the 

preceding chapter should be considered as indicative only. 

y This applies to steelmaking only. The. question of the re1ati ve costs of 
production 3Uu of im~orts for steel transforming industries and of the 
corresponding commercial policies would requiz:e a special investigation. 

/In making 
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In making comparis9ns between delivered costs from Sparrow~ Point, and· 

from the United States and European production centres, the following 
considerations should be borne iri.ndnd: 

a) In relation to the prinCipal United States producing centres located 

inland and particularly to the midwestern mills, Sparrows Point has 

a definite freight aqvaptage, since it is closer to the port of 

export~ _In the ca$'e ·of the inland plants, compared with~Sparrows 

Point, there are lo~:freight.charges for ueliver,y of ores to plant. 

The higher charges for transferring the steel to port J/ offset this 

advantage. Thus, Sp~rrows Point is most probably-no worse on •he 

whole than ty~ieal .United States producers. The comparison of 

!;~tin American costs ~~h costs of steel imported from Sparrows 

Point, therefore appear? to be justified. 

b) Insofar as comparisan·between steelsimportea from Europe and the 

United States is concerped, it is understood from the study by the 

Economic Commission tor E.urope that freight costs from Ji;uropean 

ports, and from por~~ lpcated on the Atlantic seaboard of the . .· 
United States, are Of"the same order of magnitude. The fact that 

Europe ana the Unit~ ~tates have approximately the same production 

costs has already b;enmentioned. 

3. Factors not Directly Linf~4 to Relative Costs of Production, nor to Imports 

In addition to the considerations already mentioned, which directly. 

affect costs of steel product~on, and of steel imports into Latin Ameri'ca, 
a certain number of other aspects may be borne in mind. Three important 

ones will be mentioned herf3Wlder: 

Regularity of the _!?lume of st,!lel supplies 

The cap!city to import of 11ld.cy Latin American countries is not only 

limited, but in addition may fluctuate widely, depending u~n changing levels 

of world economic activity. Fluctuations in d.el'lld.nd for, and in prices of 

raw m~terials are usually more pronounced t~n fluctuationsin world income 

or production. A local steel industr,y producing most o£ a country 1s · · 
. - ~ .. . ... ... . 

requirements, would also serve to reduce the ue1--endency upon foreign exchange 

' -------~--
' 1/ In 1948 the cost ot· rail haul from Pittsburg to New York was of the order 

of l2 dollars per ton. 
/reserves as 
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reserves as a means- of buying im,tJOrted steel. Thus, part of the influence 

of internatiom.l economic fluctuations would be eliminated. 11 
This is particularly important for countries· developing: steel 

transforming industries, since they will require a regular supply of steel 

in order to prevent idle manpower and equipment in periods of slack demand. 

!/ From 1928 to 1952 Argentine and Brazilian steel consumption fell more 
tha.n thi'ee times. 

I c HlJ'TER VI • 
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CHAPTER VI. CONCLUSIONS RELATING. TO QUAUTIES JUr.) SPECltiCiA'fiONS 
FOR STEEL PRODUCTS 

. INTRODUCTION 

The term "steel" covers a wide range of iron products containing 

small proportions of a· series of other, elements, whieh give them different 

properties as regards tensile strength~ suitability for hot or cold workir~~ 

resistance to temperature changes, shock strength and so on. Consequently, 

not all steels are suitable for a given purpose; and inversely, a widely 

varying range of steel types may oe used in a large number of different 

ways. 

Steel st~ndards and specifications are used to avoid the necessity 

for direct contact between consumer and steel manufacturer in est3.blishing 

the properties of a~given product. 

Potential variations in steel composition and properties are such that 

it is essential to have a reasonable degree of uniformity between qualities 

made in·different iron and steel plants. Such specifications are in no 

way intended to serve as a guide to inexperienced designers, bnt rather so 

that the consumer may verify to what, extent materials can be adapted to the 

specific aim in view. 

In highly industrialized countries, specifications usually set fairly 

narrow limits for impurities in steel. This is due to the considerable 

benefits accruing to consumers from their respective mass production 

methods, which become ap~licable if the differences in properties of similar 

types of steel are reduced to the closest limits. Variations in the 

properties of steels are, on the other hand, much less important "if the 

metal is transformed on a smaller !scale. Within certain limits, therefore, 

there would be some justification for the Latin American steel industry to 

allow slightly wider tolerancies for impurities in steels to be used 

Within the region. 

Some of the properties and cam~osition of finished steels are imposed 

by the nature of the raw naterials used, whereas others depend on the:. 

, process selected for re*'ining the pteel, or on the heat and mechanical 

treatment employed during the final stages of production. Discrepancies 

/in the 
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in th~ degree of accuracy u.s~d in obtaining most of these factors have 

pernicious effects wt1ich can be offset to a greater or lesser degree by 

means of special treatments; but t11ese tre..1tments, in keepin0 within the 

small range controls for the content of certain component:-:>, usually 

increase the 1-roduction cost of the $teel~ 

For these reasons tne agenda of the Bogota meetir1g included a section 

on the study of the Latin American market as regards the types of steel 

required and the possibilities of SU}',l.iyint; such requirements through 

existing or J.irojected industries. During the course of the discussi6ns, 

the view was expressed by several participants that, since local markets 

have a great number of characteristics in common, it would perhaps be 

convenient to adopt immediately standJ.rd steel SJ.-ecifications in the seven 

countries now producing or f>ld.nning to }-roduce steel, .and also-to try -and 

ensure that these standards were adopted for the rest of Latin America~ 

Six pertinent ~pers were presented to the meeting, two of them by 

Latin Anterican authors. Of these, one (document 1.80) describes the 

specifications anci limits laid down in a 6iven 1:-lant to control the 

proportions of the various components, durinc the course of m~nufacture. 

The second (document L. 78) is a detailed couq .. a.rison of S}.>ecifications · 

accepted in a number of Latin A.'nerican cour.tries c~.nu in the more 

industrialized countries. Of the ]:-apers presented by non Latin American 

partici}.>d.nts, document 1.70 deals with control of quality during· 

}Jroduction :~-rocesse~ at the t-lants, while 1.76 explains the reasons for 

adopting aifferent stanaards for various types of 3pec~fications in two· 

·highly industrialized countries, viz., the United Kngdom and the United·· 

States. A fur·ther !Japer l docunent 1. 75) exf!la.ins to what degree some .. 

"minor elements" influence the characterisl:.ics of I.)la.ln carbon steels. 

·The lc1st, document L. 71, refers to a spec.1.dl problem, manufacture of steel 

rails by tLe Thomas _process in france, this subject being of particular· · 

interest for Latin America. in viE.w of the phos1--horous content of several 

deposits. 

General Classification of SpecificaEons and Their Usage 

It may be concluded from the aforementioned 'i:apers, and in pa.z:ticular 

from document L.76, that the following criteria are usually considered in 

/order to 
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order to lay down standard specific_ations: a) mechanical properties, 

b) chemical composition, c) res_t.Jonse to heat t.rea.tmer.t. 
--

The determination of one or n~ore of the criteria laid down in the 

specifie<,ltions is essential to ensure that the steel will conform to the 

required standard, For instance, for a steel sold on the basis of 

mech:mical properties, it will be necessa:r-r during the refining J.;rocess to 

control the chemical composition, as this is the only existing guide to 

know whether the finished steel is likely to comply with the requirements· 

as regards its mechanical properties. 

Based on these factors, there exist three large groups of specifications: 

a) Those specifying mechanical properties only; 

b) Those specifying chemical com~0sition only, and 

c) '£hose specifying both meci1anical J.;roperties a.nu chemical 

COID}Osition. 

Some other factors are includeo in e...:.ch grou}-1, but these three main 

sub-divisions constitute the most im!Jortant cl.d.ssifica.tion. One -such 

factor, mention of which should. not be omitted, is the relationship between 

specifications p~epared according to the criteria given above and tbe 

method of steel rr:fining employed. For many applications, steel produced 

by a certain method is prescribed, or alternat.ively, _there are two or more 

different specifications, according to which refining }Jrocess has been used. 

This is due.to the fact that, with the present developnent of techniques, 

the various steel manufacturing J.;rocesses result in the inclusion of 

relatively constant ~ro~rtions of minor impurities. The mention of the 

process, therefore, automatically sets certain limits. 

a) Specifications Based on Mechanical Fro}::ertie~ 

This group is confined.to carbon'steels froduced by hot rolling, and, 

in very small degree, to those which are cold rolled. It is under these 

specifications that the bulk of the tonuage used is produced and sold, 

while the mechanical tests ~rescribed have been designed es~ecially to 

;reproduce. the conditions to 1.vhich the steel will be subJected. in practice. 

All these specific:::.tions include tensile ,ma ductility tests~ · To 

meet the ccmbina.tion of nd.nimum tensile 6trength and mini1itUin d:uctility, the 

steel manufJ.cturer has to control lie cdrbon content. The miniw:um is 

/governed by 
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governed by the tensile strengch and the rna.x:brum; by the ductility. It is 

also necessary to control the manganese, the other alloys, and the finishing 

temperature in the rolling mill. 

Steels forming the high-tensile g:r,oup are seldom specified on the 

basis of mechanical properties alone, as tJ:.ere are J.t least three ways of 

increasing tensile strength, each of them resulting in a different type of 

steel. These are: a) sim}lly to increase the carbon content; b) to 

increase the content of allying elauents, and c) by cold working. 

b) Specifications Based on Chemical ComJ...osition Only 

In this group is included predominantly the steel intended for secondary 

transformation, in contrast to the previous group, which is used almost 

exclusively for structural work. As regards these specifications, there 

is a difference bet>Y"een the practice in United States on one hand and Europe 

on the other, due to the size of the markets. In actual practice if a steel 

is to be bought on the basis of chemical com~ositions alone, the content of 

the variou-s ~l.em.ents must· be known fairly accurately if the mechanical 

properties ·of the product are to be in any way predictable. This applies 

particularly to Cdrbon content. The permitted limits are generally 

narrower than those which can economically be obtained in the steel mill . . . 
from heat to heat. For inst,a.nce, if a 0.3 carbon steel has been ordered, 

the consumer needs to be certain that it will not vary beyond 0.27 and 0.32 

per cent carbon, otherwise tensile strength or ductility will be affected. 

This range is almost equivalent to what n~y be ex~ected as the variation 

from heat to heat. Due to the heterogeneous nature of the steel it is 

inevitable that an occasionu.l heat .;ill fall outside these limits. A 

study of United States specifications shows that this drawback is overcome 

by having a series. of S}'ecifications.with contiguous carbon ranges, so.that 

a heat which is outside the linats fixed for one specification may fall 

within those of another. 

This practice leaw to the estdblishment of a large humber of 

S}Jecifications, and is only feasible where there is a substantial market, 

as in United States.· 

In the United Kingdom, the use of chemical composition alone, as 

regards carbon steel, is confined to the nllinufacture of sheet, strip and 

/wire, particularly 
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wire, particular~ when these ~rod~cts are cold rolled. The standards 

laid down establish fdirly broad limits for the carbon content, but this 

is probably due to the fact tr~t in Great Britain cold rolling is 

generally done by other com~anies which fix their own s~ecifications for 

their CJntracts. In any casa, it is always possible to influence the 

mechanical properties of steels, for which specifications have been based . 
on the cnemical composition alone, by varying the heat treatment during 

the subsequent elaboration process. 

The above applies to steels for use in cases where mechanical strength 

is the main c~nsideration, but there is also a wide field for using those 

in which the most important property is ductility. Such are the steels 

used for .r-:re~:sir>gs and deep drawing. Up to the present no mechanical 

testing n,ethod has been developed for determining the amenability of a 

st~el for ~rocel3ses other than the simplest cold forming or,erations. The 

chemical com~osition of the steel is probably the weightiest single factor, 

and, generdlly speaking, the more drastic the deformation .r-rocess, the 

lOl'ier must be the carbon content. The close control of the chemical 

composition is therefore essenti.il, and this explains the large nui'!lber of 

specifications f0~' very low carbon steels calling for a. strL::t control 

during refining 1-rocesses. 

c)· Specifications Based on Both Nechanic3.l hoperties and Chemical 
Composition w 

In the highly industrialized countries the specifications based on 

mechanical 1-roperties, combined with li.r.lits for impurities, cover a large 

proportion of the steel nuae, prob.J.bly g.re:tter than the proportion covered 

by specifications based on m€chnrrical ~roperties alone. . 
'I'here has been consicterable discussion for many years as to the really 

fundamental limits for impurities, such as J;hosphorus and sulphur. 

WhatAver criterion is adopted in this matter, there will always be; in 

practice, the occasional heat wh1.ch is outside the set li.rui.ts. These can 

oft en be accepted by thG purchasers when the !IlJ.nganese content and the heat 

treatment to which the steel is t~ be subjected are taken into account. 

This should not 1 however, be used as an argument for gradu.J.lly inc:..·easing 

the acce,l.Jtable limits. 

/As .regards 
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As regards im}-!urities,,. the sl~g. content_, should alSQ,. be. cons.idered; 
• • . . . '~ 1· . . •. : ~ • • . • . . ~ 

this rarely appears in norms, except.:rerhap~;~ i:fl:SO!lle generaJ. stat~ment t.o 
the effect that the steel should be clean. 

Steels for welding purpo~-es_ .camprise a group which falls within. this 

type of specification. According ::to document 1. 78, such steels 5!:19\lli.d be 

defined by their mechanical properties, limits being a.lso set fo:r tn,e 

contents of carbon, silicon and degrees of purity as regards phosph9rus and 

sulphur. According to 1.75, the purity of the electrode has more ~nfluence 

on the welding strength than that of the pieces to be joined, as ~he 

com1-0sition of the metal of the "bead" is more important than that of the 

pieces themselves, and most of the metal for this bead comes from the 

electrode. 

Bases for Standardization and S~ecifications in Latin America 

frob'ably over 70 per-cent of the steel used in the region is interided 

for direct use in railways or construction work, while only a small.paTt is 

intended for subsequent elaboration in trdnsforming industries. 

Specifications based on mechanicdl properties are obviously sufficient··:for 

the first group, with the possible exception of welding steels. 

As re~ards the group used by industries, it should be borne in ·mind 

that the information transcribed above from aocument 1.76, concerning the 

fact that the n;1ethod;_pn whi,;h the 'united States A.S.T.M. }/ specifj;cationa 

are based, leads to the forraation of an excessive number of groups of steel, 

many of which can: have no application on smaller markets, even those of the 

United Kingdom, for example. 

On the other hand, the raw materials found in many of the countries do 

not facilitate economic production of steels in open-hearth furnaces. ·This 

process is the most -.ddely used in the United States, and on it moat ot 
their standards are based. Those raw materials are, however, suitable for 

producing almost equivalent steels made by othe·r methods, such as the ' .. 

converter with oxygen enrichment, one of which will· shori.ly be instilled in 

Brazil. 

There are also Latin American raw materials useful for the produc~ion 

of other: types of steels, with somewhat more rigid apJ:.tlications: 'such as· 

------~------
l/ The American Society for Testing Materials. 

I ordinary Bessemer 
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ordinary Bessemer and Thomas steels, although it is open to doubt whether 

these steels are adaptable to certain uses which im}-ose severe conditions 

on the material. An example of this position is de5cribed in paper L. 71, 

dealing with the efficient use of Thomas steel rails in Fr·mce. In 

conneXion with this same subject, it was pointed out during the Bogota 

meeting that in the United Kingdom, for many years, preference has been 

given to rails made of Bessemer stelel, which have given very good results, 

and are now becoming too expensive because of the scarcity of suitable ore. 

Due to the combined action of such factors as the small size of the 

markets, the structure of the steel transforming industries, and the 

restricted sources of rd.W material, it was the o.l-'inion of many of the 

partici~ants, both from the region and the more highly billustrialized 

countries, that the Latin liinerican countries might uo well to estc1blish 

their own standards for the qualities ar.d types of steel they produce. 

There would therefore appear to be some justification for calling a meeting, 

to be attended by the respective goverrlments and the representative 

organizations of consumers and producers of iron and steel, in order to 

study and propos8 spec~fications which could be adopted by all the countries 

in 'the reg:i on, and at which the particular conditions described above would 

be taken into account. 

At such. a meeting, an excellent. basis for discussion would be the 

material contributed in papers L. 75., L. 76, L. 78 and 1.80, as well as 

transcriptions of the relevant debates during the sessions of the Bogota 

meeting. 
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ANNEX l A . -- . LIST OF~ LA!f'Hl- i\MER.ICAN EXP:mTS PARTICIPATING !N THE MEETING 
· .. 

NaJJ!e and country 

Argentina 

Martijena, Teniente 
Coronel lrmando 

Lllorens, Ing. Emilio 

Legrand, Ing. Augusto 

Brazil 

Lanari, Prof. Amaro 

Macedo Soares e Silva, 
General Edmuncb de 

Pyles Lozano1 Engenheiro 
Eduardo 

Pinto Da: Veiga, 'Colonel 
Osvaldo 

Director 
Altos Hornos de Zapla 
Fabricaciones Militares 
Cabildo 65 
Buenos Aires 

• 
Consulting ~~conof'.i·st 
General La-vl:lle 125 
Temper ley 
Buenos Aires 

Sociedad Mixta Siderdrgica 
Argertina 
Viamonte 542, Ier. piso 
Buenos Aires 

Escuela folit~cnica 
Universidad de Sao Paulo·, 

repr,~s::mtinc t:1e 
Associa9ao Prasileira de 
Metais 
Praza Fermando Prestes 110 
Sao Pauio 

i 

President e 
Companhia A9os EBpeciais 
Itabira 
12 Avenida Nilo Pecanhn 
Rio de:~aneiro ' 

Companhia Minera)ais 
do Bra$U . 
Rua Ser:tador Queiroz 667 
Sao Pa\lfo 

Chie.f, haw Materials, 
. Companhla Sidermogica 

Naciona). 
13 Avenida 13 Maio 
Rio de ~aneiro 

Dates of 
attendance 

October November 

~- 4 

19 5 

21 4 

13-26 

27 4 .

ll-26 

20-26 

/Costa Uno 



Name and country 

Costa Lino, Engeriheiro 
J~~ge . 

Villela, Engenheiro 
Tarciso 

------------------------·", 

Chief betallurgist 
'Klib·-:r.or~:;d.a':· , 
Coinpa&W.a...SiderJ1rgiC4. ..... . 
Nacional , 
13 Avenida 1.3 Maio 
Rio de Jane-iro · · · 

Cost Account~pt 
Companhi~ Siderflr gi.ca 
Naci.o~ .... ·; 
13 Avenida 1:3 Maio 
Rio de JaneirO 

Paiva Abreu,: Dr. Alv:tro de Chief 
Laboratorio da ?roducao - ; . ' 
Y.inerr 1, Depn.tta.Ihento 

. Nacional da Produy&o 
Avenida Pasteur 404 
~9 .. de Janeiro 

Prado Uchoa, ~1~enheiro 
Martinho 

Co:1S'J.lting ·Engineer 
Avenida Cidade Jardim 138 
Sao Paulo 

~ •. -~ •• '1 :· 

Anawate,Prof. Henri. que ~scola de Engenharia 
Universidade do Hi o 

.. Qrande do Sul 
Porto Alegre 

ChUe 

Vucetich, Ing.DanUo Administrator,Altos 
· ·  Hornos de Corral 

Compafiia de Acero 
··del Pacifico 
Banct.er.a 8o 
Santi~go - .,: ......... . 

Canguilhem, Ing. Hktor · ~ber.ato:cio Metaldrgi.co 
CQm~ia .de Acero d~l 

Peralta Martinez, 
Dr. Ing. Orlando 

Pacifico · 
~andera SO 

. s·~ntiago 
.. ,. ..... •. . 

.Observer 
ivenida Caracas # 23-36 
Bogot', Colombia 

Dates ot 
i = ettendance ·. 
OCtober N<JVeiDber :.· 

20-31 

19 1 

- 13-22 

13-31 

•..
19 1 

15 .4 

13-31 

/Albala, Ing. 



Name and country 

Albala, Ing. America 

Colombia 

Ospina Hernandez, 
Dr. Mariano 

Jaramillo Ferro, 
Dr. Robert< 

Ceballos, Dr. Juan 
de Dios 

Villaveces, Jr. C::>.1·los 

Noguera, Dr. "Rod-,·j g,-

C6rdo ba, Dr. Jaime 

Llorente, Dr. RoU:rigo 

Recio, Dr-. Narino 

Alvarez Cer6n,Dr.Jnlio 

Institution or firm 

2° Superintendent e 
Departamento de Coqueria 
Compafiia de Acero del 
Pacifico 
Bandera 80 
Santiago 

Gener~l aecretary of 
the I:eeting 

E:.n:o.ger 
Empresa SiderUrgica 
Naciona1 qe Paz de Rio,S.A. 
Bogota 

Hanager 
Instituto de Fomento 
Industrial 
Bogota 

Dates o.f 
~9,.§r:C..§.._~ 
October ilove.mber 
--·~--. .. ·--· ~-···---

12 

13 5 

13 5 

Ministro qe Fomento 13 5 
Bot;ota 

Ministro de ~linas y 13 
Petr6leos 
Bogota 

Secretario T~cnico 13 
Presidencia de la Republica 
Bogota 

Subsecret~rio de 13 
Asuntos Eoon6micos 
Ministerio de Relaciones 
Exteriores 
Bogota 

Coordinador de Progranas 
Ministerio de Fomento 
Bogota 

~-ianager 
SidarUrgica de Medellin 

13 

13 

5 

5 

5 

5 

Uni.rersidad Industrial 
de Santander 

13 ' -s 

/Fajard.) 1 .Dr. 
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Name and country 

Fajardo, Dr. Leonardo 

Prieto, Dr. Joaquin 

Cock, Dr. Juli&l 

Alvarado, Dr. Benjamin 

Vargas, Dr. Alberto 

Uribe, Dr. Silvana 

Caballero Escobar, 
Dr. Enrique 

Jaramillo, Dr. Enrique 

Garces C., Dr.Bernardo 

Jaramillo, Dr. Jorge 

SuM-ez, In g. Raut6n 

Wokittel, lng. Robert 

Bruckmann, Dr. K. 

Institutibtr&t.'firm 
Dates of 

attendance 
-· · 'YJ'x~ rr ... u- ··cz-" ·- ---~-..... ,... __ ,.... ..... ·· ·· .. __ ._ ·- .October. November 

Facultad · tte QUimiea - · 13' 
Universid.aci Naci~al 
Bogot~ 

Assi.stant., 1:n.n0.ger 13 
Empresa Si~ertirgica 
Nacional·de Paz de R!o,S.A. 
Bogota 

; ·~nn:\l!er 
Institute de Fomento 
Elect rico 
Bogota 

13 

1\ssistD.r.t ~:an::!~zer 13 
Empresa Siderurgica 
Nacional de Paz da Rio,S.A. 
Bogota 

Asnistrmt .i'~!lnr.ger 
Institute de Fomento 
Industrial 
Begot~ 

13 

Ministerio de Minas 13 
y Petr61eos 
Bogota 

Asociaci6n Naciona1 13 
de Ind\5 triale s 
Bogota 

Hanager 13 
SiderUrgica del Muifia 

Empresa Sider'Orgica 13 
Nacional de Paz de R!o,S.A. 
Bogota 

:~nagCr. 13 
Talleres Centra1es 
BogotA 

Empresa SiderUI-gica 13 
Nacional. d~· .faz de Rio,S • .t. 
Bogota· · 

Consultr:.rit · 
Avenida Caracas 33-21 
Bogota 

Universidad Nacional 
de Bogota 

13 

13 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5.: 

5 

5 

5 

/Kexi.co 
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Dates of 
Nam~-~ countr,y Instituti09 ar firm attendance 
____ -.--------~------------------------------------October November 

M4:rlco 

Aramburu, Ing. Marcelo 

Cortes Obreg6n, Ing. 
Salvador 

Marin Gonzcle~., ~:ng 
Manuel 

Araiza, Ing.Evar:Lst.o 

l 
Departamento de 
InvestigaCiones 
Industri<¥.es · 
Banco de }~~co 
~xico, D.F. 

Depa.rtam~nto de 
Investigaciones 
Industriales 
Banco de :M~co 
M~co,. ~.l. 

· Departam~nto de 
Investig(Jciones 
Industriales 
Banco de :Mexico 
Mexico, D.F • . , 

. Vicepresidente 
Compafiia : Fun<!idcr~ de 
Hierro y;Acero de 
MonterreY", S.A. 
Mexico, D.F. 

' . 

1.3 4 

10 4 

ll-31 .

2.3-30 

Gonzalez Ballesteros, 
Ing. Alfredo 

Assista~y Superintendent 
Departamento de 

14 .3 

Morales, Ing. Narciso 

.Utos Hornos 
Compafife.: Pundidora de 
Hierro y Acero de 
Mont errJJy, S. A. 
Monterr~:r, Nueva Le6n 

Compai'ii& · Fundidora de 
• I H1erro y Acero de 

Monterr.y, s. L• 
Monterr~y, Nueva Le6n 

16-.30 

Sada, Ing, l?ablo !-L . Genern.l :$uperintendent . 19-26 
Altos Hornos de Menoo ,s.A. 
MoPcloV'a, Coahuila 

Gonzalez Vargas, Ing.F. DerArtamento de 19-26 
Investigaciones 
Industriales 
Be nco de Mexico· 
M6rico, D. F. 

Garza Sada, :ng.Bernardo Hojalata y Lamina,S.A. 19-24 
Monterrey, Nueva Le6n 

/Chavez, Ing. 
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Cha~sz, In g. Servando 

f.ttY 
Salazar, Ing. Luis 

Ballon, Ing. Alfonso 

Venezuela 

Avendano, Lic.Hernan 

Otero, Ing.Andr~s Germ<1n. 

Lara Labrador, 
Dr. Bernardo 

Croce,Sr. Francisco 

Pac-3llia,Sr.Luis Carlos 

AlaiOO, Sr. Antonio . · · 

~~stitution ur firm ._. . .:; 

Date3 of 
attendamv ·· 

,heta.llurgist 
Paicavi 14()..;.8 
Concep::ioo · 
Chile 

General I'1anager ll-20 
Banco Minero del Per~ 
Lima 

Direc~"Qr del Departamento ·18-26 
de Siderur gia, 
Corporaci6n Peruana del 
Santa 
]Lima 

Departamento de 15 
Investigaciones Economicas 
Banco Central de V snezuela 
Caracas 

Departamento de 
Investigaciones Economicas 

. Banco Central de Venezuela 
Caracas 

Director 
Corporaci6n de Fomento 
Caracas· 

Obse~r 

Consejo de Economia 
... ~acional 
·Caracas ·· 

:' :· . . . 

Observer· 
Gerente de Sei'Yicio 
T~clri.co'·· · 
Cofporaci6n Venezo1ana 
de Fomerito 
Caracas 

Observer 
Stndicato Venezo1ano 
de Hierro 
Caracas 

15-29 

2()..;.31 

15-19 

19-26 

4 

/Gamboa, Sr. 
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Dates of 
Name and country Institution or firm attendance 

October Novembex 

Gamboa, Dr.Argenis Ministerio de Hir1a.s 18 5 
e Hidrocarburos 
Caracas 

Mendoza, Sr. Eugenio Sindicato Venezolano 19 4 
de Hierro 
Av. Vollmer N° 1 
Caracas 

Paradisi, Dr. Carlos Director del Departamento 12-22 
de Minas - Minist eri. o de 
Minas e Hidrocarburos 
Oara.cas 

~ 

Sturgeon, H!'. John Observer P.-18 
Comit~ de Desarrollo 
Industrial 
Creole Petroleum Corp. 
Apartado 889 
Caracas 

Roncayolo, Dr. Luis A. Director 1.3-31 
Sindicato-Venezolano 
de Hierro: 
Av. Vollmer N° 1 
Caracas 

Boulton, Lr. Henry L. Consejo de Economia 21-26 
NacionaJ.. 
Caracas 

Sherover, Mr. Miles M. President~:: 19-24 
SiderUrgica Venezolana,S.A. 
"Sivensa!', 

, Caracas ;: 

Vollmer, Dr. Alberto Director 19-24 
Sindicato Venezolano 
de Hierl'9 
Av~ Vollmer N° l 
Caracas 

Lobo, .Se:'ior D<>.vid Asesor T~co 15 5 
Corparaci~n Venezolana 
de Fomento 
Caracas. 
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ANNEX I B LIST OF .·~O~Ji:AN.:· .:.Mro .NCR~ ANERICAN 
EXPERTS PARTICIFATI~U lN THE MEETING 

• •- ~-~~ _..,.......,,. _ __..._..,_..._ ____ ~··• ·-·· ·- • •·• •• •~· • •· ,.. ••. ·'• 

Name and country Institution or firm 
Dates of 

attendance 

----------------------------------------------- Octob~ Npy.~~r 
Belgium 

Coheur,Monsieur P. 

Charlier, M. Pierre 

• 

Canada 

Cavanagh, Mr. P .E. 

France 

Allard, M. Marc 

Boutigny, M. 

Cheradame, M.Raymond 

Decher!, M, Edouard 

Directe~ du Centrp 
National de 
Recherches Metallvrgiques 
4 Plac~ d'Italie 
Liege 

Ateli~s de. Con~uction 
. Electtl.que de Charleroi 

Charleroi 

Ontario Research foundation 
43 Queen's Park 
Toronto 5· 

Directeur Adjoint de 
l'Institut de Recherches 
de 1a Siderur gie 
185 Rue du Pr~sident 
Roosevelt 
Saint•Germain•en•Laye 
s. et o. 
Dire cte•lt" de la Soci et~ 
Stein et Roub~ 
24 Rue Erlanger 
''Paris 16 e. 

.• Dire cteur G.§neral Adjoint 
Centre d'Etudes et 
Recherches des. 
~rbonnages de France 
9' Avenue Percier 
Paris 8e. 
Empresa Siderlh-gica 
Nacional de Paz de R!o 
42 Avenue George V 
Paris 8e. · 

11 

13-31 

8-)0 
il 

11 7 

13-29 

10-21 

11 

/Schereschewskf, M.F. 



Name and country 

Schereschewsky, M.F. 

PaJ..me, M. Jean 

Mercier, Monsieur A. 

Perin, Monsieur Gabriel 

Richards, Monsieur R.s. 

Ttrpin, M. Jacques 

J1mg, Monsieur R.L. 

West Germany 

Baum, Dr. Ing. Kurt 

Institution or firm 

--------~-------------
Ing~ni~ur des Mines 
7 Rue cfe Madrid 
Paris Se. 

Ingenieur de la Societe 
Nationale des Chemins 
de Fer F'tan9ais 
191 Rue Lafayette 
Paris lOe. 
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D.::~.t.os of 
attendance 

O~tober November 

12 5 

11 4 

Obseriler 13-19 
Ing. tarineipai 
Centre dJ Etudes et 
Recherches des 
Carbonn~ges de France 
9 Avenue: Percier 
Paris 8e • ;:- .. 

Directeur G&l.§ral de ].a ll 4 
Societ~~d' Etudes et 
d'Enterprises Siderurgiques 
15 Rue ~asquier 
Paris s:e •. 
Alsthom,. 
38 Aven11,e Kl~ber 
Paris l6.e., France 

~ " 

Et.ablisaement Delattre 
et Fro~d Reunis 
39 Rue·: ~e la Bienfaisance 
Paris.ee. 

~. -{ 

Societ{de Preparation 
Industrielle des 
Combustibles 
45 Ruel St. Honore 
Fonta~ebleau (S et M) 

Alsthom 
38 Avenue Kl~ber 
Pqri~ 16e. 

Consulting Engineer · 
Paneuropeenne 
d1 Installation 
d1 Equipments Industriels 

 29 Graf Bernadotte Strasse 
Essen 

11 5 

15 2 

ll 2 

ll 5 

10..22 .. 

/Bulle, Dr. 



Name and 

Johar.nsen, Dr. Ing. F' •• 

Krebs, Dr. Ing •. E. 

Walde, Ik. Ing. H. 

Wasmuth, Dr. 
Habll W.R. 

Norway 

Ydstie, Mr. B. 

Sem, Mr. M.O. 

Sweden 

Kalling, Prof. Bo 

"" Switzerland 

Despres, Monsieur 
Jean R. 

Durrer, Prof. Robert 

Institution or firm 
t • ' •• 

IJ:iutehoff'nungshtitte. ·-· -~ · · · 
·Oberhaus en A.G. 
Work Sterkrade 
r""'J ,,_·, ,,,.· · .. ., ···t "rl~r·;·a·e 
I ··.·- <-.0·..-l:Jllrl"/ ·-~. ;,._(.!,, 4 

Institut~fUr .· .. 
MetallhUttemwesen ·tmd 

·Elekt!'Ometallurgie 
Bergakad~mie Clausthal 
Clausthal-Zellerfeld 1 

Obering qer Hlittenwerke 
Rtteinha 4s en A. 9-•. 
Rheinha4Sen 

Direktar der Demag
Elektro ~letallurgie 
.A..G.. m. b. H .Karlsruhe 

: Observ.er · 
Ferrostal; Essen 

Elektrokemisk S .A. 
lO . .Park Avenue 
New ,York,, N.Y • 

. kte~rokemi~k S;-A. 
10. Park Avenue · 
New York, N.Y. 

Director of Research··' 
Stor.tl· Kopp.n-ber gs 
· Bel~gsl~gSi '.Alttieb.olag 
Domnarvet 

Dates of 
attendance 

October November 

.. 15-29 

19-25 

20-30 

20-27 

11 5 

13-30 

13-25 

International· .... aoour Office 9 1 
G~neva, Switzerland 

Mana~ng J?ir.ecto:r :. ··: 16.;:.22 
Louis 'de :R..~J..t~'~fcin Ww..ks 
Limited . · · · _ .. 
~e.r lafingen,., Swi t_zer l~d 

/Ynited Kingdom 
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Dates of 
attendance 

----------- ------------ Octobet November 
Unit~d Kingdom 

Saniter, F., Esq. 

Waring, H.W.A., Esq. 
C.l~. G., A. c. A. 

Unit eel States 

Buehl, Dr. Rusell C. 

Buell, Mr. William C. . Jr. 

Fraser, Mr. Thomas 

Fitterer, Mr. G.R. 

Boul.ger, . Mr.. Francis 

Collester, Mr. M.D. 

Khalife, Sr. Miguel 

The United Steel Companies 
Ltd. 
17 Westbourne 
Sheffield 10, England 
(B:ritish Iron and Steel 
F'13derstion) 

Directot 
Industry DiViSions 
EO<m omic Commission . 
fo"' Europe 
Palais des Nations 
G~neva, Switzerland 

Bw:-eau of Mines, 
Region VIII 
U.S. Departmei'lt of 
th•:t Interior 
4$00 Forbes Street 
Pi1jtsburgh 13, Pa. 

Ari.tlur:- G. McKee and 
Company 
23<~ Chester Avenue 
ClEtveland, Ohio 

Bureau of Mines 
U.S. Department of 
thE! Interior 
Wa.Eib:lngton 25, D.C. 

Dean, The Engineering 
School 
University of Pittsburgh·· 
106 State Hall 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

·.Metallurgist 
Bat.telle Memorial 
Institute 
Co1'1.Dllbus, Ohio 

Arthur G. McKee and 
Company 
2300 Chester Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 

Me:xico Refractories 
Company, 
Mexico, Missouri 

11 5 

18 

19 1 

l3i-:29 

12-22 

19-25 

u 5 

/Newhall, Mr • 
• 
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Name and country 
Dates of 

._, __ Ins:\titution :or firm ''' -<'attendance ... 
....------~~~:'""'="'~- ... --·----........:.-·--..· ..,..-..... -... ---~--· --...- .OctobeF :November 
Newhill,Mr. H.S. 

Ospina, Sr. Alfonso 

Powell, D_r. A.R. 

Philbrook, Prof. W.O. 

Price, Mr. J.D. 

Ramseyer, Mr. C .F. 

Storms, Mr. F.H. 

Schlesinger, Mr. K. 

Woodhead, Mr. Robert 

Abbey, Mr. Robert 

!tab! 
Indaco_, Ing. 

Dr. Franc sco 

Pittsbur@P Lectromelt 
Furna.cf:l Cqrporation 

o ~P~O. Boi ;L2lj7 
Pittsb~8'J.; .:Pa • 

Observer -. 
. '; ( ~ 

Pittsbur~ Lectromelt 
Forna.ce Corporation 
P.O. Box 1257 
Fittsbur~, Pa. 

Koppers Co.Inc. 
Koppe~rs BuU~ng 
Pittsburgh 19, l>a. 

Carnegie Institute of 
Technology 
Schenley Park 
Pittsbur~ 13, Pa. 

The C:olorado Fliel and 
Iron Corporation 
Pueblo, Colorad.Q 

Ramseyer and Killer Inc. 
ll West 42nd. Street 
New York 18, N.Y. 

'-Vice-President 
Iron Minas Company 
or venezuela 
Apartado 227l,Caracas 
Observer 
United Engineering and 
Foundry Company 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

: McNally Pittsbura_ 
Manufacturing Corp. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

General Refractories Co. 
1520 Locust St. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

· ObseJrver 
Engineer of 

 · · ···TECHUiT, Compagnia 
~T-ecnica .·Int:ernazionale 

-- Past~o-·ae .-;ln Reforma 107 
-Mexico, D;F ... i~exico 

14 5 

18-26 

9-23 

20-2$ 

16-30 

19-27 

14-26 
-.: : .. 

.. ; 
19 4 
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ANNEX II LIST OF OOCUHZNTS AND T'~CHNICAL PAPERS Pr1.1SS.DNTED TO TilE E..{PZRT 
\.'fORKING GROUP 01'-i IRON AN.D STZ.&. INDUSTRY IN LATIN A}.jjilliCA 

Number Author and Title of the Document 

L.O Ram6n Su~rez, Colombia. Brief Our~line of Steel Industries in 
some Latin American Countries. 

L.l R. Cheradame, France. Consid,erations on Coal \'lashing in Europe 
and its Possible Applications to Latin 
American Coals. , 

L.2 Thomas Fraser, United ~tates. Problems in the Preparation of 
Metallurgieal Coa1 in Latin America .•. 

L.3 J. Turpin, France. Hodem 'fechniques and Installations for the 
Mechanical Treatment of Coal by the 
"Societ~ de Pr~paration Industrielle ' 
des Combustibles". 

L.4 J. Griffen, United States. The Tromp Heavy Media Coal Washing 
Process. 

~.5 A. Paiva Abreu, Brazil. Notes on the Production of l1etallurgical 
Coal in Brazil._ 

L.6 A. Gonzalez, Chile. Description of Chilean Coals Used in the 
Steel lndustl"Y. 

J. A. Prieto I., J. A. LOpez T., P. Alvarado and V. Suarez H., 
Colombia. Problems Related.to Colomo1an 
Coal Used for Steel ~~king. 

L.8 s. Cortes Obreg6n, M~xico. The .Coal Used in the Mexican Iron 
and Steel Industry. 

L.9 Walter Vogel, Chile. New Procedures for Reduction of Impurities 
ip Coals with Finely Distributed Ashes. 

-~ 

L.lO K. Baum, Western Germany.£ The Washing of Peruvian Anthracite 
F~nes. 

L.ll R. Cheradame, France. Utilization of High Volatile French 
and Saar Coals for the Production of 
l·ietallurgical Coke. Application of 
the Conclusions to Latin American Coals. 

L.l2 -J. D. Price, United State~. The Blending of Western Coals for 

L.lJ 

tije Production of Metallurgical Coke. 

J. D. Price, United States. Low Temperature Char as a Substitute 
for Low Volatile Coal in the Production 
of Hetallurgical Coke. 

L.l4 K. Baiun, Western Germany. The Manufacture of Metallurgical 
Smelting Carbon from Non-coking Coals. 

/L.l5 
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1.15 A. R. Powell, United States. Improving Coking ~ualities of Coal 
py Aqdition .of Various Haterials. · 

1.16 A. R. Powell, United states. Correlation of Small-scale Carbonizing 
Tests with Commercial Coke-oven Results. 

1.1? A. R. Powell, United States. Argentine Asphaltites as Blending 
Materials for Poorly Coking Coals. 

1.18 M. D. Curran1 • United States. Tne Utilization of Petroleum Pitches 
and Asphalts for the Production of Hetallurgical 
Cpke. · . 

1.19 J. A. Prieto L, J. A~ L6pez T,, B. Alvarado and V. Suarez H., Colombia. 

1.20 

1.21 

1.23 

1.24 
. -

1.25. 

1.26 

1.27. . . 

1.29.-; 
L.31 

... ,:.:. 

Coking Properties of the Coal for the Steel 
Industry in Colombia. 

S. Cortes Obreg6n, Mexico. Manufacture of Hetallurgical Coke in 
hexico. 

A. Albala, Chile. lietallurgical Cokes from Chilean Coals. 

A. Varas Hart!nez, Colombia, and Tr .Fraser, United St~tes. Development 
of the Cauca Valley Coals. 

K. Baum, Western Germany. Production of Blast Furnace Coke with 
Peruvian Anthracites • 

s. Mewhirter, United States. The Gerrej6n Coal Mining 
Project. 

J. ·n. Price, United States. Coal Washery Performance as 
to Blast Furnace Costs. 

Related 

o~'·· 

.Walter Vogel, Chile. The Influence of Ash Content on the Hardness 
of Cokes Nade from High Volatile Coals. 

.B. Alvarado, Colombia. Iron Ores for the Colombian Steel Indtistry. 

1. Ensch, Brazil. Pig Iron Production in Blast Furnaces Using 
Charcoal. · 

1.32 D)·V.ucetich, Chile. Operation of the Charcoal Blast Furnace at 
. .. . .. Corral Using Hixtures of Hetallurgical Coke:. 

and Charcoal. 

1.33 f. l• Pint.o de Souza, Brazil. The Sintering Plant of Eonle\rade. 

1.36 
1.3? 

G.:·BUlle, We stern Germany. Notes on Production of Pig Iron. 

H.· \~~~~e_, >'Nestern Germany. Progress in the Hanufacture of Pig 
Iron and Ferro-alloys with the Low-shaft· : ·. 
Electric Furnace. · · ·. · · ··-·· • · 

.. , . . 
H. ·s'. Newhall, United States. Haking of Steel :i;n Electric 

Furnaces. 
. . 

/1.39 
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L.39 

L.40 

. 1.42 

1.44 
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F. Johannsen, 'iJestern Germany. The Krupp-fi.enn Process. 

H. Allard, Fran~e~ The Low-shaft Blast Furnace . 

K. Jensen, Denmark. The Basset ?recess for the Production of 
Pig Iron in Rotary Kilns. 

Dr. R. C. Buehl, United States. Production of Sponge Iron in a 
l1.otary Kiln at Temperatures Below the Fusion 
?oint of the Ymterial. 

R. Durrer, S~~tzerl~~d. Considerations on the Development of the 
Production of Iron. 

B. Kalllilg, Sweden\_The rlotary ~iln Processes for Sponge Iron, 
Developed at the Avesta Iron and Steel 1.Vorks 
and the Domnarfvet Iron and Steel Works, 
Sweden. 

1.47 J. St!lhed, Sweden. Production of Sponge Iron According to the 
Wiberg-Soderfors Method. 

1.48 A. Ballon, Peru. The l!J.ectric lteduction Furnace. 

1.49 1:1. ¢. Sem, Norway. Electric bmelting of Pig Iron. 

1.51 E. Dechert, France. 11anufacture of Thomas (Basic Converter) Steel. 

1.52 Wm.A. Haven, United States. Selections of Stee~ing Processes 
and of Locations for Integrated Iron.and Steel 
Horks. 

1.53 C. rlamseyer, United States. Comparative Investment Costs for 
Different Steelmaking Processes. 

1.54 Societa ILVA, Italy. Use of Fhosphorus Ores for the Production 

1.57 

.. . : 

L.60 

L.61 

of Pig Iron for Transforming into Steel by 
th.e Thomas Process. 

G. Bulle, Western Germany. Steel Production in Latin America. 
' 

E. Krebs, Western Germany. The Balance of ~~terials and the 
Economic Comparison of the Different 
Steelmaking Brocesses. 

R. L. Jung, France, Considerations concerning the Ghoice.of 
; Electrical Equipment for the Iron and Steel 
I Plants of Paz de Rio (Colombia) and 
i Ghimbote. (Peru). 
1 

,. G. Perin, France. Tbe Problem of .l£nergy in Steel Plants.· 
~ 

A. Gonzalez Barragax';. and N. Horales, Nexico. The Duplex 
:Steelmaking Process at }iionterrey. 

H. Canguilhem, Chile~ The Acid Bessemer Proces~ in Huachipato 
(Chile). · 

A. Mercier, France. Details of a Steel Plant for a ~on-steel 
Producing Country. 

t·~-62··· ·:·· P. E. Cavanagh, Canada. Approximate Comparative Production 
Costs and Investment Requirements . .Qf the 
Standard Blast Furnace, Electric SJiielting 

.Furnace, Sponge Iron Furnace and Tunnel 
 -.K:Un Sponge Iron furnace~ 

/L.63 
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1 .... 6) 

L.65 
1 •• 66 

1.67 

L.68 

L.69 

L.70 

L.71 
L.72 
L.73 

L.74 

L.75 

1.76 

L.77 

1.78 

L.79 
1.80 

1.81 

L.82 

L.84 

.tl;., Deche:t•f, F'f>ance. Considerations R~garding the :Constructiori'er 
the TpQJ!Ia.~ Steel Plant. of the Paz de Rio 
Company and the Costs of Production of Steel. 

G. R. Fitterer, United States. Econoinics of the 11odem Acid . . 
Open-hearth Practice. 

W. Oo Philbrook, United States. The Acid Bessemer Process. 
~ · .. '. .. -

T. Y. WiJ.aon, United States. Contim1ous Casting of Steel by the 
Rossi-Junghans Process. 

P. E. Cavanagh, Canada. Variable Donsity Steels. tReprinted from 
Th£ l!:9.n Age, January 24•31, 195?.) ,:· .: . 

J. Sejournet, France. Notes on the Ugine-Sejournet Extrusion 
Process. · 

B. Ka.lling, Sweden. Desulpburizn.tion of Pig Iron with Pulverized. 
Lime in Rotary Kilns. 

G. Weston,and R. L. Richards, United Kingdom. Standardization in 
Relation to Control in Steel Pro~uetion.·· · 

J. Palm~, France. · Thomas .. Steel H.a.ils in France. 

G~· R. Fitterer, United States. Acid Open Hearth Products. 

P• Coheur, Belgium. Thomas Steel with Low Nitrogen and Low 
Phosphorus Content. 

A. Lanari, Brazil. Brief Account of Iron and Steel Production 
Processes Used in Brazil. · 

F. &Ulger, United States. Some Effects of Minor Elements on 
· · the Characteristics of Plain Carbon Steel:s-.-

G~··weston and G. R. Bolsover, United Kingdom. The Control of 
Composition During Steelmaking •. 

W., C. Buell, Jr., United States. Basic Op~n-hearth Steelma~ · · 
Prflctice in the United States· of ·America~ : · 

F. F~ick, Chile. Notes on Specifications of Steels for Different 
· Uses. 

~. Allard, France. Perrin Process for Converter Steel Making~>-·: 
· o. lierrera, Chile. Specifications of the Products Made by the 

C!a. d~ Acero del Pac!fieo (Huachipato, Chile) • 

. International Labour Office,· Switzerland.· · Some Aapects of UbOur 
Problems in the Iron and St.eel Industry. :' : 

• ; • • • J - • • ~- • ·-·· 

R •. Jaramillo and J. A. Prieto, Colombia. Steel Scrap 
decarburation to Produce.Pig Iron.in Ele~~r~~ 
Furnaces. ·· · · .. · · · · · · 

M •. Armnburu, Mexico. Consumption of Iron. and Steel Produets in: 
Mexi((o .• _ · · · · . · . · .. 

P. Sada, Mexico. Some Notes on the Organizati.on_ of Monclova S~eel 
· Works.. · · · · · · '· · · . · ... 

ECJ.A s.EC.'il!."TA.Rl4T. F~r.··· Innuenehlg Iron and Steel Consumption 
··--·; ··iau.tw·~ 

: ~ . ' 
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1.87 ECLA S2;GRSTAlHAT. Influence of Local Factors on the Iron and 
Steel Industry in Latin Amei~ica. 

1.88 ECLA SECF;i;Th.rl.IAT. Structure of the Steel Transforming Industry in 
Latin America. 

1.90 Kurt Bruckmann, Colombia. Possibilities of Applying Ultrasonics 
to the Iron and Steel Industry. 

1.91 EC1A SECfLETiliilAT. Influence of the Size of the IIarkets on Iron 
and Steel Industry in Latin America. 

I A..!IJNEX III. 



ANN~ III. AGlENDA 

First Meeting: 13 October - 4 p.m. 

.Li:/CN.l2/293 
I·nce:: 15 5 

1. Inaugural address by his Excellency the President of the Hepublic 
of Colombia. 

2. Address by the Executive Director of the .i;;xpert Harking Group on 
Iron and Steel Industry in Latin America. 

Second Meeting: 14 October - 11 a.m. 

1. ~troductory Statement by the Executive Director. 

2. Election of Chairman. 

3. Election of Officers 

4. Discussion of Method of Procedure. 

Third Meeting: l4 October - 3 p.m. 

Item I.A.l. FUELS R~tl~n.:~e"baJ._ ;c~rtp2:r_i_ties 

Discussion of the following papers: 

ST/TAA/CON.4/L.l Considerations on Coal ~-lashing in Europe and ita 
ST~LA/CONF .1/L.l ' Posf:lible Applications to Latin American Coals. 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.2 
ST/ECLA/CONF,l/1.2 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.3 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.3 

by R. Cheradame 

Prob~ema in the Preparation of Metallurgical Coal 
in Latin America byT. Fraser 

Hodem Techniques and Installations for the 
Z.lechanical Treatment of Coal by the "Societ~ de 
Preparation Industrielle des Combustibles" 

by J. Turpin 

Fourth Meeting: 15 October - 9 a,m. 

Item_ I.~!J:.• FtTBLS R,edtlctjorr qf C~nl·.IDnpui'1·id'rla"iP!(to:lt:5.nuation) 

Discussion of the following papers: 

ST/TAA/CONF .4/L.4 The Tromp Heavy Hedia Coal lvashing Process 
ST/ECLA/CONF,l/1.4 by J. Griffen 

ST/TAA/CONF .4/L.5 Notes on the Production of l-'Ietallurgical Coal 
ST/ECLA/CONF .l/L.5 in Brazil by A. Paiva Abreu 

ST/TAA/CONF,4/L.6 
ST/~LA/CONF.l/L.6 

Description of Chilean Coals Used in the S~eel 
Industry by A. Gonzalez, presented by'B.Leuschner 

~fifth ~Ieeting: 



f'ifth Heeting: 15 October - 3 p.m. 

I terr. t .A.1_. FU~LS 

Discussion of the fol-lowing papers;-

jT/TAA/CONF.4/L.7 Problems Related to Colombian Coal Used for 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.7 Steel-making. by J.A.Prieto I •• J.A.L6pez T., 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.S 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.8 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.l0 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.10 

B.Alvarado and iJ .. Suarc~ ::. 

The Coal Used in the :•:exican Iron and Steel 
Industry. by s. Cortes o. 
The Washing of Peruvian Anthracite Fines. 

by K. Baum 

Sixth Heeting: 16 October - 9 a.m. 

Item I.A.2. FUELS Production of Coke from Poorly Coking Coal 
and Substitute Fuels 

Discussion of the following papers: • 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.ll Utilization of high Volatile French arid Saar Coals 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/L.ll for the Production of retallurgical Coke. 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.l2 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.12 

ST/TAA/CmP? .4/1.13 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.13 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.14 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.14 

Application of the Conclusions to Latin American 
Coals. by R. Cheradame · 

The Blending of Western Coals for the Production 
of Metallurgical Coke. 

by J. D. Price 

Low Temperature Char as a Substitute for Low 
Volatile Coal in the Production of, Metallurgical 
Coke. by J. D. Price 

. . . 

The Manufacture of Metallurgical Smelting-Carbon 
from Non-coking Coal. 

by K. Baum 

Seventh Heeting: 16 October - 3 p.m. 

Item I.A.2. FUcl..S 

Discussion of the following papers: 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.'1"5 Improving Coking Qualities of Coal by Addi tiori . 
. . .. · .. 

ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.15 of Various l~terials 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.l6 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/L.l6 

by A. R. Powell .. 

Correlation of Small-scale Carb,oniz.ing T~sts ·. 
with Commercial Coke-oven Results~ 

by A. :tt. Powe.ll' 

/ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.17 



ST/TAA/CONF .4/1.17 . 
ST/ECLA/CONF~l/1.17 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.l8 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/L,l8 

Eighth Meeting: 

Item I.A.2~ FUELS 

• 

Argentine Asphaltites as BlendinJ L.aterial 
for Poorly Coking Coals. · 

by A. rt. Powell 

The Utilization of Petroleum Pitches and Asphalts 
for the Production of Hetallurgical Coke. 

by M.D. Curran, presented by J. ·sturgeon 

Production of Coke from Poor Co n Coal 
and Substitute Fuels ( continuati::m 

Discussion of the following papers: 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L~l9 Coking Properties of.the Coal for t~e Steel 
ST/ECLA/CONF .l/L.l9 Industry in Colombia . 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.20 
ST/ECLA/CONF .1/1.20. 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.21 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.21 

ST/TAA/CONF .4/1.24 · 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.24 

by J.A.Prieto ·I., J.A.L6pez T,, 
B.Alvara~o ~d V.Su~rez H. 

;·r''-' i•{:~~~-~;.: ·.:: of :Hetallurgical Coke· in .Hexi.co 
by 3. Cort~s. 0. 

Metallurgical Coke from Chilean C'oals. 
by A. Albala. 

Production of Blast Furnace Coke with Peruvian 
Anthracite by K. Baum • 

Ninth }.1eeting: 17 October - 3 p.m. 

Item I.B.l. IRON ORB JwDUCTION 

Discussion of the following papers: 

ST/TAA/CONF .4/L. 26 Coal \Jashery Performance as Relatett to Blast 
ST/ECLA/CONF .l/L.26 Furnace Co13ts by J. D. Pris:e . 

ST/TAA/CONF .4/1.27 The Influence of Ash Content -on the Hardness of 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.27 Cokes Made from High Volatile Coal~ 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.23 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.23 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.25 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.25 

py ~'1. Vogel, preseqt.ed by B. Leus~hper 

Development of the Cauca Va~~y. C~ls 
· py A. Vargas i'·~., ar1;d 'l' •.. Fraser.J p~esented 

by A. Vargas 

The CerrejjSn Coal !lining Project- .. · .. , . .. 
py s. Hewhirter, presented by A. Vargas 

/Tent~ Meeting 
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Tenth Meeting: 21 October - 9 a.m. 

l'tem I.B.2. I~ 0~ ~DUC.',Q:.ON.:., : " The Charcoal Blast Furnaee 

Discussion of the·I'o11gwing:papef.s: 

ST/TAA/CONF .l/L.J2 ·· ··operation of the Charcoal Blast Furnace at. 
ST/ECLA/CONF .1/1.32 ' • ·Corral Usillg Hixtures of Metallurgical' Coke and 

· ·· Charcoa:J..' by D. Vucetich · · 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.33 
STf~LA/CONF.l/1.33 

The sintering plant of Honlevade 
by F .J .Pinto de Souza, presented 

i · by B.Leuschner 

Eleventh Meeting: · 21· -October -. J p.m. 

Item I.B.3 IRON ORE REDUCTION 

Dis?ussi?n of th~ following papers: 

Methods of ~educing Ores . 
otherwise than in B].ast;·Fuz;na.Qes 

ST/TA.A/CONF .4/L.37 Progress in the Manufacture of Pig Iron in Rotary 
ST/ECLA/CONF .l/L.37 Kilns by H. Walde 

STfrAA/CONF .4/1.48 The Electric Reduction Furnace 
ST/ECLA/CONF .l/J;..48 by A. Ballon 

ST/TAA/CONF .4/L.49 . Electric Smelting or Pig Iron 
ST/FCLA/CONF .1/1.49 by l'I, O. Sem 

ST/TAA/CONF~4/.L.3S lUUcing or Steel in Electric Furnaces 
8T/ECLA/CONF .l/L.38 by H. S, Newhail 

Twelfth Meeting: 22 October - 2 a.m. 

Item I.B.3. IRoN ORE REDUCTION 

Disc1,1ssion of the following papers: 

Methods or Reducing oies 
Otherwise than in Blast Furnaces 

(continuation) 

ST/TAA/CONF .• 4/L.45 Considerations on the Development or tn~:·Pr9Ci.uction 
ST/ECLA/CONF ,.l/L.45 of Iron by R. Durrer . . 

ST/TAA/CONF . .,_4/J,..J.6 Notes on the Production of Pig Iron 
ST/ECLA/CONF .l/L.36 by G. B-.llle 

ST/TAA/CONF-.4/L.40 Thj:) ww-shart Blast Furnace 
ST/ECLA/CONF .l/L.40 by l-1, Allard 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L~39 The l~Renn Process 
ST/ECLA/CONF •. l/L,39 by F, Johannse~. 

/Thirteenth Heeting: 
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Methods of ~educing Ores . 
Otherwis{ than.in Blast Furnaces 

continuation) 

Discussion of the following papers: 

ST/TAA/CONF .4/L.46 The fl.otary Kiln Processes tor Sponge Iron, 
ST/ECLA/CONF .1/1.46 Developed at the- Avesta Iron and Steel ~Jorks 

and the Doinnarvet Iron and Steel Horks, Sweden 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.47 
ST/ECLA/CONF .1/1.47 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/1.42 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.42 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.44 
ST/ECLA/COHF .1/1.44 

Fourteenth Heeting: 

Item I.C,l. 

by B. Kalllng . 

Production of Sponge Iron According to the 
\·Jiberg-Soderfors method . 

by J. StAlhed 

The Basset Process for the Production of Pig 
Iron in Rotary Kilns _ 

by K. Jensen, presented by A. Mercier 

Production of Sponge Iron in a Rotary Kiln at 
Temperatures Below the Fusion. Point of the l1aterial 

by R.C. Buehl 

23 October - 9 a.m. 

STEI<:L EAKING AIJD FH!ISHING ·pc~arison of Econ~cs of 
Di:f'ferent Processes o£ 
s-t. :~f!l.:'_!Ilak~EfL -

Dis~ussion of the following papers: 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.65 The Acid Bessemer Process 
ST/ECLA/CONF .l/L.65 by \tJ.O. Philbrook 

ST/TAA/CONF .4/L. 77 Basic Opep-hearth Steelmaking Practice in the 
ST/ECLA/COHF.l/1.77 United States by W. Buell Jr. 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.64 
ST/ECLA/CmJF .1/L. 64 
ST/TAA/CONF .4/1.51 -
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.51 

Fifteenth Meeting: 

Economics of the Nodern Acid Open-hearth Practice 
by G.R. Fitterer 

Hanufacture of Thomas (Basic Converter) Steel 
; - by E. Dechert 

23 October - 3 p.m • 
Item I.C,l . STEEL }-:AKING A;m l;'JNISHING Comparison of Economics of 

Different P-rocesses of 
e_!.eelmaldng continuation) 

Discussion of the ~ollowing papers: 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.54 Use of Phosphorus Ores for the Production of Pig 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.54 Iron for Transforming into Steel by the Thomas 

Process by Societa ILVA, Italy, 
presented by M. A~lard 

/ST/TAA/CONF.4/1.79 
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ST/l'AA/GONF' q4/1. 79 
STj.;_•.:CI,A/CONF til/1. 79 

ST/TAA/GONF$4/Le72 
ST/ECLA/CCNF .1/L. 72 

ST/rAA/CONF' ~L~/Lo 73 
ST/ECLA/CONF .1/L. TI 

Item I.C.l~ 

Perrin ProcesB. :f'ol" Cl";nvEu"ter Steel !faking 
.· l:>y N." A],l~~<i .- c 

Ac:id Open-hearth Pra:ducts 
· by G ~R. I<'itterer 

Thomas Steel With Low Nitrogen and Low 
Phosphorus Content 

by P .. Coheur 

. STEEL MAKING Aim Fil'IISHllTG .Q.ompnri~o!!_ 9_f Economics of 
DJ.fferent Processes of 
§.~£.~lmn.kir~.~ ( confinua ti on) 

Discussion of the following papers: 

ST/TAA/CONL4/L.55 Steel Production in Latin America 
ST/ECLA/CONF .1/1.55 by G. Bulle 

ST/TAA/CONF .4/L. 56 The Balance of l·~terials and the £conomic Comparison 
·. ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.56 of the Different Steelmaking Processes 

ST/TAA/CONF .4/1.,. 53 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.53 

ST/TAA/GO~*'e4/L~61 
ST/ECLA/CONF .1/1 .• 61 

by E. Krebs 

Comparative Investment Costs for Different 
Steelmaking Processes . 

by Ramseyer arid Ydller, presented 
by C. Hams eyer . 

Characteristics of a Steel Plant for a Steel 
Non~producing Country 

by A. Hercier 

~eventeenth Meeting: 24.0ctober- 3 p,m. 
GENERAL SUBJ~TS AND CELEBRATION· OF ThE ANNIV.LRSARY OF ThE UNI'TED NATIONS 

I 

·sT/TAA/ CO: iF. 4/L. 62 
ST/ECLA/COFF:l/t. 6z· 
S'r/TAA/CONF' .4/L. 74 
S'l'/ECLA/CONF;l/L. 74 

;. ·. 

Approximate Comparative Production Costs and 
Investment Reauirem~nts of Different Processes 

• by P.Z. Cavanaah . - · 
Brief Account of Iron and Steel rroductio~ Processes 
Used in Brazil by A. Lanari 

Address in-commemoration of United Nations Day by His Excellency the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Colombia, Dr. Juan Uribe Holguin. 

Acki.~CJwledgment on behalf of the Secretary General of the United· Nations, 
by Dr. Raymond Etchats, Resident Representative for Col~bia of 
Technical Assist,a.il.ce Administration of the United Nations. ·· 

ST/'l'AA/CONF .4/1.84 .. 
ST/ECL~/CONF.l/1.84 

Some Notes on the Organization of Honclova Steel 
iiorks by P. Sada 
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Eigh~eenth Meeting: 28 October - 9 a,m, 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.52 
ST/ .I£CLA/GONF .1/L. 52 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.60 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.60 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/1.59 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.59 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.57 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/L.57 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.90 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.90 

Nineteenth Meeting: 

Item I,C.2 

f_o!~:I:::1.1'i_~~v~- ," _ n f ~":£~ :t~ c :~_1~( 
Different Proces,;c2_; of . 
"3te~lin:~i~inr:- ( ,:;;·;i:Y"t:G1~2.tion) 

Selections of .Steelmaking Processes and of 
Locations for Integrated Iron and Steel ldorks. 

• by vim. A. lhven 

The Acid Bessemer Process in Huachipa.to 
by H. Canguilhem 

The Duplex Steelmaking Process at Monterrey, 
by A, Gonzalez Ballesteros and N. Morales 

presented by A. Gonzalez Ballesteros 

Considerations Concerning the Choice of Electrical 
Equipment for the Iron and Steel Plants of Paz de 
Rio (Colombia) and Chi.mbote (PerU.), 

by rt.L. Jung 

Possibilities of Applying Ultrasonics to the Iron 
and Steel Industry. 

by K. Brockmann 

26 October - 9 a.m. 

STEEL l·'iJ,EING AI;D Fil'llSf!IHG Al t ernati v~ method:3 to the 
Holling ~rill for Finishing 
8ttJCl 

Discussion of the following papers: 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.66 Continuous Casting of Steel by the Rossi-Junghans 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.66 Process. by T.Y. Hilson,presented by R.C.Buehl 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/1.67 Variable Density Steels (Reprint in English from 
ST/EC1A/CONF .1/L. 67 The !£2!! ~ ) . by P .E. Cavanagh 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/1.68 Notes on ~he Ugine-Sejourn~t Extrusion Process 
ST/~CLA/CO~W.l/L.68 by J. Sejournet, n~esented 

by F. Scheresch~~~~Y 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.81 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/L.81 

Some Aspects of Labour Problems in the Iron and 
Steel Industry by the International Labour Orrice, 

presented by ,T-P. Dos:.;res 

Twentieth .Meeting: 29 October - 9 a,m. 

Item I.C.3. liAKING AND FINIShiNG OF ST.&.EL Range of Application of 
Steels hade b DifferelJ.1 
Processes. 

Discussion of the following papers: 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.75 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1,75 

Some 2ffects of hinor Elements on the Characteristics 
of Plain Carbon Steels by F. Boulger 

/ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.70 
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ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.70 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/L.70 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.78 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/L.78 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.76 
ST/ECLJ~/CONF.l/L.76 

ST/TAA/CONF .4JL.OO . 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/L.SO 

standard:i,z4tion-in. ~~a.tion to -~o~trol.in St,eel. 
Proc'~uction- · ·-· · ···· by·G~E~ -t<Teston·; presented::. _.-

· by F. Saniter _ _. . ', __ :L:. ·: 

Notes on Specifications of Steel for Different Uses 
by F. Frick, presented 

... ·. : . ~ 

by B. Leuschner · 

The Control of Composition during SteeLmaking 
by G.E. Weston, presented 
by F. Saniter -

Specifications of the Products Made by the c:ra·. de 
Acero del Pacifico (Huachipato, Chile) ,,

by 0. Herrera, present-ed ·_ 
by H. Canguilhem

Twenty-First Meeting: 29 October - 3 p.m. 

::Uem_t.C.J. . STEEL J.lAKING AND F.LNISHING Range of AppJ.i.cation of 

Di- . "'f h f 11 • • sD~-0ls made--b~;- Different
scuss1on o t e o OWl.ng papers. Processes -c-cohtulUatJ.QJ:?.-7

ST/TAA/CONF .4/t. 71 Thomas Steel Hails in-Yrance- . . . .... 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/L.71 by 14. Pa~ 

ST/TAA/CONF .4/L. 58 . The Problem of Energy in Steel Plants 
ST/ECLA/CONF .l/L.58 by G. Perin 

ST/TAA/CONF. .• 4fl.,,'82 steel Scrap H.ecarburation to Produce Pig Iron in 
ST/ECLA/CONF .1/1.82 Electric Furnaces · 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/l.i,63 
ST/ECLA/CONF·.lA. 63 

ST/TAA/CONF.4~.83 
ST I i;CLA/CONF".l/L. 83 -. . 

by li. Jaramillo and J .A. Prieto 
presented by J.A. Prieto 

Considerations rtegarding the Construction o~ the 
Thomas Steel Plant of the Paz del Rio Company and 
the Costs of Production of Steel · · · · 

by E. Decherf 

Consumption of Iron and Steel Products ~- MeXico 
by M. Aramburu 

Twenty-3econd-l1ee.tin.g: 30 October- 9 a.m. 

!~~!!1-J~~.J¥: · ~· .&CONOM!C PROBIJiMS · 

Discussion ot the following papers: 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.S7 Influence of Local Factors on the Iron and Steel 
ST/ECLA/CO:NF.l/L.87 Industry in -Latin, Amer.ica · .:::<~--- .;-~-- ... ::.>~ • .,:'i 

by the ECLA Secretariat, pr~s~nted by 
B. Leuschner ari<! ·~tf.~!anes 

/Twenty~Third'~~~~in~: .. -_ 
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Twenty-Third Meeting: 30 October - 3 p,m. 
Item II. B •. ,. SCONO£.FC P:-iOBW1S 

Discussion of the following papers: 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.87 
ST/ECLA/CONF.1/L.87 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/1.91 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.91 

Influence of LQcal Factors on tlle Iron and Steel 
Indus.try in Latin America (continuation) 

by the ECLA Secretariat, presented 
by B. Leuschner and H. Yanes 

Influence of the Size of of the ~mrkets on Iron 
and Steel Industry in Latin America 

,_ 

by the ECLA SEC~TAhiAT, presented by 
by B. Leuschner and H, Yanes • 

Twenty-Fourth Meeting: 31 October - 9 a.m. 

Item II.A. FACTORS DZTERHINING ThiL OONSilllPTION OF IrtON Al\0 STlEL IN 
--- LATIN M'IERICA 

Discussion of the following paper: 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/1.86 Factors Influencing Iron and Steel Consumption· in 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.86 Latin America . by the ECLA SECf2TARIAT, 

presented by P. Vuscevic 

Twenty-Fifth Heeting: 31 October - 3 p.m. 

Item II.C. 

Discussion of the following paper: 

ST/TAA/CONF.4/L.88 
ST/ECLA/CONF.l/1.88 

Structure of the Steel Transforming Industry in 
Latin Ameri~d by the ECLA Secretariat, 

presented by A. Stakhovitch 

Closing of the viork Heetings: 

1. Closing address by the Ch~irman of the Working Group, Dr. Roberto 
Jaramillo Ferro, Paz de ~!p, Colombia. 

2. Words of acknowledgment by l1r. Schreschewsky, Chambre Syndicale 
de la Sid~rurgie Francaise1 France. 

3. lvords of acknowledgment by Hr. F. Saniter, The United Steel 
Companies, Ltd., United Kingdom. 

4. Faret-Jell address by :t-fr • .r?..C. Buehl, u.s. Bureau of Hines, 
United States. · 

5. Farewell address by General E. Macedo- Soares e Silva, Companhia 
Acos Especiais Itabira, Brazil. 

' 
6. Closing address by the Executive Director of the Working Group, 

Hr. B. Leuschner. · 




